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ABSTRACT
Polymeric electrolytes are polymers containing the ionic moieties used for ion
conduction in electrochemical devices. The strategic design of these materials requires the
in-depth understanding of the relation between the molecular structure and the properties.
This dissertation reports on computational simulations for two types of materials: hydrated
anion exchange membranes (AEMs) for fuel cells and the polymerized ionic liquids
(PolyILs). Various chemical structures were covered for systematic investigations.
For AEMs, the ion conducting channels or domains are essential for the efficient ion
transport, and thus the morphology of the hydrated membrane is worthy of study.
Dissipative particle dynamics simulations were carried out to investigate the meso-scale
microphase separation for the functionalized triblock copolymer polystyrene-bpoly(ethylene-co-butylene)-b-polystyrene. The morphology was studied at a variety of
hydration levels, and the connectivity of the water domains were analyzed. The
morphology was tuned by the alkyl spacer, degree of functionalization, percentage of
polystyrene, different anions, as well as the hydration level. However, a simple rule for the
influence of the chemical composition was not elucidated. The size of the hydrophilic
phase relative to the hydrophobic phase was speculated as an influential factor. Introducing
more ionic species generally promotes water percolation. This effect was not solely
determined by the water amount, but the chemistry also played an important role.
Classical molecular dynamics simulations were performed on different polyILs to
study the mechanism of ion transport. The effects of anion were examined in poly(1-ethyl3-vinylimidzolium), paired with bromide, tetrafluoroborate, hexafluorophosphate and
bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl), respectivly. As an alternative polymerized cation, poly((2-
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alkyldimethyl-ammoniumethyl) methacrylate

bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide was

simulated with different tails. Comparisons of ion association and hopping types in the
transport of the ions were found to be inconsistent with the size of the ion. For all materials,
the diffusivity was more likely to correlate to the effective hopping satisfying a criterion of
distance. Generally, a large polyatomic counterion with a long linker and/or tail promoted
the ion transport. These molecular structures reduced the dynamical heterogeneity and the
average string length of the cooperative motion of the mobile ions.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
With the ever growing need for energy and the push to replace fossil fuels with sustainable
energy sources, electrochemical devices for energy conversion and storage have attracted
significant interest.1–3 For the best use of sustainable energy, electrochemical devices, such
lithium and alkali batteries, dye-sensitized solar cells, fuel cells and redox flow batteries are
highly desirable for the application in portable electronics to grid-scale energy conversion and
storage.4 These devices have similar architecture with respect to the key components including
high-performance electrodes and electrolytes. The properties of the electrolytes strongly affect
performance of the device. Compared with liquid electrolytes and salt electrolytes, polymeric
electrolytes offer advantages including: no leakage or corrosion after damage, the ability to
work at moderate temperatures, ease of processing and utilization in the devices, all of which
make these materials a promising group of candidates.5–7 High conductivity and
chemical/thermal stability are important characteristics of these materials, and a deep
understanding of the structure/function relationships of the polymeric materials will guide the
future development of novel products. The research undertaken for this dissertation employs
multiscale simulations to study two systems: anion exchange membranes and polymerized
ionic liquids.

Anion exchange membranes (AEMs)
1.1.1 Anion exchange membrane fuel cells (AEMFCs)
Fuel cells are energy conversion devices that convert the chemical energy of a fuel, e.g.,
hydrogen or methanol, directly into electrical energy via a pair of electrochemical reactions.8
Various types of fuel cells have been developed, which may be classified by the electrolyte
material utilized in the device: alkaline fuel cells (AFCs), polymer electrolyte fuel cells
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(PEFCs), solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs), phosphoric acid fuel cells (PAFCs), and molten
carbonate fuel cells (MCFCs).9,10 Among these types of fuel cells, AFCs and PEFCs operate
at relatively low temperatures (< 150 C) and have the potential to be used in portable and
stationary devices and in the transportation sector.9,11 The early practical applications of fuel
cells can be dated back to the 1960s. AFCs were deployed on Apollo spacecraft and on the
Space Shuttle as auxiliary power units. AFCs use an aqueous solution of potassium hydroxide
(KOH) as the electrolyte.10 The alkaline electrolyte facilitates an oxygen reduction reaction
(ORR) at the cathode. However, the KOH solution suffers from degradation by carbon dioxide
(CO2) which reacts with KOH to form potassium carbonate (K2CO3).12 This problem hinders
the use of AFCs for terrestrial applications.9 Another early deployment of fuel cells was the
proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs, a sub-category of PEFCs) utilized on the
Gemini spacecraft (also in the 1960s).11,13 After the aerospace applications, commercial
utilization of low temperature fuel cells were rare until the 1990s, when auto manufacturers
started to develop PEMFCs for passenger cars.11 Most recently, during the last decade, a new
generation of fuel cell vehicles have been released to the market.14,15 Despite the fast
development of PEMFCs, these fuel cells with acidic polymer electrolytes require platinumbased catalysts and the high cost associated with their use has hampered wide spread
commercialization.10,16,17
Anion exchange membrane fuel cells (AEMFCs) are a relatively new type of fuel cell that
also feature a polymer membrane as the electrolyte. A structural diagram of an AEMFC is
shown in Figure 1.1.18 Hydrogen is used as the fuel at the anode. The hydrogen oxidation
reaction (HOR) occurs where hydrogen reacts with hydroxide ions (OH¯) to generate water
and release electrons. The electrons are transferred to the cathode via the external circuit. At
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the cathode, oxygen reacts with water to generate OH¯ ions, which move to the anode in the
polymeric anion exchange membrane electrolyte. The half-cell and overall reactions are:
Anode:
Cathode:

1
2

Overall:

𝐻2 + 2OH − → 𝐻2 𝑂 + 2𝑒 −

(1.1)

𝑂2 + 𝐻2 𝑂 + 2𝑒 − → 2OH −

(1.2)

1

𝐻2 + 2 𝑂2 → 𝐻2 𝑂

(1.3)

Combining the characteristics of AFCs and PEMFCs, AEMFCs have the polymer
electrolyte under alkaline conditions. The polymeric membrane brings the possibility of CO2
immunity,17,19 and the high pH enables faster oxygen reduction kinetics.10,20 The latter permits
the use of non-precious metal catalysts thereby significantly reducing the cost of the fuel cell
system.16,21 Non-Pt catalysts on the cathode have been investigated with a comparable
performance to Pt based catalysts.17,22 Pioneering research has revealed the possibility of Ptfree AEMFCs: Ni-Cr and Ag have been successfully used as the anode and cathode,
respectively.16,23 Gu et. al. prepared a Pt-free AEMFC with Ni anode and Ag cathode, and the
cost-normalized power was 15 times higher than the Pt-based PEMFC benchmark.24 This result
shows that AEMFCs may be a group of competitive fuel cells in the market.
1.1.2 Electrolytes for AEMFCs
The membrane, which separates the electrodes and reactant gases, is a key component in
AEMFCs. AEMs are composed of polymers functionalized with cationic groups capable of
conducting hydroxide ions when hydrated. High ionic conductivity and low gas permittivity
are always desirable properties for AEMs.20 To operate under alkaline conditions, another
concern is its stability at high pH, especially at elevated temperatures for prolonged
periods.21,25–27 There are a variety of choices when considering the chemical composition of
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Figure 1.1. Schematic illustration of an anion exchange membrane fuel cell [taken from
reference 18]. Hydrogen and oxygen (air) are introduced at the anode and cathode,
respectively. Hydroxide ions are generated at the cathode and are transported to the anode
through an anion exchange membrane (AEM) electrolyte.
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an AEM.19 Examples of the polymer backbones include poly(phenylene oxide) [PPO],28,29
poly(ether ketones)30–33, polyphenylene,34,35 and poly(ethylene-co-tetrafluoroethylene)
[ETFE]36,37, etc. The cationic groups are usually based on but not limited to quaternary
ammonium (QA), imidazolium, or phosphonium.19,21 Among the different cationic groups,
benzyltrimethyl ammonium is widely used.20,38 The stability of benzyltrimethyl ammonium
under basic conditions used to be a problem, but it has been improved by tuning the chemical
structure by adding alkyl spacers between the aromatic ring and QA,28,29,39 or, by controlling
the degree of hydration.40
Despite the development of various AEMs, the ion conductivity of an AEM is typically
lower than a PEM.17 In AEMs, the energy barrier for hydroxide ion transport is higher than
proton transport in PEMs.17,41–43 The possible reasons are the low mobility of OH‒, and the
strong biding of ammonium and hydroxide groups compared with the –SO3‒ and H+ in proton
exchange membranes (PEMs).19 The conductivity is pertinent to both the ion mobility and ion
concentration. Since the low mobility of OH‒ is its intrinsic property, increasing the ion
exchange capacity seems a natural way to enhance the OH‒ conductivity. However, the higher
IEC brings the problem of extra water uptake (WU), triggering severe membrane swelling and
the loss of mechanical strength.44,45 One solution to reconcile this trade-off is through the
tuning of the microphase segregation.46,47 The hydrophobic and hydrophilic segments in
AEMs promote the formation of ion conducting domains (channels), where the local
concentration of the ionic groups reaches a higher level in the ion conducting phase without
excessive water uptake. Figure 1.2 gives an illustration of an ion conducting channel or
domain. To achieve microphase separation, there are several strategies in designing the
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Figure 1.2. Illustration of ion conducting channel in anion exchange membrane. The
hydrophilic cationic groups make up the ion conducting channels along with hydroxide and
water, where the ionic species are locally concentrated.
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molecular structure, such as long pendant side chain with cationic group at the terminal,28,29,48–
50

comb-shaped structure with a long alkyl tail at the end of the cationic moiety,25,51 long side

chain of multiple cations,52,53 and the cation-functionalized copolymer systems.27,54–62 The
microphase separation of the former three molecular structures can be regarded as the
hydrophilic ionic groups separating from the hydrophobic segments, such as the backbone and
the alkyl spacer in the side chain. In contrast, copolymer systems consist of the cationfunctionalized blocks and the unfunctionalized blocks, which form the hydrophilic and
hydrophobic phases, respectively. This is reflected by the difference that the former typically
have the domain spacing of a few nanometers,25,48–51 while most functionalized copolymers
show the domain spacing about 30nm or larger.56–59,61,62 By its unique molecular structure,
copolymer is conceptually more promising because the different blocks enable the controlling
of microphase separation, and the ionic group could also separate from the backbone in the
functionalized blocks.
1.1.3 SEBS-based AEMs
Recently, AEMs based on the triblock copolymer, polystyrene-b-poly(ethylene-cobutylene)-b-polystyrene (SEBS), have been prepared as the candidates for AEM.39,57,58,63
SEBS is a triblock polymer consisting of two polystyrene end-blocks and poly(ethylene-cobutylene) midblock. The chemical structures of pristine and functionalized SEBS are shown in
Figure 1.3.
The triblock copolymer SEBS is a promising material because of its stability, facile
synthesis route for functionalization, and intrinsic phase separation behavior. The SEBS AEMs
were found to be stable under high pH for long periods of time because the alkyl backbone is
free of an aryl ether bond, thereby avoiding nucleophilic aromatic substitution and polymer
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(a)

(b)
Figure 1.3. Chemical structures of (a) pristine SEBS and (b) SEBS-based AEM in OH‒ form
with 50% of styrene being functionalized. (b) shows the optional alkyl spacer between the
ammonium group and the backbone. [taken from reference 63]
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degradation.64 Bae and coworkers discovered efficient routes to conveniently prepare versatile
AEMs with different degrees of functionalization and various functional groups, and the
grafted cationic groups were found to be stable after long-term tests.39,57 The pristine SBES
intrinsically exhibits microphase separation of the side blocks and the midblocks.65 After the
functionalization, only the polystyrene end blocks are grafted with the cationic groups, which
make up the hydrophilic phase in contrast to the hydrophobic poly(ethylene-co-butylene)
block.27,66 The microphase separation, which are consistent with the different blocks of the
copolymer, form continuous structures in the hydrated morphology.67,68 Although the
relationship between structure and architecture with microphase separation and ion
conductivity is not clearly understood,69 the connectivity of ionic domains in the AEMs is
clearly beneficial to the enhancement of ion conductivity.54 Hence, the advantage of SEBSbased AEMs is the morphology of the microphase separation with their continuous hydrophilic
domains.
1.1.4 Morphology
As discussed in 1.1.3, the morphology plays an important role in hydrated AEMs, and
hydration is an important factor affecting both the morphology and ion conductivity. Besides
the swelling issue with water uptake, water participates in the half-cell reactions of AEMFCs
as shown in equations (1.1) and (1.2). Thus, the diffusion of water and the gradient of water
concentration are taking place in the AEMs.70,71 Moreover, water is involved in the mechanism
of OH‒ transport that OH‒ is always coordinated by water molecules and the structural
diffusion is the dominant mechanism.72,73 Although the relationship between the water
distribution and conductivity has not been clearly understood for AEMs, this relationship has
been demonstrated for PEMs. Chen et. al. found that the ion conductivity was dramatically
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higher when the membrane was equilibrated in liquid water instead of water vapor.74 In this
case, the ion conduction channels were heterogeneous with a water-rich layer sandwiched
between the cation-rich (relatively water-poor) layers, as shown in Figure 1.4. This is important
work showing the direct impact of the hydrated morphology on conductivity. Since the
transport of hydroxide ions shares a similar mechanism to proton transport in a hydrated
environment, it is expected that certain patterns of morphology and optimized water
distribution should contribute to the high ion conductivity.
There have been a number of experiment investigations into the morphologies of SEBS-based
AEMs using: atomic force microscopy,27,58 transmission electron microscope44 and small angle
x-ray scattering.57,58 However, these studies did not provide direct insight into the 3dimensional morphology, and a quantitative comparison of the patterns of these morphologies
remains a seemingly impossible task. In contrast, computer simulation is a powerful tool to
investigate the morphology for copolymer materials. Pristine diblock and triblock copolymers
containing polystyrene have been studied by mesoscale simulations and different patterns of
the morphologies were recognized for different chemistries, including: lamellar; body-centered
cubic; hexagonal-packed cylinders or gyroids.75–79 The hydrated AEM exhibits a more
complicated morphology in that a copolymer is tethered with cationic side chains accompanied
with water and anion molecules. Sepehr et. al. utilized mesoscale simulations to study hydrated
SEBS-based AEMs and found that the morphology qualitatively changed with hydration.68
Lamella and disordered bicontinuous structures were found for intermediate and high
hydration levels, respectively. Hence, this computational method can be applied to an extended
range of SEBS-based AEMs to guide the designing of new materials. The scope of this work
is discussed in section 1.3.
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Figure 1.4. Morphology of the PEM of polystyrenesulfonate-block-polyethylene-blockpolystyrenesulfonate hydrated in in liquid water. The morphology has ‘sandwich’ ionic phase
with a water-rich layer between the cation-rich (relatively water-poor) layers. Left: TEM
image; Middle: depiction of sandwich structure; Right: molecular structure. [Taken from
reference 74.]
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Polymerized ionic liquids (PolyILs)
1.2.1 Chemical structures
Ionic liquids (ILs) are organic or inorganic salts with a melting point below 100 C. ILs
have the promising properties of chemical and electrochemical stability; negligible vapor
pressure; and high ionic conductivity.80 These characteristics have led to broad application in
various electrochemical devices.81–83 Polymerized ionic liquids (polyILs) are a class of
polyelectrolytes synthesized from IL monomors,5 and can be traced back to 1998 when Ohno
and Ito first prepared poly(n-vinyl-3-ethylimidazolium) bis(Trifluoromethanesulfonyl
[poly(C2VIm) Tf2N].84 In polyILs, each repeating unit carries an IL species and the ionic
groups are constrained by the polymer chain.80 In the early work, polyILs were mainly the
polymerized imidazolium type, and subsequently other kinds of polymerizable cations and
anions have been used to obtain new materials.85 Presently, polyILs may be polycation,
polyanion, zwitterionic type, blend or copolymer of both polycation and polyanion, as shown
in Figure 1.5.86 The chemical structures of some common polyanion and polycation types of
polyILs are shown in Figure 1.6.5 The combination of different anions, cations and
architectures enables plenty of polyIL candidates. Like ILs, polyILs have negligible vapor
pressure, thermal stability, non-flammability, facile ion transport, and a wide electrochemical
stability window.87 Solid state polyILs avoid the leakage of a liquid electrolyte.5 Moreover,
polyILs are easily cast into defined size and shape, such as thin films and coatings, and thus
more applicable to the fabrication and assemble with other components into devices.88
1.2.2 PolyILs in electrochemical devices
PolyILs are studied as candidate materials in fuel cells, batteries, dye sensitized solar cells,
super capacitors, and transistors.89 The main function of polyILs in these devices is to conduct
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Figure 1.5. A schematic illustration of different architectures of polyILs: polycation,
polyanion, zwitterionic-type polymer, polymer blend and copolymer. The bold black lines are
the backbones and linkers; the circles with + and – signs are the ionic moieties.

Figure 1.6. Chemical structures of some polymeric ionic liquids with polycations and
polyanions [taken from reference 5].
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a specific type of ion. PolyILs can be either protonic or aprotic. The protic material is used in
fuel cells where either a proton or hydroxide ion (proton hole) moves via structural diffusion,
as mentioned in section 1.1.4. In this dissertation, polyILs only refer to the aprotic polymerized
ionic liquids. Figure 1.7 shows common devices containing aprotic polyILs: lithium battery,
super capacitor, or dye sensitized solar cells. These various applications may require the use
different polyILs.5 For instance, imidazolium polyILs containing iodide are used,90–93 while
pyrrolidinium-based and ammonium-based polyILs have shown good performance in lithium
batteries.94–97 It is noticeable that the real devices in Figure 1.7 have the electrolytes not only
containing polyILs, but other molecular species or polymers.87 In lithium batteries, the lithium
salt, LiTf2N [Li(CF3SO2)2N] for example, is added for the purpose of conducting lithium ions,
and the molecular ILs counterpart of the polyILs are often added to the electrolyte.98 In super
capacitors, the composition of the electrolyte is made of both the polymerized and molecular
ILs.99 In dye sensitized solar cells, the polyIL-based electrolytes may be either pure polyILs
with iodide counterions, or a mixture of polymerized and molecular ILs in combination with
iodide ions.100 Since high ion conductivity is required in these devices, mixing polyILs with
molecular ILs usually increases the ion conductivity because of the more mobile ions and the
lower glass transition temperature, but it may come at the price of a loss in mechanical
strength.85,87 In lithium batteries, the monomeric ionic species may also lower the transference
number. The current contribution of Li+ decreases in the overall current because of the
coexistence of other molecular cations. However, these issues are beyond the scope of the
present research. The research in this dissertation only focuses on the ion transport in pure
polyILs. Understanding the mechanisms of ion transport in polyILs will help the further design
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 1.7. Applications of polyILs in electrochemical devices: (a) Lithium battery. [taken
from reference 101] (b) Super capacitor [taken from reference 99] (c) Dye-Sensitized Solar
Cells [taken from reference 100]
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of new materials and amplify the spectrum of applications. Hence, the mechanism is discussed
in the sections below.
1.2.3 Mechanism of Ion transport in PolyILs
Understanding the mechanism of ion transport is deemed an important pathway to
obtaining novel polyILs. In a discussion of ion transport in polyILs, it is best to include the
fundamentals of diffusion and the theories of ion transport in ionic liquids. This section
includes a conceptual introduction of ion diffusion and important experimental results. Current
progress in computational work are also reviewed in (the next) section 1.2.4.
The ion conductivity in ILs depends on molecular diffusion,102,103 which is a thermally
activated process where molecules move from a region of high concentration to a region of
low concentration. The diffusivity or the diffusion coefficient is the constant of molar flux due
to a concentration gradient, which according to Fick’s law is:
⃑ 𝑖 = −𝐷𝑖 ∇𝑐𝑖
𝑁

(1.4)

⃑ is the molar flux, D is the diffusion coefficient, c is the concentration, and the
where 𝑁
subscript i denotes the species. At the molecular level, diffusion is the random motion of
molecules in a fluid. Einstein derived the following relation for the diffusion coefficient as a
function of the absolute temperature and drag coefficient:
𝐷=

𝑘𝐵 𝑇

(1.5)

𝜍

where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature, and ζ is the drag coefficient
which is the drag force over the drift velocity F/vd. Equation (1.5) is known as the Einstein
relation. For particles or small molecules in a liquid with low Reynolds number, the Stokes’
law is applied for ζ that ζ = 6πηr and yields the Einstein-Stokes equation:
𝑘 𝑇

𝐵
𝐷 = 6𝜋𝜂𝑟

(1.6)
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where η is the viscosity of the liquid and r is the hydrodynamic radius. In Eq. 1.5 the diffusion
coefficient D increases with T, as the diffusion is thermally activated, and decreases with the
viscosity. The viscosity of a fluid is its resistance to deformation at a certain rate. With the
Maxwell equation, the viscosity can be related to the structural relaxation of the fluid:
𝜂 = 𝐺𝜏𝑠

(1.7)

where G is the glassy shear modulus and τs is the structural relaxation time. Substituting Eq.
(1.7) into Eq. (1.6) yields:
𝑘 𝑇

𝐵
𝐷 = 6𝜋𝑟𝐺𝜏
.

(1.8)

𝑠

Eq. (1.8) shows that the diffusivity is proportional to the temperature, but inversely
proportional to hydrodynamic radius and the structural relaxation time of the surrounding
molecules. In Eqs. (1.7) and (1.8), the viscosity and structural relaxation time in fact does not
only include the properties of the chemical structures of ILs, but the electrostatic interactions
of the cations and anions, as ILs and polyILs consists of positively and negatively charged
ions. For electrolytes, the ideal DC conductivity is given by:104
𝜎0 = ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑞𝑖 𝜇𝑖 𝑛𝑖

(1.9)

where q is the charge on each ion, μ is the ion mobility (μ = 1/ζ), and n is the number density
of ion. For pure ILs and polyILs, the charge carries are the two species of anions and cations,
and thus there are only two terms of q+ and q- in Eq. (1.9). The ion mobility is related to the
diffusivity by the special form of Einstein’s relation of Eq. (1.5) for electrostatics:
𝐷=

𝜇𝑘𝐵 𝑇

(1.10)

𝑞

Rearranging Eq. (1.10) for the expression of the ion mobility and substituting D from Eq. (1.8)
gives:
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𝐷𝑞

𝜇=𝑘

𝐵

𝑞

= 6𝜋𝑟𝐺𝜏
𝑇

(1.11)

𝑠

For each species, substituting Eq. (1.10) into (1.9) and Eq. (1.11) into (1.9) yields the NernstEinstein:
𝜎0 = 𝑘

1
𝐵𝑇

2
∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑞𝑖 𝐷𝑖 𝑛𝑖

1

2
𝜎0 = 6𝜋𝜂𝑟 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑞𝑖 𝑛𝑖 =

(1.12)
1
6𝜋𝑟𝐺𝜏𝑠

2
∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑞𝑖 𝑛𝑖

(1.13)

ILs have equal number of anions and cations and thus, equations (1.12) and (1.13) only contain
q+ and q- terms, which may be simplified to:
𝜎0 = 𝑘
𝜎0 =

1
𝐵𝑇

(𝑞+ 2 𝐷+ 𝑛+ + 𝑞− 2 𝐷− 𝑛− )

𝑁𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟
𝑉𝑘𝐵 𝑇

(𝑞+ 2 𝐷+ + 𝑞− 2 𝐷− )

(1.14)
(1.15)

where Npair is the total number of ion pairs and V is the volume of the system. Further, equation
(1.13) turns out to be:
𝑁

𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟
(𝑞+ 2 𝐷+ + 𝑞− 2 𝐷− )
𝜎0 = 6𝜋𝑉𝜂𝑟

𝑁

𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟
(𝑞+ 2 𝐷+ + 𝑞− 2 𝐷− )
= 6𝜋𝑟𝑉𝐺𝜏
𝑠

(1.16)

Equations (1.16) correlates the conductivity 𝜎0 to the structural dynamics 1/𝜏𝑠 of the fluid. For
polyILs, equation (1.15) is simplified because only the counterions are mobile:
𝜎0 =

𝑁𝑞 2 𝐷

(1.17)

𝑉𝑘𝐵 𝑇

where N and D are the number and the diffusivity of counterions, respectively. For both ILs
and polyILs, it is important to consider the structural relaxation and the effects of temperature,
because these materials have the glass transition temperature.
The glass transition temperature, Tg, is the temperature at which an amorphous material
transitions from a soft rubbery state to a brittle glassy state. When the material is cooled below
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its Tg, the motion of the molecules gradually slows down, and the material forms a rigid matrix.
The diffusion is a process that the molecule overcomes the energy barrier of the activation
energy, Ea. The relaxation time 𝜏𝑎 obeys the Arrhenius law:
𝜏𝑎 = 𝐴𝑒

𝐸
− 𝑎

𝑘𝐵 𝑇

(1.18)

where A is a preexponential constant, Ea is the activation energy. Above Tg, the relaxation time
can be described by the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) equation:105
𝜏𝑉𝐹𝑇 = 𝜏0 𝑒

−

𝐵
𝑇0 −𝑇

(1.19)

where τ0 and T0 are the characteristic attempt time and ideal glass transition temperature,
respectively. With Eq. (1.7), the structural relaxation time can be evaluated by measuring the
viscosity as a function of temperature for a certain material and the VFT equation is often used
by experimentalists.
The above concepts are helpful in understanding experimental observations. The
experimental studies of ion transport were carried out for ILs somewhat earlier than for
polyILs. Sangoro and co-workers did a series of investigations of ILs.102,103,106,107 In this work,
broadband dielectric spectroscopy (BDS) was used, and the dependency of temperature on the
ion conductivity followed the VFT equation. For all the ILs being studied, the conductivities
coincided when plotting against T/Tg (Tg normalized temperature). Moreover, a linear
correlation of structural relaxation time and the conductivity relaxation time was found.
Important conclusions concerning ion transport mechanisms: (1) the ion transport is coupled
with structural relaxation and the underlying mechanism is the dynamic glass transition
assisted hopping; and (2) the presence of stable ion pairs is excluded.
Ion transport in polymerized ionic liquid is quite different than in ILs. The polymerized
ions are confined to the polymer backbones, which do not actively contribute to long-range ion
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transport (i.e., conductivity). Only the counterions move and are transported through the solidstate polymer matrix. The former reduces the number density of ions, and the latter decreases
the ion mobility. These factors can result in a much lower conductivity in comparison with ILs.
Recent work by Sangoro et. al. has underscored the significant difference in the ion transport
mechanism.108 This work compared imidazolium-based polyILs and its lower molecular
weight IL counterpart, as shown in Figure 1.8. The conductivity and fluidity of this polyIL is
lower than ILs by approximately an order of magnitude, as expected. The conductivity
correlates with the viscosity for both ILs and polyILs in a Tg/T plot. However, polyIL
demonstrated higher conductivity by several orders of magnitude at the same Tg normalized
temperature and showed a valid ion conductivity below Tg. The relation between conductivity
and temperature changed from obeying the VFT equation to the Arrhenius law at the Tg. ILs
did not show a valid conductivity below Tg, which is consistent with Eq. (1.16). Unlike ILs,
ions in polyILs are still mobile though the polymer chains are ‘frozen’. In fact, it was confirmed
that only the counterions contributed to the conductivity, and the conductivity of polyILs
exhibited a ‘decoupling’ from structural relaxation. Fan et. al. studied the effect of molecular
weight by investigating ammonium-based materials from an IL to a polyIL.109 This is a
systematic study of the transition from a low molecular weight molecule to a high molecular
weight polymer. They observed the same transition in the conductivity-temperature relation
for a polyIL which showed a crossover from the VFT to Arrhenius law at Tg. The Walden plot
of molar conductivity vs. structural relaxation was examined, as shown in Figure 1.9, which
demonstrated that polyILs are in the superionic regime. This was a clear indication of the
decoupling behavior and suggested a different ion transport mechanism.
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Figure 1.8. DC conductivity and inverse shear viscosity 1/η0 vs 1000/T (left) and Tg/T (right),
respectively. X is a constant. Legend: blue: 1-vinyl-3-pentyl imidazolium Tf2N; Black:
polymerized ionic liquid; solid: DC conductivity; hollow: shear viscosity. [Originally from
reference 108 and remodified by Heres in reference 110.]

Figure 1.9. Walden plot for the polyILs of poly(2-trimethyl- ammoniumbutyl) methacrylate
Tf2N and its corresponding molecular ILs. PolyILs exhibit the super-ionic behavior. [Taken
from reference 109.]
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From the conclusive studies mentioned above, it seems clear that a higher Tg and a high
degree of decoupling promote ion transport. However, these two variables are not independent
in real chemistries. To tune the properties, the chemical structures of the ionic moieties and the
polymer backbones need to be considered. The type of the ion pair, the linker and tail on the
polymerized ions and the stiffness of the backbone are the typical tunable parameters for
homopolymer-type polyILs.86 Different ionic moieties possess a variety size, shape and charge
distribution. These properties affect the coulombic interaction, the friction force, and the van
der Waals interactions, which consequently affect the binding energy of the ion pair and the
structural dynamics of the polymer. The experimental studies showed that the conductivity and
the decoupling behavior are strongly affected by the types of ion pairs.111,112 Sangoro et al.
demonstrated that the smaller ion pair size led to the more intense decoupling and higher
concentration-normalized conductivity.113 Heres et al showed that ammonium-based cationic
groups exhibited higher conductivities and more decoupling than imidazolium-based
polyILs.114 A long tail on a polymerized cation also caused the interrupted connectivity of the
ionic region, and its impact on Tg normalized conductivity was stronger in polyammoniums
than in polyimidazoliums. Chain rigidity was also studied that Tg was lower for flexible
polyILs with larger dielectric constant, the latter of which enabled faster segmental dynamics
by screening columbic interactions.115
Varying the chemical structure also provides an opportunity for securing a deeper
understanding of ion transport. In a recent study of both polyanion- and polycation-type
polyILs with monatomic to polyatomic counterions, a surprising deviation in the conductivity
as expected from the Nernst-Einstein equation was observed.116 The inverse Haven ratio, H =
Dσ/D, which is the ratio of charge transport to the mass transport, was found to be about 0.1.
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This was a challenge to classic theory which predicts that the ion conductivity should be
proportional to the counterion mobility and the number density of charge carriers. Since the
polymerized ions excluded the existence of an ion pair, the authors proposed the correlated ion
motion, which is shown in Figure 1.10. The loop would not contribute to macroscopic (i.e.,
long range) charge transport, which might be the reason for the low conductivity. Due to a lack
of a molecular-level description, the authors urged simulations for better explanation of their
hypothesis.
1.2.4 Computational studies of ion transport
Experimental investigations have provided significant information regarding the
mechanism of ion transport in polyILs and some hints for optimization, but a molecular-level
understanding is in high demand for atomic scale is warranted. Molecular dynamics (MD)
simulation is a powerful tool for aprotic ILs and polyILs. This technology provides the
molecular-level information of the composing species and gives the convenience to extract the
observable properties from the microscopic data. For instance, the Einstein relation (Eq. (1.5))
is written in the form of the mean square displacement (MSD). For 3-dimensional system, the
MSD and the diffusivity (D) are:
1

2
𝑀𝑆𝐷(𝑡) = 〈𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1(𝒓𝑖 (𝑡) − 𝒓𝑖 (0)) 〉
1

𝐷 = 6 lim

𝑡→∞

𝑀𝑆𝐷(𝑡)

(1.20)
(1.21)

𝑑𝑡

where ri(t) is the position of the ith particle at time t, and the bracket indicates an ensemble
average.
Before looking into ion transport in polyILs, it is necessary to briefly review MD
simulations of ILs. The availability of refined forcefields reflects the numerous MD
simulations for ILs.117–121 There are a few investigations employing an intensive analysis,
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Figure 1.10. Proposed ion-ion correlated motions without charge transport. Blue circles denote
mobile ions, and red circles present polymerized ion
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which provide a description of single ion dynamics beyond the macroscopic properties.122–127
These studies examined the imidazolium-based and triazolium-based ILs, i.e., with a ring
structure in the cation. The methodology of the analysis is rather complicated and therefore,
only the important findings are described here: (1) a dynamic heterogeneity was observed in
that diffusion of the ions deviates from ideal Gaussian behavior. This is due to the uneven
distribution of ion dynamics and the correlated motion of the fast-moving ions; (2)
notwithstanding the heterogeneity in the dynamics, there was no clear evidence of ion hopping;
(3) the correlated anion-cation motion exists, which cannot be ignored when calculating the
electrical conductivity; (4) there is no long-time ion pair; the association and dissociation of
anion and cation has been observed. The lifetime of ion-pair in IL is very short, which is about
tens of picoseconds at elevated temperatures; (5) there is the ‘ion cage’, where the counterion
associates with several polymerized ions in surroundings. The diffusivity has a linear
dependency on the lifetimes of both the ion-pair and ion cage; and (6) the cation with ring
structure has the anisotropic dynamics. The diffusion in the plane direction is faster than the
normal direction. The relaxation of ring orientation is a slow process, which is much slower
ion diffusion.
Recently, MD simulations of polyILs have been carried out. Considering polymers are
relatively immobile, the hopping of the counterions can be expected in the polymer matrix.
The MD simulations of polyILs are often at higher temperatures than experiments because of
the slow dynamics. Ganesan and coworkers utilized the MD simulation for poly(1-butyl-3vinylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate) [poly(C4VIm)PF6] to unravel the ion transport
mechanism.128 Ion transport was found to occur though hopping events, which were
categorized into three types: intrachain hopping, interchain hopping, and free ion. The hopping
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types were defined by the status of association between the anions and the cationic groups,
which were the types 1-3 in Figure 1.11. The PF6‒ anion was associated with four cations from
two distinct polymer chains, and the intrachain hopping was found to be significantly more
prevalent than interchain hopping. The decoupling of ion diffusion from structural dynamics
in polyILs was observed in the simulations. The diffusivity of PF6‒ was higher than the
corresponding IL at the same Tg normalized temperature, and the diffusion in the polyIL was
observed to be lower when below Tg. Anion-cation association lifetime τs and ion-association
structural relaxation time τc were calculated. The diffusivity showed a linear relation to τs,
which suggested that ion transport occurred through the breaking and formation of ion
association. This work enlightened the pathway for studying polyILs, and subsequent research
investigated the impacts of counterion, side chain length, molecular weight, and polyIL/IL
blend were undertaken.129–132
The computational studies of polyILs mentioned above provide useful information, but
they are not as in-depth as those for ILs. Liu et al performed simulation and for poly(1-ethyl3-vinylimidzolium bistrifluoromethylsulfonylimide) [poly(C2VIm Tf2N)].133 Beyond the
aforementioned macroscale properties such as diffusivity and relaxation times, this research
provided a more detailed analysis. The categorization of hopping were revised and four types
were defined: (1) intrachain; (2) interchain; (3) free ion; and (4) intact, which are illustrated in
Figure 1.11. The new definition of type 4 avoided the artifact of mistakenly counting rattling
ions as hopping events, and thus the statistics of hopping in the reported work are deemed to
be more accurate. It was found that a considerable number of anions were just rattling, and the
intrachain hopping was more than interchain hopping. Diffusion of anions exhibited
heterogeneity, which decreased with increasing temperature. Most anions were found as the
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Figure 1.11. Categorization of the types of ion hopping: Type 1: intrachain hopping; Type 2:
interchain hopping; Type 3: involving free ion; and Type 4: intact and just rattling. Δt is the
sampling time.
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slow ions, and only a few ions were fast moving in the characteristic time scale. This time scale
was much longer than the time scale of the hopping events defined by the breaking and
formation of ion pair association. Moreover, a string-like cooperative motion of the fast ions
were captured in the simulations, as illustrated in Figure 1.12. This string-like motion
confirmed the correlation for both the spatial distribution and dynamics. Liu’s work has
unveiled the single ion dynamics and the involved methodology can be applied for various
polyILs with different chemistries. A portion of the work undertaken and reported in this
dissertation concerns pursuing this goal. The results are expected to guide the designing of
novel materials and broaden our understanding of ion transport mechanisms.

Research overview
The first aim of the research reported in this dissertation is the morphology of an SEBSbased AEM functionalized with trimethylammonium (TMA). Several variables were carefully
chosen to study the effects of different chemistries on morphology. All the performed DPD
simulations are tabulated in Table 1.1. These variables are systematic for a wide coverage and
practical for experiment. The degree of functionalization (DF) was chosen based on the
efficient synthesis route by Friedel-Craft alkylation reaction, which enabled DFs from 40 to
80% for SEBS,39,57,63 and 5 ‒ 30% for polystyrene.134 Hence, the low-to-high DFs of 25%,
50% and 75% were simulated, with an alternative 50% to check the effect of different
arrangements of the functional groups. Percentage of the polystyrene block (Sty%) is defined
as the percentage of polystyrene block in the pristine SEBS. Sty% equal to 29 and 42 were
simulated to correspond to the commonly used materials in the experiments.27,39,57,58,66,135,136 A
lower Sty% of 17 was also under consideration for comparison. The effects of an alkyl spacer
were also studied according to the facile tuning in the experiments.44,57,58 Alkyl chains with
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Figure 1.12. Illustration of the string-like cooperative motion. The ions move in a concerted
path at t and t + t*, where t* is the characteristic time scale.

Variable
Alkyl Spacer

DF
Sty% (wt %)
Ionic species
Notes:

Table 1.1. DPD simulations for SEBS-based AEMs
Configurations
C4 linker between
C4 tail at the open end of
Both the linker and tail
TMA+ and
+
TMA
coexist
backbone
50% with two different
25%
arrangement of
75%
functionalization groups
17%
29%*
42%**
OH¯(4H2O)
OH¯(3H2O)
Br¯(3H2O)

DF: Degree of functionalization =

𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟

(mol%)

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑒 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑆𝐸𝐵𝑆

Sty%: Percentage of polystyrene block =

𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑆𝐸𝐵𝑆

*

Sty% = 29wt% mimics Sigma Aldrich #200557.138
**
Sty% = 42wt% mimics Kraton A1535H.139
All the simulations were performed over a broad range of hydration.
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(wt%)

four carbon atoms were added between the cationic group and backbone, at the open end of
cationic group, and at both positions, respectively. Two different hydration structures of the
hydroxide ion were attempted because OH‒ was found to be coordinated with three water
molecules under low hydration conditions, in contrast to the four observed in bulk water.72
Since the bromide form of AEM exists during the functionalization of these AEMs,39 systems
with bromide anions were also simulated. For all chemical structures, the simulations were
performed at different hydration levels, which ranged from 4 – 20 to cover the hydration
conditions across AEMFCs under operation.70,137 The second aim of this dissertation is the ion
transport mechanism in polyILs for different chemistries. MD simulations were utilized for
different chemistries, as listed in Table 1.2. Poly(1-ethyl-3-vinylimidzolium) [poly(C2VIm)]
were paired with four different anions of Br‒, BF4‒, PF6‒, and Tf2N‒, which made up the first
series of materials. The second series were the poly(2-trimethyl-ammoniumethyl) methacrylate
bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide [poly(C1MTMA) Tf2N] and its derivatives with different tail
lengths. These two series of materials were inspired by the prior work of structural
investigations with the expectation of extending the existing understanding of these
materials.113,114 All the simulations were carried out at temperatures where T = 400 ‒ 600K
and T = 400 ‒ 570K were attempted for the imidazolium polyILs and ammonium polyILs,
respectively.
This dissertation is organized as follows: An introduction to the computational methods
and techniques are summarized in Chapter 2, which includes: DPD simulations; classical MD
simulations; and quantum chemical calculations. The resulting morphologies of the SEBSbased AEMs from DPD simulations are presented in Chapter 3, and ion transport mechanisms
of polyILs are presented in Chapter 4. The results are discussed qualitatively and
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quantitatively. A summary of the significant findings and conclusions are described in Chapter
5.
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Variable

Table 1.2. Molecular dynamics simulations for polyILs
Materials

Anion

Br‒

BF4‒

PF6‒
(Tf2N¯)

Poly(C2VIm)

R = C1, C2, C4,
C5

Alkyl tail

(Tf2N¯)
Poly(CnMTMA)
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Chapter 2. Methods
Dissipative particle dynamics (DPD)
Dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) is a meso-scale method allowing longer time and
length scales than the typically accessible by all atom MD simulations.140 This makes DPD a
proper method for studying AEMs because the microphase separation of the block copolymer
materials takes place on the scale of nanometers. DPD was firstly introduced by Hoogerbrugge
and Koelman in 1992,141 and further developed by Marsh,142 Español and Warren.143–145 DPD
has been successfully employed in the studies of block copolymers and membranes.75,76,78,146–
148

DPD has been embedded in the LAMMPS package and thus it is convenient to perform the

simulations.149 The following briefly summarizes the DPD methodology. A complete
description may be found elsewhere.140,150,151
DPD is a coarse-grained simulation method which lumps or groups several atoms into a
particle or ‘bead’. This coarse graining allows the longer time and larger length scales with
acceptable cost of computational resources. The motion of all the particles are governed by
Newton’s second law:
𝑑𝒓𝒊
𝑑𝑡

= 𝒗𝒊

𝑎𝑛𝑑

𝑑𝒗𝒊
𝑑𝑡

= 𝒇𝒊

(2.1)

where ri, vi, and fi are the position, velocity, and net force of the ith particle, respectively.
Equation (2.1) omits the masses, because the coarse graining in DPD typically requires the
particles to have similar sizes and masses. Thus, the mass for all the particles is set to 1, i.e.,
all the particles are assumed to have the same mass, and the governing equations in DPD are
dimensionless. The net force consists of three non-bonded pairwise interactions of
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𝑹
conservative (𝑭𝑪𝒊𝒋 ), dissipative (𝑭𝑫
𝒊𝒋 ) and random (𝑭𝒊𝒋 ) forces, and additional bonded interaction

𝒇𝒃𝒐𝒏𝒅𝒆𝒅
:
𝒊
𝑹
𝒃𝒐𝒏𝒅𝒆𝒅
𝒇𝒊 = ∑𝑗≠𝑖(𝑭𝑪𝒊𝒋 + 𝑭𝑫
𝒊𝒋 + 𝑭𝒊𝒋 ) + 𝒇𝒊

𝑭𝑪𝒊𝒋 = {

𝑎𝑖𝑗 (1 − 𝑟𝑖𝑗 )𝒆𝒊𝒋
0

(2.2)

𝑟𝑖𝑗 < 𝑟𝑐
𝑟𝑖𝑗 ≥ 𝑟𝑐

(2.3)

2

𝑭𝑫
𝒊𝒋 = −𝛾𝑖𝑗 (1 − 𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) (𝒆𝒊𝒋 ∙ 𝒗𝒊𝒋 )𝒆𝒊𝒋
𝑭𝑹𝒊𝒋 = 𝜎𝑖𝑗 (1 − 𝑟𝑖𝑗 )𝜉𝑖𝑗

1
√𝛥𝑡

(2.4)

𝒆𝒊𝒋

(2.5)

Equations (2.1) to (2.5) are in dimensionless form where the cutoff distance, rc, is the length
conversion criterion from the degree of coarse graining. The conservative force has a cutoff rc
= 1 according to the premise that 𝑭𝑪𝒊𝒋 is linear to the distance of the two beads inside rc but
vanishes if the two beads are farther apart. The parameter aij denotes the interaction of the two
beads, which is material specific and should be determined for each pair of beads. rij= |𝒓𝒊 − 𝒓𝒋 |
is the distance between each pair of the beads. The unit vector 𝒆𝒊𝒋 points towards the centers
𝒓𝒊 −𝒓𝒋

of the ith and jth beads and the relative velocity 𝒗𝒊𝒋 are defined as 𝒆𝒊𝒋 = |𝑟 −𝑟 | and 𝒗𝒊𝒋 = 𝒗𝒊 −
𝑖

𝑗

𝒗𝒋 , respectively. The conservative force has the simple linear form and the particles are treated
𝑹
as soft particles. In the dissipation and random forces 𝑭𝑫
𝒊𝒋 and 𝑭𝒊𝒋 , the dissipation constant, γij,

and the noise amplitude, σij, are related by 𝜎𝑖𝑗 = √𝛾𝑖𝑗 2𝑘𝑏 𝑇 as the thermostat as dictated by the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem.145 The dissipation constant and the noise amplitude typically
have the values of 4.5 and 3 with the dimensionless temperature kbT = 1. Theoretically, the
random number ξij is a symmetric Gaussian random number with zero mean and unit variance,
as a uniform random number is used to save CPU time. The bonded force 𝒇𝒃𝒐𝒏𝒅𝒆𝒅
is derived
𝒊
from the bonded potentials to describe the polymer chains in which the particles or beads
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connected by covalent bonds. The bonds are modeled with harmonic springs between the
bonded beads, and the angle constraints are applied to the consecutive bonds in order to control
the chain flexibility.152,153 In this work, the bonded potentials are:
1

𝑈 𝑆 = ∑𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠 2 𝐾𝑏 (𝑟𝑏 − 𝑟𝑏,0 )

2

(2.6)

𝑈 𝐴 = ∑𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝐾𝑎 (1 − cos(𝜃𝑎 − 𝜃𝑎,0 ))

(2.7)

where Kb, rb, and rb,0 are the spring constant, bond length, and equilibrium bond length; while
Ka, θa, and θa,0 are the angle spring constant, angle of the three beads, and equilibrium angle,
respectively.
Equation (2.1) provides the theoretical basis for the time integration, while in numerical
implementation, the velocity-Verlet algorithm is utilized.
1

𝒓𝑖 (𝑡 + ∆t) = 𝒓𝑖 (𝑡) + ∆t𝒗𝑖 (𝑡) + 2 (∆t)2 𝒇𝑖 (𝑡)

(2.8)

̃𝑖 (𝑡 + ∆t) = 𝒗𝑖 (𝑡) + 𝜆∆t𝒇𝑖 (𝑡)
𝒗

(2.9)

̃𝑖 (𝑡 + ∆t))
𝒇𝑖 (𝑡 + ∆t) = 𝒇𝑖 (𝒓𝑖 (𝑡 + ∆t), 𝒗
1

𝒗𝑖 (𝑡 + ∆t) = 𝒗𝑖 (𝑡) + 2 ∆t(𝒇𝑖 (𝑡) + 𝒇𝑖 (𝑡 + ∆t))

(2.10)
(2.11)

where ri(t), vi(t), fi(t) are the position, velocity, and total force of ith particle at time t,
respectively. Δt is the time step and λ has the value of 1/2. Since the dissipation force is
̃𝑖 is initially calculated before evaluating
dependent on the velocities, the half-step velocity 𝒗
the total force; and the velocity is finally updated in the last step. To balance the fast simulation
with a stable and physically meaningful system, the time step size Δt is usually set to 0.04 or
smaller.
DPD simulations require the appropriate conversion of the real material into coarse-grained
beads, as well as a reasonable estimation of all the interactive parameters. The interactive
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parameters, aij can be obtained by different methods. The first step is to set the aRR to the proper
level, which is the conservative force constant of the reference bead. This parameter can be
regarded as the first order derivative of the conservative force or the second derivative of the
conservative energy, which represents the compressibility. The proper aRR guarantees the
adequate fluctuation of the system. Typically, water is chosen as the reference species in the
hydrated systems. Groot and Warren used pure water as the standard material and obtained a
quadratic equation of state, which is valid for the numerical density larger than 2:140
𝑝 = 𝜌𝑘𝐵 𝑇 + 0.101𝑎𝜌

(2.12)

where p, ρ, a are the pressure, density, and conservative force constant for pure water,
respectively. This equation resulted in the compressibility as a function of a:
𝜅 −1 = 1 +

0.202𝑎𝜌
𝑘𝐵 𝑇

(2.13)

The compressibility of water was taken from experimental data making the dimensionless κ-1
= 15.9835 ≈ 16. Consequently, the conservative force constant is related with the density and
kBT:
𝑎𝜌
𝑘𝐵 𝑇

= 75

(2.14)

The density is a free parameter, but it was set to 3 as a reasonable choice to ensure the
interaction of the particles and achieve a high computational efficiency. As a result, the
parameter a was found to be 25 for pure water. Thus, aww = 25 or aRR = 25 is a good choice
and can be used for other systems. It is worth noting that this conservative force constant was
derived in the system in which 1 DPD particle was equivalent to one water molecule. Hence,
a is dependent on the degree of coarse graining, because coarse graining impacts the
dimensionless κ-1 though unit conversion. Some have suggested that aww should be related to
the degree of coarse graining and that the more water molecules grouped into one DPD particle,
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the higher aww should be chosen to reproduce the physical property in real units.154,155
However, this is only a numerical preference if the simulations are aimed at structural
properties, and the system might be too stiff if the degree of coarse-graining is very high.
Therefore, aRR = aww = 25 is chosen in this work, similar to prior our studie.147,148
After determining aRR, the conservative force constants for other species need to be
determined. Beyond arbitrarily assigning aij,152,156,157 a widely used approach is assigning aii =
aRR for all the particles and mapping the aij (i ≠ j) to the Flory-Huggins χ-parameter. Note that
assigning aii = aRR is based on the assumption by Warren and Groot that all the particles or
beads have similar volumes.140 It is acknowledged that this coarse-graining may result in very
different bead volumes that reflect the characteristics of the real materials, and a more refined
parameterization pathway has been proposed to include this effect.158–161 However, it is much
beyond the scope of this dissertation. This chapter only introduces the original mapping
procedures for the same bead volume. For the numerical density of 3, it was determined by
Warren and Groot that the χ and aij obey the relation:140,162
0.286(𝑎𝒊𝒋 − 𝑎𝑖𝑖 ) = χ

(2.15)

The χ-parameter may be calculated from the solubility parameter available in a handbook
of experimental data for common solvents and equivalent polymer segments.163,164 In other
ways, the χ-parameter can be estimated by the cohesive energy (or heat of vaporization), or
mixing energy from atomic simulations such MD or Monte Carlo (MC) simulations.75–78,165,166
This more complicated mapping from the χ-parameter has its advantage that aij has certain
values for each bead pair, which are independent of the particular polymer and the degree of
coarse graining. However, this method has the inconvenience in that aij is only available for
recorded chemicals or species. On the other hand, atomic simulations can obtain the χ-
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parameter for any pair of neutral beads, but it is impossible to run atomic simulations of ionic
moieties where there is a net charge in the system. Although each pair of anions and cations
may in principle be grouped into one bead to avoid net charge, this violates the ion transport
characteristics of AEMs. Adding an electrostatic force field to the DPD model seems another
solution,167 but it loses the simplicity of the DPD force field.
To overcome this difficulty, this dissertation utilizes a novel method developed by Fatemeh
and Paddison, which is an ab initio based method enabling the parameterization of charged
beads.168 It can be regarded as the ‘all-in-one’ solution that the electrostatic interactions is
implicitly included in the ab initio calculations. In this method, the basic philosophy is
sampling a variety of approaching directions for the two beads and recording the excess
energies, as shown Figure 2.1. The aij are evaluated by fitting the excess energies with the
distances between the two beads. The conservative force FijC can be written in the form of the
potential energy:
𝑎𝑖𝑗

𝑈𝒊𝒋𝑪
where 𝑈𝒊𝒋𝑹 =

𝑎𝑅𝑅
2

=

𝑈𝒊𝒋𝑹

+

𝑈𝒊𝒋𝒆𝒙

={

2

(1 − 𝑟𝑖𝑗 )

2

0

𝑟𝑖𝑗 < 𝑟𝑐
𝑟𝑖𝑗 ≥ 𝑟𝑐

(2.16)

2

(1 − 𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) is the potential energy of the reference beads which is typically the

water-water beads as discussed above. The second term, 𝑈𝒊𝒋𝒆𝒙 =

𝑒𝑥
𝑎𝑖𝑗

2

2

(1 − 𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) , is the excess

energy which represents the relative interactions excess to the reference. Equation (2.16)
implies that
𝑎𝒊𝒋 = 𝑎𝑅𝑅 + 𝑎𝑒𝑥

(2.17)

The excess energy is calculated using the electronic structure calculations:
𝑈𝒊𝒋𝒆𝒙 = 𝑈𝒊𝒋𝒊𝒏𝒕 = 𝑈(𝒊+𝒋) − 𝑈(𝒊) − 𝑈(𝒊)
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(2.18)

where 𝑈𝒊𝒋𝒊𝒏𝒕 , 𝑈(𝒊+𝒋) , 𝑈(𝒊) , and 𝑈(𝒊) are the interaction energy, total energy of bead pair i+j, and
the energy of isolated bead i and bead j, respectively. The latter three variables are available
from the ab initio calculations and averaged over a wide collection of different approaching
angles and distances, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Combining Eqs. (2.12) – (2.14), yields:
𝑈𝒊𝒋𝒊𝒏𝒕 = 𝑈(𝒊+𝒋) − 𝑈(𝒊) − 𝑈(𝒊) =

𝑎𝑒𝑥
2

(1 − 𝑟𝑖𝑗 )

2

(2.19)

It seems that the regression of excess energy and (1 ‒ rij)2 would yield aex and consequently aij
= aRR + aex, but the fitting of this simple expression is expected to be poor in quality. Hence,
the parameterization is redefined as the mapping of the interaction energy to a simple quadratic
function of 1 ‒ rij. The authors proposed the practical form to resolve this problem:
𝑈𝒊𝒋𝒊𝒏𝒕 ==

𝑖𝑛𝑡
𝑎𝑖𝑗

2

2

𝑖𝑛𝑡
(1 − 𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) + 𝑏𝑖𝑗
.

(2.20)

𝑖𝑛𝑡
𝑏𝑖𝑗
is usually small for neutral beads but expected to be large for charged beads. It can be
𝑖𝑛𝑡
𝑖𝑛𝑡
regarded as the electrostatic contribution. Since there is only the aij in FijC, 𝑎𝑖𝑗
and 𝑏𝑖𝑗
need

to be combined into a single parameter. These two parameters have different scales in Eq.
(2.15) because rij = r/rc and rc is the conversion factor from real units to DPD dimensionless
units. Moreover, there is another requirement for the aex being zero for the reference bead pair
as in Eq. (2.13). Hence, the following rule is implemented:
𝑒𝑥
𝑖𝑛𝑡∗
𝑎𝒊𝒋
= 𝑎𝒊𝒋
+ 𝑏𝒊𝒋𝑖𝑛𝑡∗∗ =

𝑖𝑛𝑡
𝑎𝒊𝒋

𝑟𝑐2 𝑠

+

𝑖𝑛𝑡∗∗
𝑏𝒊𝒋

𝑠

(2.21)

𝑒𝑥
In Eq. (2.21), s is a scaling factor such that the 𝑎𝑅𝑅
is tuned to a negligible value. In practice,

it usually means that the value of s is calibrated to reproduce a zero excess aij for the pair of
water – water clusters, and this s is then used for the other bead pairs. The aij in DPD is then
available by adding up the aRR and aijex, and the whole mapping procedure is complete. This
mapping procedure needs to be carried out carefully. In short, this method relates the atomistic
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interaction energy with the bead pair distance. However, it is possible for the two beads to
overlap each other when sampling at diverse angles and distances, especially when the interbead distance is much smaller than rc. The overlapped bead pair usually results in an extremely
high interaction energy, which is not physical. These abnormal data points must be excluded.
Practically, an upper limit of 𝑈𝒊𝒋𝒊𝒏𝒕 is set up to eliminate impossible conformations.

Classical molecular dynamics (MD)
MD simulation enables the accessibility to the microscopic features which are not
sufficiently available from experiments. MD simulations can be either coarse grained (CGMD)
or all atom MD. Examples of CGMD for polymeric materials and ionic liquids can be found
elsewhere.45,169–173 In CGMD, several atoms are lumped into one bead in order to represent
the real material. CGMD reduces the number of molecules at the cost of losing details in the
chemical structures and less accuracy in reproducing the properties,171 which is not optimal for
studying the mechanism of ion transport in different polyILs. Hence, the MD simulation in this
work only refers to all-atom MD simulation, where all atoms are modeled as the explicit
particles. There are many available MD software packages. This work utilizes GROMACS to
perform all-atom MD simulations.174 Details of the MD theory and algorithms can be found in
the GROMACS User Manual.175 This section only presents the basic concepts. GROMACS
uses the Leap-frog algorithm as the default time integrator to update the positions of the atoms.:
1

1

𝒗𝑖 (𝑡 + 2 ∆t) = 𝒗𝑖 (𝑡 − 2 ∆t) + ∆t𝑭𝑖 (𝑡)

(2.22)

𝒓𝑖 (𝑡 + ∆t) = 𝒓𝑖 (𝑡) + ∆t𝒗𝑖 (𝑡 + ∆t)

(2.23)

where ri, vi, Fi, and Δt are the position, velocity, total force of the ith atom, respectively, and Δt
is the timestep size. This algorithm requires the half timestep velocities, i.e., the velocities
before and after the step t. If the velocities are not available, for example, at the starting of the
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Figure 2.1. The controlling variables in the scanning of bead interactions. The algorithm
containing one distance variable and four angle variables, which ensure the versatile
approaching of the two beads. The distance r is smaller than rc angles can vary as 0˚ ≤ θ ≤ 180˚
and 0˚ ≤ φ ≤ 360˚. [Taken from reference 168.]
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simulation, GROMACS will generate a Maxwell distribution from the assigned kinetic energy.
The force, Fi is calculated from the potential energy, which is referred to as the ‘force field’.
The force field is very essential for a successful simulation. For molecular systems, a pairwise
force field is typically used for classical MD simulations as the potential is in a form of atom
pair interactions. Unlike neutral molecules, IL and polyIL possess the special property that
each molecule or monomer carries a net charge, which requires an elaborately tuned forcefield.
Currently, the widely used force fields for ILs are the all-atom Optimized Potentials for Liquid
Simulations (OPLS-AA),176 the General AMBER force field (GAFF),119 and the
refined/integrated force field based on the former two.117,177–179 For polyILs, OPLSAA131,132,180 and GAFF181,182 are the common options, and these two force fields in fact have a
very similar form of the potential energy.
In work undertaken and reported in this dissertation, GAFF is chosen for the force field.
The GAFF has a potential of the form:
𝑉 = ∑𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠 𝑘𝑏 (𝑟 − 𝑟0 )2 + ∑𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑘𝜃 (𝜃 − 𝜃0 )2 + ∑𝑑𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑠 𝑘𝜒 [1 + cos(𝑛𝜒 − 𝜒0 ))2
𝐴

𝑖𝑗
+ ∑𝑖<𝑗[𝑟 12
−
𝑖𝑗

𝐵𝑖𝑗
6
𝑟𝑖𝑗

+

𝑞𝑖 𝑞𝑗
𝜀𝑟𝑖𝑗

]

(2.24)

where kb, kθ, kχ, r0, θ0, and χ0 are the force constants and equilibrium position, respectively;
and Aij, Bij, and ε define the Lennard-Jones and coulombic interactions (in the last term in the
equation above). The parameters, along with the atom, bond, angle and dihedral types can be
conveniently obtained from the AmberTool program,183 AmberTool has the advantage with
GAFF that almost all the parameters are automatically examined and matched with the existing
database and the exemplar input files are generated for MD runs. The charge q on each atom
requires more efforts which is explained below.
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In MD simulations, the atomic charges are assigned on the nuclei, but electrons are
distributed around the nuclei. Constructing atomic charges is always a crucial aspect. GAFF
uses the RESP (Restrained ElectroStatic Potential) algorithm to obtain the atomic charges.184
The philosophy of RESP is using the atomic charges as the variables and perform the leastsquare charge fitting procedure for the electrostatic potential, which reproduces the multipole
moments and the optimal intermolecular interactions. In the fitting procedure, RESP introduces
a penalty function into the merit function in order to restrain the atomic charges to a lower
magnitude, which is proposed to avoid poorly fitted charge centers and minimize the impact
of conformation dependency. A forced symmetry restrain is also included to ensure the
equivalent atoms having the same charge in symmetric molecule. In practice, calculating the
atomic charges has the following steps: (1) optimizing the conformation of the desired
molecule; (2) calculating the electronic structure in vacuum by ab initio calculation; and (3)
deriving the atomic charges by RESP method. The RESP derived charges are seemingly good
for MD simulations; however, the charges need to be further revised. It has been studied that
the transport properties of ILs are not well reproduced by the classical force fields with full
charges of +e or -e derived from isolated ionic molecules in vacuum.185 In a condensed phase,
there is the charge screening from the neighboring molecules, and the electronic structure can
be affected by the opposite charge surrounding a molecule or species. The solution to this
problem is either to use a polarizable force field,186 or scale the full charge to some fraction of
+e or -e.187 Using the former solution, Voth et al.124,124,186,188,189 and Borodin et. al.120,190 have
developed a polarizable forcefield for different ILs. These polarizable force fields have an
additional term of polarization in the potential energy, but the introduction of this many-body
interaction resulted in expensive computational cost.129 Moreover, it is questionable if the
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polarization parameters are available for arbitrary IL and polyIL species. For these reasons the
charge scaling for GAFF was used, which can be regarded as an averaging of the
polarization.180 A scaling factor for atomic charge is required. Zhang and Maginn found that
the total charge for ILs was around ±0.8 e by ab initio molecular dynamics simulations.185
Sprenger et al. simulated multiple ILs using the GAFF and claimed that the universal scaling
factor of 0.8 more accurately predicted the dynamical properties.119 The factor of 0.8 was
selected in the work reported here to scale the atomic charges for both the anions and cationic
monomers, i.e., charge on each atom is scaled by 0.8 and the ionic moiety carries the total
charge of ‒0.8 e or +0.8 e.

Quantum chemical calculations
Ab initio quantum chemical calculations are used to parameterize force fields for the larger
scale DPD and MD simulations, which is a bottom-up approach. Details of quantum chemistry
calculations can be found in standard textbooks.191–193 Only a brief outline is presented here.
A quantum chemical calculation seeks an approximate solution to the time-independent
Schrödinger equation (SE):
̂ 𝜓 = 𝐸𝜓
𝐻

(2.25)

̂ = 𝑇̂𝑒 + 𝑇̂𝑛 + 𝑉̂𝑒𝑒 + 𝑉̂𝑛𝑛 + 𝑉̂𝑒𝑛
𝐻

(2.26)

̂ is the Hamiltonian operator, 𝜓 is the wave function (an eigenfunction of 𝐻
̂ ), E is the
where 𝐻
(total) system electronic energy, 𝑇̂ is the kinetic energy, 𝑉̂ is the potential energy, and n and e
represent the nuclei and electrons. 𝑉̂𝑒𝑒 , 𝑉̂𝑛𝑛 , 𝑉̂𝑒𝑛 are the operators of the potential energies of
electron-electron, nucleus-nucleus and nucleus-electron interactions, respectively. The wave
function describes the state of the system, which satisfies the normalization condition:
∫|𝜓|2 𝑑𝜏 = 1

(2.27)
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where |𝜓|2 = ⟨𝜓|𝜓⟩ is the probability density of finding the system in state 𝜓, ⟨

⟩ is the

bra-ket notation, and τ is the coordinates and spin of all the particles. To further expand the
time-independent Schrödinger equation in terms of individual particles, the Hamiltonian
becomes
1
𝑁𝑛
𝑁𝑒
𝑁𝑛
𝑁𝑛 𝑍𝑘 𝑍𝑙
𝑁𝑒
𝑒
𝑒 1
𝑛 𝑍𝑘
̂ = − 1 ∑𝑁
∑𝑁
∑𝑁
𝐻
∇2 − 2𝑀 ∑𝑘=1
∇2𝑘 + ∑𝑖=1
− ∑𝑖=1
(2.28)
𝑘=1 𝑟
𝑗>𝑖 𝑟 + ∑𝑘=1 ∑𝑙>𝑘 𝑟
2 𝑖=1 𝑖
𝑘

𝑘𝑙

𝑖𝑗

𝑖𝑘

where i and j, k and l are the indices of electron and nucleus, respectively. Mk is the mass of
nucleus k in terms of the mass of an electron, ∇2 is the Laplacian operator, and Z is the charge
of the nucleus. rij, rkl, and rki are the distances of electron-electron, nucleus-nucleus, and
nucleus-electron, respectively. The mass of a nucleus is significantly larger than an electron,
which means the motion of nuclei occurs on a longer time scale. Thus, the Born-Oppenheimer
(B-O) approximation is applied that assumes the nuclei are treated as fixed in their positions
(relative to the electrons). The B-O approximation allows one to ignore the motion of nuclei,
and consequently omit the 𝑇̂𝑛 and 𝑉̂𝑛𝑛 operators when calculating the electronic structure. For
electrons, the Hamiltonian is:
2
𝑒
𝑒
𝑛 𝑍𝑘
𝑒
𝑒 1
̂𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 = 𝑇̂𝑒 + 𝑉̂𝑒𝑛 + 𝑉̂𝑒𝑒 = − 1 ∑𝑁
∑𝑁
∑𝑁
∑𝑁
∑𝑁
𝐻
∇
−
+
.
𝑖
𝑘=1
𝑖=1
𝑖=1
𝑖=1
𝑗>𝑖
2
𝑟
𝑟
𝑖𝑘

𝑖𝑗

(2.29)

The electronic Schrödinger equation is:
̂𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 𝜓𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 = 𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 𝜓𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐
𝐻

(2.30)

where 𝜓𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 is the electronic wave function. The B-O approximation decouples the motion of
the nuclei. However, the electron-electron potential, 𝑉̂𝑒𝑒 , cannot be treated analytically for
many electronic systems because the electrons are correlated. There are some approximate
solutions which convert the many electron problem into a single electron problem. These
include the Hartree-Fock (HF) method and the density functional theory (DFT).
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2.3.1 Hartree-Fock (HF) Method
In the Hartree-Fock method, the electron-electron potential is treated as the single electron
experiencing the average field created by all other electrons. This treatment simplifies the
electronic Schrödinger equation (2.30) into the Hartree-Fock equations for each electron:
𝐹̂ (𝒓𝟏 )𝜓𝑖 (𝒓𝟏 ) = 𝜀𝑖 𝜓𝑖 (𝒓1 )

(2.31)

where 𝜀𝑖 is the orbital energy of the single electron orbital 𝜓𝑖 , and 𝐹̂ is the Fock operator. For
a closed-shell system:
𝑛/2
̂𝑗 (𝒓𝟏 )]
𝐹̂ (𝒓𝟏 ) = ℎ̂(𝒓𝟏 ) + ∑𝑗=1[2𝐽̂𝑗 (𝒓𝟏 ) − 𝐾

(2.32)

The first term, ℎ̂(𝑟1 ) of the Fock operator includes the kinetic energy operator for a single
1
𝑁𝑛 𝑍𝑘
electron and its interaction with all the nuclei that ℎ̂(𝑟1 ) = − 2 ∇2𝑖 − ∑𝑘=1
. The second and
𝑟
𝑖𝑘

̂𝑗 (𝑟1 ), are the Coulomb operator and exchange operator. 𝐽̂𝑗 (𝑟1 )
third terms, 𝐽̂𝑗 (𝑟1 ) and 𝐾
̂𝑗 (𝑟1 ) is the exchange operator:
represents the repulsion with all the other electrons and 𝐾
1
𝐽̂𝑗 (𝒓𝟏 )𝜓𝑖 (𝒓𝟏 ) = 𝜓𝑖 (𝒓𝟏 ) ∫ 𝑑𝒓𝟐 𝜓𝑗∗ (𝒓𝟐 ) 𝑟 𝜓𝑗 (𝒓𝟐 )

(2.33)

̂𝑗 (𝒓𝟏 )𝜓𝑖 (𝒓𝟏 ) = 𝜓𝑗 (𝒓𝟏 ) ∫ 𝑑𝒓𝟐 𝜓𝑗∗ (𝒓𝟐 ) 1 𝜓𝑖 (𝒓𝟐 )
𝐾
𝑟

(2.34)

12

12

Therefore, the orbital energy is
𝑛/2
̂𝑗𝑖 ]
𝜀𝑖 = ⟨𝜓𝑖 |𝐹̂ |𝜓𝑖 ⟩ = ∫ 𝑑𝒓𝟏 𝜓𝑖∗ (𝒓𝟏 )𝐹̂ (𝒓𝟏 )𝜓𝑖 (𝒓𝟏 ) = 𝐼𝑖 + ∑𝑗=1[2𝐽̂𝑗𝑖 − 𝐾

where ⟨

(2.35)

⟩ is the bra-ket notation and 𝐼𝑖 = ⟨𝜓𝑖 |ℎ̂|𝜓𝑖 ⟩. The energy of the system is
𝑛/2

𝐸 = ∑𝑖=1( 𝐼𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖 )

(2.36)

The molecular orbital is usually in the form of the linear combination of atomic orbitals
(LCAO) that
𝜓 = ∑𝐾
𝑣=1 𝑐𝑣 𝜙𝑣

(2.37)
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where 𝑐𝑣 is a constant and the whole set of 𝜙𝑣 makes up the basis set, and the Hartree – Fock
equation becomes:
𝐾
𝐹̂ (𝒓𝟏 )[∑𝐾
𝑣=1 𝑐𝑣 𝜙𝑣 (𝒓𝟏 )] = 𝜀 ∑𝑣=1 𝑐𝑣 𝜙𝑣 (𝒓𝟏 ) .

(2.38)

Multiplying both sides by 𝜓𝑢∗ (𝒓𝟏 ) and integrating gives:
∑𝑣 𝑐𝑣 ⟨𝜙𝑢 |𝐹̂ |𝜙𝑣 ⟩ = 𝜀 ∑𝑣 𝑐𝑣 ⟨𝜙𝑢 |𝜙𝑣 ⟩.

(2.39)

By defining the Fock matrix F with the elements F𝒖𝒗 = ⟨𝜙𝑢 |𝐹̂ |𝜙𝑣 ⟩ and the overlap matrix S
with S𝒖𝒗 = ⟨𝜙𝑢 |𝜙𝑣 ⟩, the Hartree-Fock equations are cast into the Hartree-Fock-Roothaan
equations which in the matrix form are:
𝐅𝐂=𝜀𝐒𝐂

(2.40)

where C is the coefficient vector of cv. The Hartree-Fock-Roothaan equations are then solved
iteratively with to a self-consistent field (SCF), starting from an initial guess of C. The HF
method does not specifically treat the correlation of the electrons and thus may be inaccurate
in predicting the electronic structure. However, HF is still useful because it is the default
method in GAFF.
2.3.2 Density functional theory (DFT)
DFT calculates the energy from the electron probability density rather than the wave
function. As a result, the molecular electron probability density only has 3 spatial coordinates,
whereas the molecular wave function has 3N special and N spin coordinates. DFT was firstly
introduced by Hohenberg and Kohn that two remarkable theorems were published. The first
theorem is the existence theorem that it is possible to express the ground-state energy and all
other ground-state molecular properties as an integral involving the electron density:
𝐸0 = 𝐸𝑣 [𝜌0 ]

(2.41)
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where E0 is the ground-state energy, Ev is the functional and ρ0 is the ground-state electron
density. The second theorem is the variational theorem, stating that the ground-state electron
density should minimize the energy functional:
𝐸0 = 𝐸𝑣 [𝜌0 ] ≤ 𝐸𝑣 [𝜌]

(2.42)

where ρ is any trial density. The Hohenberg-Kohn theorems showed the possibility to express
the ground-state energy by electron density, and the Kohn-Sham equation provides the
practical method. The SE can be written as the Kohn-Sham (KS) equations (for each electron):
1

(− 2 ∇2 + 𝑉𝑒𝑓𝑓 (𝒓))𝜙𝑖 (𝒓) = 𝜖𝑖 𝜙𝑖 (𝒓)
𝜌(𝑟 ′ )

(2.43)

𝑉𝑒𝑓𝑓 (𝒓) = 𝑉𝑛𝑒 (𝒓) + ∫ |𝑟−𝑟 ′ | 𝑑𝑟 ′ + 𝑉𝑥𝑐 (𝒓)

(2.44)

𝑉𝑛𝑒 (𝒓) = ∫ 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝒓) 𝜌(𝒓)𝑑𝒓

(2.45)

𝛿𝐸

𝑥𝑐
𝑉𝑥𝑐 (𝒓) = 𝛿𝜌(𝒓)

(2.46)

where Veff(r) is the effective potential, Vext(r) is the external potential, 𝜖𝑖 is the Kohn-Sham
orbital energy, and Vxc(r) is the exchange correlation functional. The KS equations are solved
iteratively like the Hartree-Fock method. Only the kinetic energy is solved from the state
function while all the terms in the effective potential are calculated from the electron density.
Since the exact functional of Exc is unknown, there are some approximations including the
local density approximation (LDA), generalized gradient approximation (GGA), and hybrid
functionals. LDA has the simplest form that Exc is only dependent on the electron density:194
𝐿𝐷𝐴
𝐸𝑥𝑐
[𝜌(𝒓)] = ∫ 𝜌(𝒓) 𝜀𝑥𝑐 [𝜌(𝒓)]𝑑𝒓.

(2.47)

The exchange correlation energy per unit volume is further separated into the exchange energy
and correlation energy that εxc = εx +εc. LDA was developed based on a uniform electron
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gas,195,196 which may lead to the inaccuracy of εxc. GGA is an improvement that the gradient
of the electron density is included in the exchange correlation energy:
𝐺𝐺𝐴
𝐸𝑥𝑐
[𝜌(𝒓)] = ∫ 𝜌(𝒓) 𝜀𝑥𝑐 [𝜌(𝒓), ∇𝜌(𝒓)]𝑑𝒓.

(2.48)

Like LDA, εxc can be separated into εx and εc, and correspondingly, Exc = Ex + Ec. A hybrid
functional is believed to provide more accurate results in chemical systems. It can be regarded
as a sum of the weighted exchange energies and correlation energies from different functionals.
In computational chemistry, B3LYP has become the most popular exchange correlation
functional.197 B3LYP has the following form:
𝐵3𝐿𝑌𝑃 [𝜌(𝒓)]
𝐸𝑥𝑐
= (1 − 𝑎)𝐸𝑥𝐿𝐷𝐴 + 𝑎𝐸𝑥𝐻𝐹 + 𝑏Δ𝐸𝑥𝐵88 + 𝑐Δ𝐸𝑐𝐿𝑌𝑃

(2.49)

where a = 0.2, b= 0.72 and c = 0.81. B88198 and LYP199 are GGA functionals and Δ denotes
the gradient correction in the exchange energy of B88 and correlation energy of LYP.
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Chapter 3. Anion exchange membranes
The material presented in this chapter have been published in these papers:
1. Luo, X.; Paddison, S. J. DPD Simulations of Anion Exchange Membrane: The Effect
of an Alkyl Spacer on the Hydrated Morphology. Solid State Ionics 2019, 339, 115012.
2. Zhu, Z.; Luo, X.; Paddison, S. J. DPD Simulations of Anion Exchange Membranes
Functionalized with Various Cationic Groups and Associated Anions. Solid State
Ionics 2019, 340, 115011.
3. Luo, X.; Liu, H.; Bae, C.; Hickner, M. A.; Tuckerman, M. E.; Paddison, S. J. MesoScale Simulations of Quaternary Ammonium Tethered Triblock Copolymers: Effects
of the Degree of Functionalization and Styrene Content. J. Phys. Chem. C 2020, 124,
16315–16323
This chapter models the SEBS-based AEMs with DPD simulations and seeks to discover
relationships between the chemical structure and morphology. The simulations pursued the
effects of different degrees of functionalization, percentage of polystyrene, presence of an alkyl
linker and/or tail, and different anions. These distinct aspects are expected to provide a wide
range of tunable parameters and provide a systematic understanding of structure/property
relationships in this class of materials In this chapter, the modeling method and simulation
setup are introduced first, and then the results and discussion follow.

Modeling
3.1.1 Coarse graining
The coarse graining translates the real materials which consist of atoms into a DPD model,
which was realized by lumping groups of the various atoms into DPD beads. The prior study
by Fatemeh et al. established a promising coarse graining model.68 The coarse graining fully
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satisfied the requirements that all the beads had very similar sizes, and could easily be adapted
to different chemical structures. Hence, in the work reported in this chapter the same method
was implemented, as shown in Figure 3.1. Bs and Ph beads are the vinyl and phenyl groups of
the polystyrene. The midblock was designated Bm, but it is in chemical composition the same
bead as Bs since the coarse graining procedure ignores the bonding conditions. Bs, Ph, and Bm
beads comprise the pristine SEBS. TMM is the trimethyl methyl group and TMA is the
trimethyl ammonium the latter of which has a net charge of -e. The water bead (W) consists of
four water molecules. The negatively charged hydroxide ion is accompanied by four water
molecules to make up the OH‒ bead. Note that Figure 3.1 is the original AEM in the hydroxide
ion form and serves as a basis for variations. The pristine polystyrene had a percentage of 29
wt% in SEBS with the Bs:Bm:Bs ratio equal to 8:152:8, and the degree of functionalization
was 50%; i.e., one Bs bead was regularly paired with one Ph bead grafted with the ionic side
chain and one unfunctionalized Ph bead. This chemical structure was then varied to investigate
the effects of different chemical structures, which are described in more detail later.
In the DPD model utilized in this work, the water (W) bead was selected as the reference
bead and a unit conversion was carried out accordingly. The method for unit conversion is
described elsewhere.147,200 The density of water is about 0.997 g/cm3 at room temperature, and
thus the volume of a single water molecule is:

1 𝑐𝑚3
0.997 𝑔

∙

18.015𝑔

1𝑚𝑜𝑙

1𝑚𝑜𝑙

6.022×1023

= 3.00 ×

10−23 𝑐𝑚3 = 30 Å. Since the numerical density of DPD was set to 3 by default, there are 12
water molecules (3 W beads) occupying a single cube of rDPD3, which was equivalent to 360
3

Å3 in real units. Hence, rDPD is √360 Å = 7.11 Å in this DPD model. Since the cutoff distance
was 1 DPD unit, rc = 1 rDPD = 7.11 Å. With the conversion of length unit, the conversion of the
time unit was then available such that 𝑡𝐷𝑃𝐷 = 𝑟𝐷𝑃𝐷 √𝑚/𝑘𝐵 𝑇, where the energy kBT in real units
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Figure 3.1. Coarse graining of the hydrated AEM with 29 wt% of polystyrene in SEBS.
Colored circles are the selected beads. The W bead consisting of four water molecules is taken
as the reference bead. The midblock of SEBS is simplified in that it only contains polyethylene.
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is 1.381 × 10−23 m2 kg s −2 K −1 × 300K (i.e., at room temperature), and m is the mass of the
four water molecules in the W bead. The W bead has a mass of 4 ∙

18.015𝑔
1𝑚𝑜𝑙

1𝑚𝑜𝑙

∙ 6.022×1023.

Therefore, the DPD time unit was calculated as:
𝑡𝐷𝑃𝐷 = 7.11 × 10−10 m × √ 4 ∙

18.015×10−3 𝑘𝑔
1𝑚𝑜𝑙

∙

1𝑚𝑜𝑙
6.022×1023

1 s2 𝐾

1

∙ 1.381×10−23 m2 kg ∙ 300K

= 3.82 × 10−12 s = 3.82 μs

(3.1)

To study all the materials summarized in Table 1.1, the chemical structures were varied
and the coarse graining was changed accordingly. For the effects of an alkyl linker and/or tail
in the side chain, an additional C4 moiety was added to different positions, as shown in Figure
3.2. In SEBS-TMPA, the alkyl linker was between the TMM and TMA to make the structure
of SEBS-TMM-Linker-TMA. Analogously, SEBS-TMM-TMA-Tail was designated SEBSDMPA, where the spacer served as the tail at the open end of TMA; and SEBS-TMM-LinkerTMA-Tail was designated SEBS-MDPA to indicate that both the linker and tail were present.
Four different degrees of functionalization (DF) were simulated for the SEBS-based AEM
as variants to the material shown in Figure 3.1. Figure 3.3 andFigure 3.4 show the coarsegrained beads and the atomic details for four DFs. At DF = 25%, only ¼ Ph beads were grafted
with the TMM-TMA side chain. The side chains were arranged regularly and there was one
functionalized Ph followed by three unfunctionalized Ph beads along the vinyl backbone of
SEBS. DF = 50% is the same material as depicted in Figure 3.1 with half of the phenyl groups
functionalized. The arrangement of the TMM-TMA obeyed the rule that one functionalized Ph
was paired with one unfunctionalized Ph on the same butyl segment (Bs bead) in the backbone.
The corresponding atomic topology was one functionalized styrene monomer followed by one
unfunctionalized monomer with the side chains evenly distributed along the polystyrene
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.2. Coarse graining of the involved AEM materials. (a) SEBS-TMM-Linker-TMA
(SEBS-TMPA); (b) SEBS-TMM-TMA-Tail (SEBS-DMPA); (c) SEBS-TMM-Linker-TMATail (SEBS-MDPA).
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backbone. An alternative DF = 50% was modeled to investigate the effects of a different
arrangement to the TMM-TMA than in the regular 50%. Two TMM-TMA functional side
chains were grafted to the Ph beads on the same Bs bead. At the atomic scale, this is equivalent
to the arrangement of two neighboring functionalized styrene monomers immediately followed
by two unfunctionalized styrene monomers. The functional side chains were more
concentrated than the regular DF = 25%. For DF = 75%, three out of the four Ph beads were
tethered with TMM-TMA. At the atomic scale, this is equivalent to three functionalized styrene
monomers followed by one unfunctionalized monomer.
The variation in the percentage of polystyrene (Sty%) in SEBS did not cause significant
change in the coarse-grained model. The only difference was the Bs:Bm:Bs ratio in the
backbone. Two additional Sty% were modeled. For Sty% = 29 wt%, this ratio was 8:152:8 as
shown in Figure 3.1, which mimicked the Sigma Aldrich #200557. A higher Sty% = 42 wt%
and a lower Sty% = 17 were simulated; the former which mimicked Kraton A1535H. Both had
a fixed DF = 50%. These two variations resulted in the Bs:Bm:Bs ratio of 15:82:15 and
8:288:8, which ensured that the functionalized SEBS had similar total bead numbers to the
original Sty% = 29 wt%. Two different anion beads were modeled to study the effects of the
anions, as discussed in Chapter 1. Instead of the OH‒(4H2O), an OH bead consisting of three
water molecules OH‒ (3H2O) was created. Likewise, a Br bead of consisting of Br‒(3H2O) was
modeled. It is acknowledged that the hydration of the bromide ion in bulk aqueous solutions
is complicated. There may be Br‒ hydrated with one or two water molecules at room
temperature.201 Nevertheless, the Br bead was constructed with three water molecules to match
the requirement that all the DPD beads should have similar volumes. All the simulations for
different anions kept the DF = 50% and Sty% = 29 wt%.
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Figure 3.3. Configuration of DPD beads in polystyrene block for different degrees of
functionalization. Color scheme: Orange: Bs and Bm; Mauve: Ph; Green: TMM; and purple:
TMA, respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.4. Atomic topology of the polystyrene block with different degrees of
functionalization (DF). (a) 25%; (b) 50%; (c) 50% alternative; and (d) 75%. Only one repeat
unit is shown for each DF.
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3.1.2 DPD parameters
The variants from DF = 50% and Sty% = 29 wt% did not introduce a new bead type other
than those from Fatemeh et al.,68 except for the effects of the different anions. Hence, most of
the non-boned parameters were already available. The new beads of OH¯(3H2O) and
Br¯(3H2O) were parameterized. The first step was to determine the atomic structure of the atom
clusters with electronic structure calculations. These calculations were carried out using the
GAUSSIAN 09 package202 at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory to optimize the atom
clusters, and then a larger basis set of 6-311G(d,p) was further employed for refinement. In
Figure 3.5, OH¯(3H2O) has a flat pyramidal and Br¯(3H2O) has a regular pyramidal geometry,
respectively, which is in agreement with prior work.203,204 Table 3.1 summarizes the estimated
volumes of all the beads. The estimation procedure was the same as used in prior work.68
Volumes were calculated by Connolly surfaces with the Atom Volumes & Surfaces tool in
Materials Studio.205 The radius of the probe was set to 1.2 Å, which ias the van der Waals
radius of a hydrogen atom. The van der Waals scaling factor was calibrated such that the
volume of the W bead reached 120 Å3. These parameters were then used to calculate the
volumes for the new beads of OH¯(3H2O) and Br¯(3H2O). The volumes of all beads were
confirmed to be similar to each other as required by the DPD method.
The two optimized beads were then paired with all the available beads from Fatemeh et
al.68 to obtain the conservative force constants. Before performing the potential energy surface
scan, the distances between the two beads were chosen carefully, which is the distance between
the centers of mass. Since the conservative force has the cut off rc = 1 DPD length (7.11 Å),
the distances for scanning (dscan) must be below 7.11 Å. To better determine the scanning
distances, the average distance between the two beads was determined. The numerical density
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Figure 3.5. Optimized structures of OH¯(3H2O) [left] and Br¯(3H2O) [right] by B3LYP/6311G(d,p). OH¯(3H2O) shows a flat pyramidal and Br¯(3H2O) a regular pyramidal structure.

Table 3.1. Bead type, structure, and estimated volumes
Bead type
Structure
Volume (Å3)
Bs, Bm, Bn

[H](CH2CH2)2[H]

125.5

Ph

C6H4[H2]

129.7

TMM

[H]C(CH3)2CH2[H]

124.8

TMA+

HN(CH3)3

121.8

W

(H2O)4

120.1

¯

¯

OH (4H2O)

OH (H2O)4

134.6

OH¯(3H2O)

OH¯(H2O)3

123.5

Br¯(3H2O)

Br¯(H2O)3

135.4
68

The first six rows are taken directly from previous work. The hydrogen atoms were added
as the terminal atoms to achieve neutral beads when necessary.
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of 3 means that there are three beads in a unit cube. To uniformly distribute the three beads,
they are assumed to be located at the center on each surface, which mimics the face-centered
cubic crystal structure except with an empty vertex. From this assumption, the average distance
between a pair of beads is estimated to be 0.707 DPD unit (5.03 Å). Intuitively, the scanning
distances should cover a reasonable range with an average of about 5.03 Å but no farther than
7.11 Å. In practice, it was found that bead overlapping became severe when the distance was
below 4.75 Å, which is a natural lower limit. Moreover, the distances close to rc can be
excluded if the energies exhibit an attractive tendency. This is because the DPD conservative
force only models a repulsive interaction. In this work, the energy at 7 Å showed an obvious
violation to the monotonic decreasing with dscan for the bead pairs containing at least one
neutral bead. In other words, an energy trap might exist at the distance a little smaller than rc,
which could be attributed to a van der Waals interaction. Therefore, the upper limit of dscan
should be shorter than 7 Å. The exclusion of 7 Å is reasonable because the beads are not likely
to be further apart. Hence, this work employed dscan from 4.75 Å to 6.5 Å. For each distance,
more than 1500 approaching angles were attempted. The code in Appendix A was used to
analyze the ab initio results. As an example, Figure 3.6 is the linear regression of Eq. (2.20)
for Br¯(3H2O). The poor fitting quality is observed for the bead pair of opposite charges
because the coulombic attraction is dominant. Nevertheless, the resulting aij for oppositely
charged beads is negative, which is sufficient to reflect the interaction. Table 3.2 summarizes
the obtained aij values in combination with those form Fatemeh et al.68 The Bm bead is identical
to the Bs bead. The numbers in bold are from this work. The OH¯(3H2O) and Br¯(3H2O) are
less repulsive with neutral beads than OH¯(4H2O), and more attractive to TMA+, which is due
to fewer water molecules and the smaller bead sizes.
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Br-Ph

Br-Bs (Bm)

Br-TMM

Br-W

Br-TMM
Br-Br
Figure 3.6. Fitting for the conservative force constants. The horizontal axis is the dimensionless
distance of 0.5(1 ‒ rij)2, and the vertical axis is the Uijint in Eq. (2.20). The red line is the fitted
linear curve. Each blue point is the averaged value of more than 1500 raw data points.
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aij = aijex + aRR

Table 3.2. Non-bonded parameters in DPD simulations
OH‒
OH‒
Br‒
Bs
Ph
TMM
TMA
W
(4H2O) (3H2O) (3H2O)

Bs

30.28

Ph

35.02

30.53

TMM

29.24

27.74

26.03

TMA

27.52

27.31

25.59

65.79

W

35.57

33.44

27.46

26.61

25.01

OH‒(4H2O)

34.80

30.05

27.88

-15.02

27.34

65.68

OH‒(3H2O)

27.55

26.90

25.94

-16.91

26.45

-

65.93

Br‒(3H2O)

28.50

28.51

26.79

-17.33

27.96

-

-
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71.57

The only new bonds and angles are for the investigations of the additional alkyl spacers.
The parameters were guessed from the existing ones, which includes the bonds of TMM-Bn
and TMA+-Bn, and the angles of TMM-Bn-TMA+, TMM-TMA+-Bn, Bn-TMA+-Bn. The
complete set of bonded parameters are listed in Table 3.3.
3.1.3 Simulation setup
A simulation box of size 60×60×60 DPD units was used for all simulations, which is
equivalent to 42.7×42.7×42.7 nm3. There were 648000 beads in total to satisfy a numerical
density of 3. Periodic boundaries were used in all x, y, z directions. For each system, different
hydration levels were simulated. The hydration level, λ, was defined as the number of water
molecules per trimethyl ammonium group: λ ≡ n(H2O)/n(TMA+). This work simulated five
hydration levels of λ = 4, 8, 12, 16, and 20. In each DPD run, the numbers of polymers, anion
and water beads were chosen to satisfy the desired hydration level and zero net charge of the
system.
The simulations were performed with the LAMMPS package149 and the trajectories were
visualized with VMD software.206 The initial configurations were generated with the
PACKMOL package,207 and random packing of the molecules was confirmed. The timestep
was set to 0.01 DPD time units, which is 38 fs in real units. The initial box was much larger
than the actual box for the fast convergence with PACKMOL and a few preliminary steps of
simulation were initially performed to compress the box to the required size. The simulation
was run for 70 million steps in total and the morphology was monitored by visualization for
the last 5 million steps to ensure an unchanging pattern. Mean square displacement (MSD) of
the Ph beads was calculated to estimate the movement of the polymer chains. Figure 3.7 shows
a typical MSD for the system of Sty% = 17 mol% and DF = 50% (alternative) at λ = 12. The
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Bond

Table 3.3. Bonded parameters in DPD simulations
Kb
Rb0
Angle
Ka

θa 0

Bs-Bs

30

0.7

Bs-Bs-Bs

15

150

Bs-Ph

30

0.7

Bs-Bs-Bm

10

150

Bs-Bm

30

0.7

Bs-Bm-Bm

1

90

Bm-Bm

20

0.7

Bm-Bm-Bm

1

90

Ph-TMM

20

0.7

Bs-Ph-TMM

1

90

TMM-TMA+

20

0.7

Ph-TMM-Bn

1

90

TMM-Bn

20

0.7

TMM-Bn-TMA+

1

90

TMA+-Bn

20

0.7

TMM-TMA+-Bn

1

90

Bn-TMA+-Bn

1

90

𝑈 𝑆 = ∑𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠

1

𝐾 (𝑟 − 𝑟𝑏,0 )
2 𝑏 𝑏

2

𝑈 𝐴 = ∑𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝐾𝑎 (1 − cos(𝜃𝑎 − 𝜃𝑎,0 ))

Figure 3.7. Mean square displacement of Ph beads for SEBS with Sty%=17 mol% and DF =
50% alternative at λ = 12. τDPD is the number of DPD time steps.
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MSD is more than 200 squared DPD length units in 4 million steps. For the whole simulation
length, it is about 247 DPD length units, which is more than four times the size of the
simulation box and is considered sufficient for equilibration.

Effects of alkyl linker and tail
3.2.1 Morphology
The morphologies for the three different spacer configurations are shown in Figure 3.8,
along with the non-spacer material. Regardless of the hydration level, all ionomers exhibited
phase separation with the midblock of SEBS comprising the hydrophobic phase and the
functionalized polystyrene bocks forming a hydrophilic phase. To achieve a better
visualization, individual beads are shown separately in Figure 3.9 for SEBS-MDPA (linker
and tail) at λ = 12 as an example. The OH¯ bead and the midblock Bm bead occupy different
regions, which belong to the hydrophobic and hydrophilic phases, respectively. The seeming
overlap is due to the inspection angle and the rough interfaces. It is interesting that most of the
water exists in the hydrophilic phase, but there is a small amount of water distributed in the
hydrophobic phase.
Table 3.4 summarizes the morphologies shown in Figure 3.8. Some ordered morphologies
are observed. λ = 12 shows the most perfect lamella for: SEBS-TMA (no spacer); -TMPA
(linker); and -MDPA (linker and tail). For DMPA (tail) at λ = 12, the lamella appears to be in
a sub domain, as shown in Figure 3.10(a) and (b). This is regarded as an imperfect lamella in
the simulation box, which may be attributed to the varied directions of the lamella layers. At
lower λ, the imperfect lamellae are found in SEBS-TMA at λ = 4 and 8, and SEBS-TMPA and
-MDPA at λ = 8. SEBS-DMPA at λ = 4 and 8, and SEBS-TMPA at λ = 8 show morphologies
resembling bicontinuous or perforated layers, but the domains of the hydrophilic phase are not
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Figure 3.8. Hydrated morphologies of the SEBS-based AEMs with different alkyl spacers. At
low λ, lamella or bicontinuous/perforated layers are formed. At high λ, the water coalesces into
pure-water domains. Color scheme: orange: Bs, Bm; Mauve: Ph; green: TMM; purple: TMA+;
brown: Bn; cyan: OH; and blue: W.
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Figure 3.9. Snapshots of individual beads for the systems with both linker and tail (SEBSMDPA) at λ = 12. Left to right: Bm, OH¯ and W beads, respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.10. Slices from the entire simulation box (a) SEBS-DMPA (tail) at λ = 12; (b) SEBSMDPA at λ = 8; and (c) SEBS-TMA (no spacer) at λ = 16 with higher resolution. Color scheme:
orange: Bs, Bm; mauve: Ph; green: TMM; purple: TMA+; brown: Bn; cyan: OH¯; and blue:
W.
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Table 3.4. Summary of the simulated hydrated morphologies for different configurations of
the spacer with DF = 50% and Sty = 17 mol% (29 wt%).
λ
spacer
4
8
12
16
20
Crossed
Crossed
Perfect
Disordered
Disordered
TMA
lamella
lamella
lamella
bicontinuous bicontinuous
Crossed
Perfect
Disordered
Imperfect
TMPA
Non-regular
lamella
lamella
bicontinuous
lamella
Crossed
Skewed
Disordered
DMPA
Non-regular
Non-regular
lamella
lamella
bicontinuous
Perfect
Crossed
Perfect
Disordered
Disordered
MDPA
lamella
lamella
lamella
bicontinuous bicontinuous
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all connected. These morphologies are referred to as ‘non-regular’. For SEBS-TMPA at λ = 4,
a small subdomain of lamella is found, but it behaves like the perforated layers in the whole
box and thus categorized as non-regular. There is also the perfect lamella for SEBS-MDPA at
λ = 4. In short, for the low and intermediate hydration levels, SEBS-MDPA tends to
predominantly form lamella (either perfect or imperfect), while SEBS-DMPA is much less
likely, and the other systems are between the two. At higher λ, exclusive water domains are
observed as blue spots (water-only domains). No perfect lamella was observed when the wateronly domains interfere with the layers. The exception is the SEBS-DMPA at λ = 16, though
these lamella layers are skewed. Some tendency of forming lamella can be expected at high λ,
e.g., SEBS-TMA at λ = 20, SEBS-TMPA at λ = 16 and 20, and SEBS-DMPA at λ = 20.
Comparison of the morphologies at λ = 16 and 20, suggests that the water-only domains are
more obvious in those systems with a side chain spacer(s) than in SEBS-TMA (non-spacer).
As shown in Figure 3.10(c), SEBS-TMA only shows scattered blue regions (i.e., water rich) at
higher λ =16, while those with spacer(s) exhibit large pure water domains.
To summarize the results with the spacer(s): (i) SEBS-TMA (no spacer) and SEBS-TMPA
(linker) formed perfect lamella at λ = 12, and imperfect lamella at λ = 4 and 8. Both these
systems at λ = 20, along with SEBS-TMPA at λ = 16, showed the tendency to form lamella.
(ii) SEBS-DMPA (tail) did not form any perfect lamella over the entire hydration range (λ =
4~20) except the skewed lamella at λ = 16. (iii) SEBS-MDPA (linker and tail) formed perfect
lamella at λ = 4 and 12, and imperfect lamella at λ = 8, but disordered bicontinuous structures
at λ = 16 and 20. Possible reasons for the above maybe related to the effects of the alkyl spacer.
Firstly, the spacer is the same component as the midblock, which could: 1) make the
polystyrene blocks less distinctive to the midblock; 2) impact the hydrophobicity near the ionic
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head group; and 3) increase the size of the polystyrene blocks. Secondly, the spacer appearing
as a linker could increase the flexibility of the side chain; and facilitate the local motion of the
head groups. Thirdly, the spacer as a tail could introduce some steric hinderance for water to
approach TMA+. These factors may collectively affect the hydrated morphology.
3.2.2 Radial distribution function
The radial distribution function (RDF) provides a quantitative method to study the
simulated structures. The RDF, or g(r), describes the probability of finding one particle
(particle A as the target) at the distance r from another particle (particle B as the reference).
The definition of the RDF is:
𝑑𝑛(𝑟)

𝑔(𝑟) = 𝜌4𝜋𝑟 2𝑑𝑟

(3.2)

where r is the distance from particle A to particle B, and thus 4πr2dr is the volume of the
sphere shell around the reference particle B with a radius of r; dn(r) is the average number of
A particles in this shell; and ρ is the average numerical density of particle A in the system.
Note that particle A and particle B can be either the same type (A-A) or different types (A-B).
In numerical implementation, g(r) for the same type of particles is calculated by:
1

𝑉

𝑁
𝑔(𝑟) = 4𝜋𝑟 2 ∙ 𝑁(𝑁−1) ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 ∑𝑗≠𝑖 𝛿(𝑟 − |𝒓𝒊 − 𝒓𝒊 |)

(3.3)

For different typse of particles (A-B):
1

𝑔(𝑟) = 4𝜋𝑟 2 ∙ 𝑁

𝑉
𝐴 𝑁𝐵

𝑁𝐵
𝐴
∑𝑁
𝑖=1 ∑𝑗=1 𝛿(𝑟 − |𝒓𝒊 − 𝒓𝒊 |)

(3.4)

where δ is the Kronecker delta. V/N or V/NA corresponds to the numerical density in the
analytical form of g(r), and the sum divided by either N¯1 or NB is the average dn(r).
Fortunately, VMD has an embedded module to calculate the RDFs conveniently. The
coordination number is related to RDF through the relation:
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𝑟

𝑛(𝑟) = 4𝜋𝜌 ∫0 𝑔(𝑟′)𝑟′2 𝑑𝑟′

(3.5)

The coordination number indicates the average number of particles A found in the sphere
centered at B with a radius of r.
Figure 3.11 gives the RDFs of the polystyrene backbone represented by the Bs and Ph
beads at two different hydration levels. Lower peaks and left-shifted curves are observed when
more spacers are added. This was also observed when all the side chain beads are included in
the calculation of the RDF. These changes indicate the less structured polystyrene blocks,
which might be the result of the larger hydrophilic phase and the steric hinderance introduced
by the spacers. If the second peak is used to estimate the domain spacing of the hydrophilic
phase,79 it is observed that spacing between the hydrophilic domains decreases when spacers
are grafted into side chains, which was also observed in the experimental scattering data.58
Figure 3.12 shows the RDFs of Bs vs TMA+, which are aimed to study the distance
distribution of the cationic head groups away from the polymeric backbone. It is not surprising
that more spacers per side chain has the lower peaks, which implies the more uniform
distribution of head groups to the backbone. However, it is not clear if the modified side chain
increases the local mobility of the cationic group, because this RDF does not distinguish if the
Bs and TMA+ are on the same monomer or side chain. Moreover, since the BsPh-BsPh RDFs
also have lower peaks with the spacer(s), the lower peaks in Bs-TMA+ RDFs might be due to
the size change of the two end blocks. To further investigate if flexibility is introduced by the
spacer, snapshots and the distance distribution of Bs-TMA+ were computed and are shown in
Figure 3.13. Inspecting the sampled Bs and TMA beads in the same chain, the TMA+ seems to
be closer to the Bs without the spacer. Hence, the distance distribution was calculated for the
Bs-TMA+ pairs, which are bonded through a series of beads. In Figure 3.13(c), SEBS-TMA
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.11. RDFs of the polystyrene blocks represented by Bs and Ph beads. Zoom-ins on the
right. (a) λ = 12 and (b) λ = 16. The height of the peak at 10 Å deceases, and the second peak
(r > 150 Å) moves to the left with the presence of the spacer(s) in proximity to the cationic
head group.
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Figure 3.12. RDFs of Bs vs TMA beads at λ = 8. Left: overview; Right: zoom-in. The intensity
of all these nearest peaks are lowered with the addition of the spacer(s).
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(a)

(b )

(c)
Figure 3.13. Distance distribution of the covalently bonded backbone bead (Bs) cation bead
(TMA+) at λ = 8. (a) and (b) are the snapshots of one functionalized block for SEBS-TMA (no
spacer) and SEBS-MDPA (linker and tail), respectively. Only Bs and TMA+ beads are shown
for clarity. The dashed blue lines link the beads belonging to the same side chain. The distances
are in DPD units (1 DPD = 7.1 Å). Color scheme: orange: Bs; purple: TMA+. (c) is the distance
distribution function at λ = 8.
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and SEBS-DMPA have the same distribution peaking at about 11 Å, while SEBS-TMPA
(linker) and SEBS-MDPA (linker and tail) have wider and right-shifted peaks, peaking at
approximately 12 and 13 Å, respectively. The coincide curves of SEBS-TMA and SEBSDMPA are due to the same components in the side chain except the alkyl tail. SEBS-TMPA
and SEBS-MDPA show the wider and right-shifted peaks, which indicates their extended side
chains with the linkers. This confirms the increased flexibility of the side chains with additional
linker between the backbone and cationic head group. The peaks for SEBS-MDPA shift a little
further to the right, which is probably due to the tail at the open end.
The water-water RDFs are depicted in Figure 3.14. The spacer lowers the intensity of the
peaks for λ ≤ 12, indicating a more uniformly distributed water in the polymer. At λ = 16 the
first few peaks are more intensive and the position where RDF = 1 significantly extends with
more spacers. It implies that the water is more concentrated, and the water domains increase
in thickness. This difference may be due to the formation of water-only domains. Considering
the morphology snapshots, the blue spots are found more obvious for the materials with
spacer(s). It may be concluded that the hydrophobic spacer facilitates the formation of wateronly regions at the higher hydration levels. Comparing the different locations of the spacer, the
SEBS-DMPA (tail) reduces the peaks a little more than SEBS-TMPA (linker) at low hydration
levels, while the former lifts the peak significantly at higher hydration levels. Noting that there
are the same number of butyl spacers per chain in these two materials, the spacer as a tail
affects water distribution more intensively than the spacer as a linker. Figure 3.15 further
examines the RDFs of W-TMA+. The less intensive peaks for more spacers reflect that the
water and TMA+ are less correlated in space, and this impact is more obvious at the higher
hydration level where λ = 16 than at 12. The SEBS-DMPA (tail) flattens the peaks more
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.14. Water-water RDFs at: (a) λ = 12; and (b) λ = 16 with zoom-ins shown on the right.
At low λ, peaks are lowered when adding the spacer(s), which may be due to the
hydrophobicity of the alkyl chain. At high λ, then opposite trend is observed with higher peaks
with the addition of spacer(s).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.15. RDFs of W-TMA+ at: (a) λ = 12; and (b) λ = 16, with zoom-in views on the right.
Adding more spacers reduces the intensity of the peaks, indicating the more hydrophobic
segments in proximity to the head group.
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significantly from SEBS-DMPA (tail) than SEBS-TMPA (linker), and the SEBS-MDPA
(linker and tail) has the strongest impact. This trend is the same in the W-W RDFs. A more
hydrophobic spacer along with steric hinderance maybe possible reasons, the former which is
consistent with the conservative force constants and that Bs-W is more repulsive than TMA+W, as shown in Table 3.2.
3.2.3 Cluster analysis
The cluster analysis in this work is based on the connectivity of beads. If the two beads are
closer than the preset cut-off, they are defined as connected and labeled with the same cluster
identity. The analysis scans all the distances between each pair of the targeted beads and groups
all these beads into clusters. The size distribution of the clusters is calculated by
𝑝(𝑛) =

𝑛 ∑𝐶
𝑖 𝑁𝑛 (𝑖)
𝐶𝑁

(3.6)

where p(n) denotes the probability of a bead in a cluster of size n, Nn(i) is the number of clusters
of size n in configuration i, C is the total number of configurations, and N is the total number
of target beads.
The water distribution is important for the formation of OH¯ conducting channels, and the
knowledge of this property is one of the premises for the water management of AEMFC. RDF
provides valuable information, but it only measures the pairwise distances and characterizes
the average thickness of the hydrophilic domains. In other words, RDF is a 2-dimensional

representation. Since RDF does not directly reflect the 3-dimensional size and connectivity of
the water domains, cluster analysis was carried out to quantify the formation of a percolating
water network by using the criteria previously developed.68,181 Two selections of target beads
were attempted, which were the W bead only and the combination of W and OH¯ beads,
respectively. The cut off distance was set to 1 DPD length.
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Figure 3.16 shows the cluster size distributions at four hydration levels, while λ = 4 is
omitted because there were quite few W beads. As expected, the cluster size increases with λ
for all materials. At λ = 8, all the materials only exhibit small clusters that N = ~100 – 102.
Intermediate sized clusters start to appear when λ is increased to 12, which have the sizes of N
= ~103 – 104. Large clusters are found for λ = 16 and 20 with the sizes of N = ~10 4 – 105. All
the hydration levels show the existence of small clusters which are the scattered W beads. For
different spacers, there is no significant difference in the magnitude of N when λ = 8. The
hydration level of λ = 12 can be considered as the transition from small clusters to larger
clusters. At λ = 12, SEBS-TMA and -TMPA show large clusters with the intermediate ones,
but SEBS-TMA has fewer intermediate clusters. SEBS-DMPA almost has the large clusters
very close to 1×104, while SEBS-DMPA only has intermediate sizes. When these materials are
further hydrated that λ =16 and 20, SEBS-TMA, -TMPA and -DMPA only present dominant
large clusters, but SEBS-MDPA has large and intermediate clusters. If the larger clusters are
considered as the percolated water domains, water percolation is more facilitated in SEBSTMA (non-spacer) than SEBS-TMPA (linker) and SEBS-DMPA (tail) for the same hydration
level when λ ≥12, while SEBS-MDPA (linker and tail) is less likely to form the water
percolation. There might be the question if the number of W beads could affect this conclusion
because SEBS-MDPA has more spacers and thus fewer W beads. Table 3.5 summarizes the
number of W beads for different systems. SEBS-MDPA at λ = 20 has much more W beads
than the other three materials at λ = 16. However, the former presents the intermediate sizes
while the latter three do not. Hence, the conclusion above is not purely a numerical artifact.
SEBS-MDPA is less likely to form the percolation, which can be due to the change of the side
chain chemistry.
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Cluster analysis was also carried out for the combination of W and OH beads because OH bead
has three water molecules. It is necessary to investigate if it would change the result of
comparing the four different materials. Figure 3.17 shows the results. The growth of the cluster
size is also observed, and it is further confirmed by visually inspecting the largest five clusters
in the snapshots. As shown in Figure 3.18, when there are only small clusters quantified in the
distributions, the largest clusters in the snapshots are the scattered water domains. The
coexistence of the intermediate and larger cluster sizes is corresponding to the seemingly larger
water domains across the simulation box with comparable sizes, but these domains are not
actually connected so that they are labeled with different colors. The percolated domains are
observed as the large clusters appear and the intermediate clusters disappear in the quantitative
plot. Thus, the cluster size has been proved as a powerful tool for investigating the percolation.
In Figure 3.17, the cluster size distribution of W and OH beads at λ = 8 has almost the same
pattern to the one of W bead only at λ = 16 and 20, and the distribution of W and OH together
at λ = 4 has the very similar pattern to the one of W only at λ = 4. Hence, including OH bead
shift the distributions to lower λ, and it does not change the qualitative comparison of which
material is more likely to form the water percolation. Using W bead only can better match the
formation of water-only domain in the morphology in Figure 3.8. Water-only domains are
observed at λ = 16, where the quantitative analysis starts to show dominant large clusters of W
beads at the same λ. Interestingly, the morphologies indicate that SEBS-TMA is less likely to
have large water-only domains, but it is the material the facilitates the formation of percolated
water network. It might be possible that at higher λ ≥16, the hydrophobic alkyl spacer leads to
a more concentrated water distribution, but these water domains are too concentrated to
connect with each other.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 3.16. Cluster size distribution of the W beads for different configurations of the alkyl
spacer. (a) – (d): λ = 8, 12, 16, and 20, respectively. The cluster size increases with λ for all
four materials.

Table 3.5. Number of W beads for different configurations of alkyl spacer.
No. of W
SEBS-TMA
SEBS-TMPA
SEBS-DMPA
SEBS-MDPA
Beads
(no spacer)
(linker)
(tail)
(linker and tail)
λ
8
12
16
20

39408
74128
105128
133152

39744
71424
100998
128448
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39744
71424
100998
128448

35080
66440
95000
120480

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
¯
Figure 3.17. Cluster size distributions of the W and OH beads. (a) – (d): λ = 4, 8, 12 and 16,
respectively. Including the OH¯ beads results in the percolation at lower λ compared with
excluding the OH¯ beads.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.18. Five largest clusters of OH¯ and water beads. Color scheme: smeared orange =
midblock, others = OH¯ and water clusters, colored by cluster ID. (a) SEBS-TMA; (b) SEBSTMPA; (c) SEBS-MDPA. From left to write: λ = 4, 8, and 12. In (c), λ = 8 shows the five
largest clusters in different colors with comparable sizes. The percolation appears at higher λ
for the linker and tail. The different colors in (a) and (c) at λ = 12 are due to the lamella structure
and the periodic boundary conditions, and thus they are fully percolated.
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Effects of degree of functionalization
3.3.1 Morphology
Figure 3.19 show the morphology for various degrees of functionalization (DF). As
anticipated, microphase separation exists in all the materials and the water content is mainly in
the hydrophilic phase with a small amount in the hydrophobic phase, as shown in Figure 3.20.
The morphology changes with both functionalization and hydration, and all the morphology
patterns are summarized in Table 3.6. Perfect lamellae are found at low hydration and
medium/high functionalization, i.e. DF = 50% ‘alt.’ and 75% at λ = 4, DF = 50% at λ = 12,
and DF = 50% ‘alt.’ at λ = 16. Perfect lamella is not observed at the lowest DF (25%) or at the
highest hydration level of λ = 20. Some of the simulated morphologies partially match the
experimental result by Jeon et. al,57 where the lamella was found for the membrane of DF=80%
in dry condition, and less ordered structure was observed and fully hydrated conditions.
Although the experimental material was slightly different (an additional C5 linker in the side
chain), this DPD model successfully reproduced the trend for the high DF that the very low
and very high hydration levels led to the lamella and disordered structures, respectively. Thus,
it has revealed the robustness of the DPD model. At low/medium degrees of functionalization,
i.e. DF = 50% at λ = 4 and 8, DF = 25% at λ = 12 and 16, DF = 50% ‘alt.’ at λ = 12, there are
some imperfect lamellar structures, which consist of perfect lamellae in small subdomains.
Another case of imperfect lamellae was the layered structure interrupted by the pure water
domain, which happens at DF = 50% ‘alt.’ at λ = 20. At very high hydration or high
functionalization, no lamellae are found except the DF = 75% at λ = 4. For DF = 50%, the
disordered bicontinuous morphology appears at higher hydration levels (λ ≥ 16). For DF =75%,
it appears at λ ≥ 12, and specifically, a seemingly gyroid structure is found by visualization for
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DF

4

λ
12

8

16

20

25%

50%

50%
alt.

75%

Figure 3.19. Hydrated morphologies at different DFs. Perfect lamellae appear at low hydration
and intermediate/high functionalization. Crossed lamellae appear at low/medium
functionalization. At very high hydration or high functionalization (except at the very low
hydration), no lamellar morphologies are observed. Color scheme: orange: Bs, Bm; mauve:
Ph; green: TMM; purple: TMA+; brown: Bn; cyan: OH; and blue: W.
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Figure 3.20. Water distribution of 50% DF and 17 mol% of polystyrene. Most of the water
beads are in the hydrophilic phase which consists of both polystyrene and functional groups.
A small amount of water is scattered in the hydrophobic phase.

Table 3.6. Summary of simulated hydrated morphologies for different DFs with Sty% = 17
mol% (29 wt%)
λ
DF
4
8
12
16
20
Crossed
Crossed
25% Non-regular Non-regular
Non-regular
lamella
lamella
Crossed
Crossed
Perfect
Disordered
Disordered
50%
lamella
lamella
lamella
bicontinuous
bicontinuous
50%
Perfect
Crossed
Perfect
Non-regular
Imperfect lamella
Alt.
lamella
lamella
lamella
Perfect
Disordered
Disordered
75%
Non-regular
Gyroid-like
lamella
bicontinuous
bicontinuous
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DF = 75% at λ = 4. It is named ‘gyroid-like’ because a meaningful structure factor is not
available from such a few repetitive structures in the simulation box.
The imperfect lamellae were considered in further detail with some subdomains extracted
from the entire simulation box. Figure 3.21 shows the structure from which the slices were
extracted for DF = 50% at λ = 4. In each slice, the lamellar structure is perfect but arranged in
different orientations. A transitional layer is between the two slices, where lamellae of
perpendicular orientation meet each other. There are some other cases of imperfect lamella,
such as: at λ = 8 with DF = 50%, and λ = 12 and 16 with DF = 25%. These appear to contain
subdomains of perfect lamella, which are shown in Figure 3.22. These morphological patterns
are also described as crossed lamella.
3.3.2 Radial distribution function
Figure 3.23 shows the radial distribution functions (RDFs) of polystyrene blocks at three
distinct hydration levels. The Bs and Ph beads are used to represent the polystyrene blocks.
For each DF, the second and third peaks decrease with hydration level. It is apparent that
increasing the functionalization weakens the peaks, but the peaks drop more gradually with
increasing distance. It means that the polystyrene blocks are less structured over the whole
simulated box. This can be due to the larger hydrophilic phase at higher DF that the end-blocks
settle into wider regions and distribute more uniformly. At the same DF, higher water contents
reduce the intensity of the peaks, indicating that the water content tends to separate the
polystyrene backbones. The RDFs of the poly(ethylene-co-butylene) mid-block are shown in
Figure 3.24. Although the mid-blocks are unfunctionalized, it is observed that both higher DF
and increased hydration level result in higher peaks in mid-block RDFs and the faster decaying
with the distance. Considering the relatively fewer beads in the mid-block compared with the
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Figure 3.21. Slices extracted from the morphology of DF = 50% at λ= 4. The whole domain
exhibits two sublayers of lamella in different orientations. These sublayers are perpendicular
to each other, contacting at the transitional layers.

λ

DF

8

50%

12

25%

16

25%

Slice

BsPh

Figure 3.22. Morphologies of imperfect lamella from the materials with Sty% = 17mol% and
varying degrees of functionalization (DF). In each sub domain, the morphology is perfect
lamella, but the whole simulation box does not show the lamella structure. Color scheme:
Orange: Bs and Bm, Mauve: Ph, Green: TMM, Purple: TMA, Cyan: OH¯, Blue: Water.
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functionalized end-blocks when DF is higher, it suggests that the smaller hydrophobic phase
leads to a more concentrated/structured mid-block.
The change in DF has resulted in significantly varied local concentration of the cationic
head groups, and it is necessary to check the interactions between the anions and cationic
groups. The RDFs and coordination numbers between the TMA+ bead and OH¯(4H2O) bead
are displayed in Figure 3.25. The first peak is always very high, which reflects the affinity of
the OH‾ and TMA+ beads, which is due to the attractive electrostatic interactions of oppositely
charged moieties. This affinity was also observed in recent AIMD simulations of the hydrated
TMA+ and OH¯ within confining geometries.72,73 Hydration increases the intensity of the first
peak but decreases the intensity of the second and third peaks, while the functionalization
decreases the intensity of all peaks, which implies that adding water or functional side chains
separates the OH¯ and TMA+. In Figure 3.25 (c)-(d), there is a plateau of one at 2 – 4 Å
independent of the DF. The plateau suggests a one-to-one pairing of TMA+ beads with OH¯
beads in the immediate vicinity. Hence, varying the DF does not affect the formation of the
TMA+–OH¯ pair. The coordination number increases more quickly at longer distances for
higher DF, which is due to the more ionic moieties introduced by the higher DF.
Figure 3.26 displays the water-water (W-W) RDFs. The intensity of the W−W RDFs
increases with the hydration level, which implies that the water becomes more structured. For
λ ≤ 16, peaks decrease from the 50% DF when the functionalization changes to 25%, indicating
a reduced degree of water structuring. Considering the increase in the heights of the peaks in
the RDFs of polystyrene, the less structured water may be the result of the lower hydrophilicity
of the polystyrene block because of the fewer cationic side chains. At λ = 12 and 16, the lower
peaks at DF = 75 % may be attributed to the wider hydrophilic regions, which uniformly
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Figure 3.23. RDFs of the polystyrene block for different DFs. Bs and Ph beads are considered.
(a) and (b) are the overview and zoom-in view, respectively. Lower DF shows higher peaks,
because fewer polystyrene beads are statistically more concentrated within the entire
simulation box.

Figure 3.24. RDFs of the polyethylene mid-block for different DFs. The Bm beads are used in
this calculation. (a) and (b) are the overview and zoom-in view, respectively. Higher DF leads
to higher peaks.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e)

Figure 3.25. (a): RDFs of TMA+¯ OH¯ for different DFs; (b): The zoom-in views of (a); (c)(d): Coordination number of OH¯ beads per TMA+ bead at λ = 8, 12, and 16, respectively. This
shows that one OH¯ is in the immediate vicinity of the TMA+ group. DF = 50% and 50% alt.
have the coincided curves in (c)-(d).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.26. Water-Water RDFs for different DFs. (a) Overview; (b) Zoom-in. When λ ≤ 16,
changing the DF from 50% only produces slightly lower peaks. At λ = 20, DF = 25% exhibits
the highest peaks, while DF = 75% shows the lowest peaks.
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distribute the water. For 50% alt. and a DF of 50% at λ = 16, the slightly lower peaks may be
due to the change in the hydrophilicity for the alternative arrangement of the side chains. At λ
= 20, the highest-intensity peaks occur when DF = 25%, in contrast to DF = 75% where a
reduction in the peak intensities is observed. This trend is similar to that shown in the RDFs
for polystyrene blocks and thus may be due to the thicker hydrophilic phase at a higher DF.
The large shift in W-W RDF, i.e., the ‘broadening of the peaks’, occurs at λ = 20, implying the
formation of a large pure water domain.
3.3.3 Cluster analysis
The connectivity cut off was set to a length of 1 DPD unit, which was dictated by the waterwater RDF as the upper limit of the most intense Gaussian peak derived from the deconvolution
of the first peak. Although the OH¯ beads (OH¯(4H2O)) contain water molecules, section
3.2.3shows that excluding the OH¯ beads does not affect the cluster growth with hydration.
For simplicity, only the W beads are included in the cluster analysis. Since the volume of each
bead is considered constant, the cluster analysis reflects the connectivity, as well as the 3dimensional size of the water-rich domains. Figure 3.27 shows the water cluster distribution
for different DFs. No large clusters are found at a water content where λ = 8 regardless of the
DF. Upon increasing the hydration to λ = 12, large water clusters begin to appear with the size
of n = ~104 ‒ 105. For the lowest functionalization of 25%, a large cluster only appears at λ ≥
16, but higher functionalization causes the formation of larger water clusters at λ = 12. In
addition, there is a sizeable population of scattered small clusters in all systems. As expected,
the growth of the water clusters with the hydration level is also captured. At λ = 12, only small
clusters are found of no more than 5×102 W beads.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 3.27. Cluster size distribution of the W beads at different DFs. (a) – (d): λ = 8, 12, 16,
and 20. λ = 8 only has small clusters. DF ≥ 50% starts to exhibit large clusters with a magnitude
of 104~105 W beads when the hydration level reaches λ = 12. For the lower DF of 25%, a large
cluster appears only when λ ≥ 16.
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Figure 3.27 (b) to (d) show that mid-size clusters (n = ~103 ‒ 104) appear with increasing
hydration, and finally a dominant large cluster is formed instead of the mid-size clusters. DF
= 25% is an exception in that there are still mid-size clusters at λ = 20. In the morphologies,
dark blue spots are the water-only domains for DF ≥ 50% at λ = 16. Figure 3.28 provides a
detailed view of the representative morphologies with better resolution. The appearance of a
water-only domain is consistent with the large water clusters of n =~104 ‒ 105. The water-only
domain is not obvious for DF = 25%, where only the mid-size clusters are observed. The cluster
analysis seems a direct method to track the formation and extent of a water network.

Effects of percentage of polystyrene
3.4.1 Morphology
Before studying the AEM materials having various percentage of polystyrene (Sty%),
unfunctionalized SEBS consisting of only Bs, Bm, and Ph beads (Pristine SEBS) was first
simulated. The morphologies are shown in Figure 3.29. Lower Sty% (10 mol %) has wormlike
micelles, while higher Sty% (42 mol %) shows perfect lamellae. Combined with the hexagonal
cylindrical structure of Sty% = 17 mol% from published work,68 the change from wormlike
micelles to a hexagonal cylindrical morphology and then to a perfect lamellar morphology is
very similar to the phase behavior of a theoretical ABA-type triblock copolymer.79,208,209 The
hydrated morphologies of the functionalized materials are shown in Figure 3.30, and the
patterns are summarized in Table 3.7. All the simulations were performed for a fixed DF =
50%. Like the systems discussed in the prior sections, phase separation is always observed,
and the morphology is strongly dependent on λ. For Sty=10 mol%, it does not show any regular
pattern at the low and medium hydration levels (λ ≤ 12). At a higher hydration (λ = 16) a
layered structure is formed, though the layers do not extend across the entire simulation box.
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Figure 3.28. Slices of the hydrated morphology at the hydration level λ = 16. Different DFs
with 17 mol% of polystyrene in SEBS. Water-only domains of dark blue are observed for all
cases except when the DF = 25% does not obviously show this phenomenon.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.29. Morphologies of pristine SEBS consisting of Bs, Ph, and Bm beads. For clarity,
only the Bs and Ph beads are shown as the polystyrene. (a) and (b) are Sty% = 10 mol% and
42mol%, which show the wormlike and lamellar structures, respectively. Color Scheme:
Orange: Bs; Cyan: Ph.
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Sty%

4

λ
12

8

16

20

10 mol%

17 mol%
(29 wt%)
(Aldrich
200557)

42 mol%
(57 wt%)
(Kraton
A1535)

Figure 3.30. Hydrated morphologies of different Sty% with DF = 50%. Neither the lower nor
higher Sty% exhibits a lamellar structure. Color scheme: orange: Bs, Bm; mauve: Ph; green:
TMM; purple: TMA+; brown: Bn; cyan: OH; and blue: W.

Table 3.7. Summary of simulated hydrated morphologies for different Sty% with DF = 50%.
λ
Sty%
(mol%)
4
8
12
16
20
Crossed
Layer and
10 %
Non-regular
Non-regular
Non-regular
lamella
micelle
Crossed
Crossed
Perfect
Disordered
Disordered
17 %
lamella
lamella
lamella
bicontinuous
bicontinuous
Disordered
Disordered
42 %
Gyroid-like
Gyroid-like
Gyroid-like
bicontinuous
bicontinuous
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A unique morphology is observed at the highest hydration level of λ = 20 where a layer and
micelles coexist. The center of each micelle is filled exclusively with water. At this high λ, the
morphology shows a comparable pattern to an aqueous surfactant solution, which may be a
bilayer sheet, a micelle, and/or a liposome. For Sty% = 42, there is no lamella-like structures,
but the results exhibit a disordered bicontinuous and gyroid-like structures at all five hydration
levels. The expanded polystyrene end-blocks facilitate the perforated network of the
hydrophilic phase. To some extent, the less-ordered structures agree with the experimental
results observed by atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging by Sun et al, though the highest
DF of their materials was less than 50%.27
3.4.2 Radial distribution function
The RDFs of polystyrene and of water are shown in Figure 3.31 and Figure 3.32. These
curves show similar trends to Figure 3.23, where different DFs were compared. For the RDFs
of polystyrene, the reduced Sty% produces more intense peaks while increasing the Sty%
results in less intense peaks. The three systems have the same chemical structures of the endblocks because the DF is fixed at 50%. This guarantees that the local topology is unchanged
with the same bonded and non-bonded parameters. The only difference is the ratio of the three
blocks. Hence, the change in the RDF of polystyrene is attributed to the size of the hydrophilic
phase. The size of the hydrophilic phase increases with Sty%, which allows a more uniform
distribution of the beads in the two end-blocks and consequently flattened peaks. In contrast to
varying the functionalization, increasing the Sty% flattens the W-W peaks for all hydration
levels. Considering that the majority of the water is in the hydrophilic phase, the W-W RDFs
simply follow the RDFs of polystyrene. Therefore, a larger hydrophilic phase resulting from
the higher Sty% flattens the peaks in the W-W RDFs.
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Figure 3.31. RDFs of the polystyrene block with 10, 17 and 42 mol% of polystyrene in the
SEBS. Bs and Ph beads are representative beads for the polystyrene blocks. The peaks for
Sty% = 10 mol% are higher at all five hydration levels, while at 42 mol%, the curve is mostly
flat after the first peak.

Figure 3.32. Comparison of the RDFs of water with the polystyrene content of Sty% = 10, 17
and 42 mol% in SEBS. Sty%=10 mol% gives higher peaks at all five hydration levels, while
Sty%=42 shows very low peaks.
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3.4.3 Cluster analysis
To further investigate the water distribution, a water cluster analysis is presented in Figure
3.33. The results show that for the two lower Sty%, scattered clusters of intermediate size
appear at λ = 12, and a large percolating water cluster starts to appear when the hydration level
is increased to λ = 16. For Sty% = 42, however, scattered small clusters merge into dominantly
large clusters when λ increases from 8 to 12. The change in the hydration level, i.e., increasing
by 4, might not capture the intermediate clusters that the finding of intermediate sizes could be
possible at a λ between 8 and 12. Nevertheless, the sudden growth of the clusters for Sty% =42
indicates that a large proportion of the hydrophilic end-blocks seem to facilitate the formation
of a percolated water network. Figure 3.34 shows slices for the hydrated morphologies. By
visual inspection, the Sty% seems to have a much larger and interconnected hydrophilic phase.
It is noticeable that the hydration level is defined as the water content per functional group,
which will lead to different total number of W beads in the simulation box even at the same
hydration level when the Sty% is varied. This is also true for varying the degree of
functionalization (DF). Thus, the number of W beads is clarified in Figure 3.35 for both the
DF and the St%. Because the majority of the water contents have been confirmed to be located
in the hydrophilic phase, it is reasonable that the definition of the hydration level is the number
of H2O molecules per ionic site. Since the density of the simulation box is fixed at 3, it raises
the question as to whether the cluster size distribution is solely the result of the concentration
of water. To answer this question, simulations with similar numbers of water beads were
undertaken. Four simulations with intermediate numbers of water beads are investigated: Sty%
= 42 mol% DF = 50% at λ = 8, Sty% = 17 mol% DF = 50% at λ = 12, Sty% = 10 mol% DF =
50% at λ = 16, Sty% = 17 mol% DF = 25% at λ = 20. As shown in Figure 3.35, these four runs
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.33. Cluster size distribution of the W beads for three different polystyrene
percentages, Sty% = 10, 17, and 42 mol%. (a) λ = 8; (b) λ = 12; (c) λ = 16; and (d) λ = 20. All
three systems are functionalized with DF = 50%. Intermediate and large clusters start to appear
when λ is increased to 12. Higher Sty% has slightly expanded the size of the largest clusters.
The highest Sty% shows large clusters without the intermediate ones present at the lowest
hydration level.
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Sty% = 10

Sty% = 42

Figure 3.34. Slices of the hydrated morphology at a hydration level of 16. 50% DF with 10
mol% (left) and 42 mol% (right) of polystyrene in SEBS.

Figure 3.35. Comparison of the total number of W beads in the simulation box. The definition
of hydration level determines that even at the same hydration level (#H2O/head group), the
amount of water in the simulation box is different.
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have 66622, 74128, 72000, and 80125 W beads, respectively. Their cluster distributions are
the small clusters (n < 5×102), large clusters (n = ~104‒105) with mid-size (n = ~103‒104),
large clusters without mid-size, large clusters with mid-size, respectively. Therefore, similar
numbers of W beads have led to qualitatively different cluster distributions. Hence, water
concentration is not the only factor or necessarily the dominant factor, but the Sty% and the
DF also play important roles.

Effects of anion
3.5.1 Morphology
The last section in this chapter reports on investigations into the influence of the anion
species. Along with OH¯(4H2O), the morphologies for OH¯(3H2O) and Br¯(3H2O) are shown
in Figure 3.36, and the patterns exhibited by the hydrated morphology are summarized in Table
3.8. The AEMs in OH¯ form exhibit imperfect lamella at λ = 4 no matter whether three or four
water molecules are in OH¯ bead. At an increased water content where λ = 8, systems with
OH¯(4H2O) show imperfect lamella but with OH¯(3H2O) perfect lamella, and these two
systems both have perfect lamella at λ = 12. Perfect lamella begins to appears at lower λ for
OH¯(3H2O), which may be due to more W beads in the systems of OH¯(3H2O) with the
definition of λ. The numbers of W beads are shown in Table 3.9, and the difference in W beads
becomes less significant with increasing λ. At higher hydration levels where λ ≥ 16, systems
with OH¯(4H2O) show disordered structures, while with OH¯(3H2O) some imperfect lamellae
especially at λ = 20 have formed suggesting that the skewed lamella is due to the interruption
of the pure water domains. The OH¯(3H2O) systems have fewer water molecules than those
with OH¯(4H2O), and the former is slightly less repulsive with the neutral beads but more
repulsive with itself. This difference in the conservative force constant is another factor which
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Anion

4

λ
12

8

16

20

OH¯
(4H2O)

OH¯
(3H2O)

Br¯
(3H2O)

Figure 3.36. Hydrated morphologies with different anions with Sty% = 17 mol% and DF =
50%. Perfect and imperfect lamellae exist at low hydration. There are no lamellar
morphologies at very high hydration. Color scheme: orange: Bs, Bm; mauve: Ph; green: TMM;
purple: TMA+; cyan: OH; and blue: W.
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Table 3.8. Summary of simulated hydrated morphologies for different anions with Sty% = 17
mol% and DF = 50%.
λ
Anion
4
8
12
16
20
OH¯
Crossed
Crossed
Perfect
Disordered
Disordered
lamella
lamella
lamella
bicontinuous
bicontinuous
(4H2O)
OH¯
Crossed
Perfect
Perfect
Imperfect
Skewed
lamella
lamella
lamella
lamella
lamella
(3H2O)
Perfect
Perfect
Br¯
Perfect
Imperfect
Disordered
lamella
lamella
lamella
lamella
bicontinuous
(3H2O)

Table 3.9. Number of W beads for different anion beads.
No. of W Beads
OH¯(4H2O)
OH¯(3H2O) and Br¯(3H2O)
λ
4
224
10392
8
39408
48336
12
74128
82064
16
105128
112320
20
133152
139600
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may influence the morphology. Recalling that systems with OH¯(3H2O) was created because
the hydration of OH¯ only consisted three water molecules, the imperfect lamellae at λ = 4
demonstrate that both OH¯(4H2O) and OH¯(3H2O) have the same morphological pattern. Thus,
three or four water molecules in the OH¯ bead does not qualitatively affect the morphology at
the lowest hydration level, which reflects the seeming insensitivity of DPD in modeling the
anion. Systems with Br¯(3H2O) are more likely to form the perfect lamella at low and
intermediate hydration levels, i.e., at λ = 4, 8, and 12. At higher water contents where higher λ
= 16 or 20 Br¯(3H2O) systems show imperfect lamella and disordered bicontinuous structures,
respectively. Comparing the conservative force constants of Br¯(3H2O) and OH¯(3H2O), the
former is slightly more repulsive with other neutral beads and a little attractive to TMA+, but
the self-repulsion of the Br¯ – Br¯ bead pair is much stronger than OH¯(3H2O) – OH¯(3H2O)
and OH¯ 4H2O) – OH¯(4H2O). This stronger self-repulsion is probably an important factor
influencing the morphology, as the number of all types of beads were identical when setting
up the simulations for these pairs. Comparing the Br¯(3H2O) systems with the OH¯(4H2O)
systems, it can be concluded that the membrane in Br¯ form is more likely to form lamellar
hydrated morphologies than when in the OH¯ form.
3.5.2 Radial distribution function
Figure 3.37 demonstrates the RDFs of the polystyrene end-blocks, which are represented
by the Bs and Ph beads. The curves of RDF almost coincide especially for Br¯(3H2O) and
OH¯(3H2O). OH¯(4H2O) has a slightly flattened RFDs at λ = 16, which means a more
uniformed distribution of polystyrene blocks. Figure 3.38 provides the RDFs and coordination
numbers of TMA+ – anion. As expected, the first peak is extremely high at the very short
distance that it is out of the graph for all the materials, which reflects the strong correlation of
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.37. Comparison of the RDFs of the polystyrene block (Bs and Ph beads) for
OH¯(4H2O), OH¯(3H2O), and Br¯(3H2O). (a) Overview and (b) Zoom-in.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)
+
¯
Figure 3.38. RDFs and coordination numbers of TMA – anion for OH (4H2O), OH¯(3H2O)
and Br¯(3H2O). (a) and (b): Overview and zoom-in of RDFs; (c) – (e): Coordination numbers
of TMA+ – anion at λ = 8, 12 and 16, respectively. A plateau of one is always observed in
TMA+ – anion coordination number.
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TMA+ with the anion. The coordination numbers at different hydration levels show that there
is always a plateau of 1 at the distance of 2 – 4 Å, indicating the paired TMA+ – anion
independent of the type of anion. The TMA+ – OH¯(3H2O) and TMA+ – Br¯(3H2O) have the
coincided coordination numbers. This is not surprising because their simulations have all the
same numbers of beads, and all the ionic moieties locate in the hydrophilic phase. The
coordination number of TMA+ – OH¯(4H2O) raises faster than the other two with the distance,
and this trend becomes less significant whit the increased hydration level. It is probably due to
the different numbers of the anion beads and W beads, as the difference in the number of W
beads becomes tiny at higher λ. Figure 3.39 shows the RDFs of W beads. The three different
anions show the same W ¯ W RDFs when λ ≤ 12, but OH¯(3H2O) and Br¯(3H2O) have
significantly shifted curves at λ = 16. This is consistent with morphologies that OH¯(3H2O)
and Br¯(3H2O) show very large blue regions which are water-only domains, while OH¯(4H2O)
present smaller water-only domains as shown previously in Figure 3.10. This could be the
result of more W beads because of the definition of the hydration level and the number of water
molecules in each anion bead.
3.5.3 Cluster analysis
Cluster analysis were carried out and the resulting size distributions are shown in Figure
3.40. Like the systems described in the previous sections, there are only small W clusters at λ
= 8. It was found that the transitional point is around the hydration level where λ = 12, where
the W bead clusters grow from small sizes (100 – 102) to larger sizes (104 – 105). At this
hydration level, there are some mid-sized clusters remaining in the system of OH¯(4H2O),
which is due to the slightly fewer W beads in the system, as shown in Table 3.9. Along with
increasing λ to 16 and 20, dominant large clusters are found for all three systems. It is
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interesting that in the Br¯ form AEMs, there are a few intermediate size (~103) W clusters at
the higher hydration levels of λ = 16 and 20. It reveals that in the Br¯ form, a small number of
scattered mid-sized water domains remain even at high λ.
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(a)
(b)
¯
Figure 3.39. Comparison of the RDFs of the W beads for OH (4H2O), OH¯(3H2O), and
Br¯(3H2O). (a) Overview and (b) Zoom-in. Ae significant shift is observed at λ = 16 for
OH¯(3H2O) and Br¯(3H2O) but not for OH¯(4H2O), which is probably due to more W beads in
the former two systems.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 3.40. Cluster size distributions of the W beads for different anions. (a) – (d): λ = 8, 12,
16, 20, respectively. The growth in the sizes is observed when λ increases to 12. There are
some mid-sized W clusters in the Br¯ form at the highest two hydration levels.
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Chapter 4. Polymerized ionic liquids
This chapter includes material from the following 2 manuscript currently under
consideration for publication:
1. Luo, X.; Liu, H.; and Paddison, S. J. Molecular dynamics simulations of polymerized
ionic liquids: mechanism of ion transport for different anions, ACS Applied Polymer
Materials, 2020, ap-2020-00834t, under revision.
2. Liu, H.; Luo, X.; Sokolov, A.; and Paddison, S. J. Quantitative evidence of mobile ion
hopping in polymerized ionic liquids, Journal of Physical Chemistry B, 2020, jp-202006916q, invited submission for L. R. Pratt Festschrift, under revision.
This chapter presents a comparison of ion transport mechanisms for different polymerized
ionic liquids (polyILs). MD simulations were carried out for the systems listed in the last
section of Chapter 1. The influence of different anions was initially studied in a system
consisting of poly(C2VIm) paired with either Br¯, BF4¯, PF6¯, or Tf2N¯, respectively. In
addition, a group of polyILs of the ammonium cation, poly(CnMTMA) Tf2N, were simulated
with different alkyl tails at the open end of the polymerized cation. The background and
theoretical methods have already been introduced in Chapters 1 and 2. This chapter describes
the modeling procedure, discussion of results, and finally conclusions.

Modeling
4.1.1 Force field parameterization
The first step in setting up the MD simulations was to parameterize the force field for the
systems listed in Table 1.2. The general AMBER force field (GAFF) was selected. The force
field parameters were adopted for the polymer chains from prior work,114,181,182 and those of
the counterions (anions) were computed using a similar protocol. The parameters for the
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Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential and the chemical bonds were all available in AmberTool 18.183
This software recognizes all the corresponding atoms and bond types automatically. BF4¯ is an
exception in that information for boron is not available in AmberTool 18, and hence the LJ and
bond parameters for boron were obtained from Wu et al.178 To obtain the atomic charges, the
molecular structures were optimized and the electronic structures were computed with
Gaussian 09.202 The HF/6-31G(d) level of theory was used as the default functional and basis
set as suggested by others. The partial charges were calculated by the RESP method184 and
scaled by 0.8.119 Among the various counterions, Tf2N¯ has received the most attention because
of its multiple conformations. Prior work used very different atomic charges for
Tf2N¯.121,125,179,181,182,210–212 To examine the effect of the atomic partial charge, two Tf2N¯
charge distributions were selected for comparison paired with the poly(C2VIm), which were
named ‘Tf2N¯_1’ and ‘Tf2N¯_2’. Tf2N¯_1 was borrowed directly from Liu et. al.,181,182 which
correctly reproduced the experimental scattering profiles. The atomic charges for Tf2N¯_2
were calculated from the fully optimized trans conformation of the species. The trans Tf2N¯
was reported to be more stable than the cis by about 1 kcal/mol,120,190,213,214 which was also
confirmed with ab initio electronic structure calculations at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level in
this work. All partial charges of the anions are listed in Table 4.1. The two charge models of
Tf2N¯ are very different. This could be due to the electronic structures from different
conformations, and the symmetry in the molecule might be another factor that affected the
RESP procedure. For the systems involving poly(CnMTMA)Tf2N, only the refined charge
model of Tf2N¯_2 was used for the counterion, and thus it is simply denoted as Tf2N¯ in section
4.3.
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Anion
Br¯
BF4¯
PF6¯

Tf2N¯

Table 4.1. Partial charges on four anions
Charge scaled by 0.8 / e¯
Atom
Br
-0.8
B
0.6768
F
-0.3692
P
0.877
F
-0.2975
This work
Liu et. al.
N
-0.636
-0.28
S
0.958
0.32
O
-0.486
-0.268
C
0.295
0.145
F
-0.121
-0.063
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4.1.2 Simulation setup
For each system, the simulation box contained 10 polymer chains, each of which was a 40mer paired with 40 anions. In other words, 400 polymerized cations and 400 anions were inside
the simulation box. Initial configurations were generated with the Packmol tool to insure that
all molecules were randomly packed in a large cubic domain.215 All MD simulations were
performed with GROMACS,174 and the input files were prepared with the ACPYPE tool.215
The cutoff distance was set to 14 Å for both the LJ and electrostatic interactions. Appropriate
tail corrections were utilized for the LJ interactions, and long-range electrostatic interactions
were handled with the particle mesh Ewald (PME) method. The Bussi thermostat was used to
control the temperature.216 The Berendsen barostat was initially used to control the pressure
and then switched to the Parrinello-Rahman barostat to obtain the density at each
temperature.217 The time step was set to 2 femtoseconds, and the bond length involving
hydrogen atoms were fixed with the LINCS algorithm.218 For each system, an annealing
process was employed to accelerate the relaxation in that the temperature was set to 750 – 800
°C for the initial configuration and gradually reduced to the target temperature. To avoid
numerical errors, the timestep was adjusted to 1 femtosecond as needed for the highest
temperatures during the annealing process. The effect of temperature was investigated for the
imidazolium based polyILs over the range of 400 – 600 °C, while for the ammonium based
polyILs, the temperature range of 400 – 570 °C was examined. At each temperature, the system
was equilibrated for more than 50 ns within an NPT ensemble followed by running in the
NVTensemble. A trajectory of 50 ns was collected every 10 ps, and a longer trajectory of 300
ns was saved with a longer sampling time to balance the sufficiency of simulation length and
the size of the data file.
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Imidazolium based PolyILs
4.2.1 Structural properties
Beside the different partial charges, the chosen anions have a wide range of size. These are
listed in
Table 4.2. The ion volumes of Br¯, BF4¯ and PF6¯ were taken from Jenkins et al.219 and for
Tf2N¯ from Beichel et al.220 The former work used the crystal structures of salts to derive the
ion volumes, while the latter is based on ab initio calculations. With a well-tuned scaling rule,
the latter also obtained very similar volumes for BF4¯ and PF6¯ as determined by Jenkins et
al.219 Hence, the use of mixed data it is acceptable. Figure 4.1 shows the snapshots of the
simulated poly(C2VIm) Br and poly(C2VIm) Tf2N as examples. It is clearly seen that the
significant differences in the anion size: Br¯ is a monatomic ion while Tf2N¯ is a polyatomic
ion.
Radial distribution functions (RDFs) were calculated for the centers of mass of the anions
and cationic groups. Figure 4.2 shows the cation¯anion and anion¯anion RDFs at different
temperatures. The first peak in the cation-anion RDFs shifts to the left with increasing number
of atoms in the anion, i.e., Br¯ < BF4¯ < PF6¯ < Tf2N¯. The peaks become broader and flatter in
this sequence indicating the weaker interaction of the larger anions. The anion¯anion RDFs
generally follow the increasing size of the anion but the first two peaks, at small distances, may
overlap for Br¯ in comparison to the other three anions, which could imply distinct distributions
of the counterions. For the two different charge distribution models of Tf2N¯, the curves are
almost the same, which indicates a negligible impact of charge distribution on the structural
properties of the counterion distribution. Unlike the other three, Tf2N¯ is a non-spherical
polyatomic anion. Therefore, the C-S-S-C dihedral angle was computed to investigate its
conformation. Figure 4.3 is the dihedral angle in Tf2N¯_2. Two peaks for both the trans and
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Anion
Volume/ nm3

Table 4.2. Volumes of four anions
Br
BF4¯
PF6¯
0.056
0.073
0.109
¯

Tf2N¯
0.230

(a)
(b)
Figure 4.1. Snapshots of: (a) poly(C2VIM) Br; and (b) poly(C2VIM) Tf2N. Only some of the
ionic moieties are shown for clarity. The glassy spheres represent the centers of mass of the
ionic moieties and the circles highlight the exemplar anions. Tf2N¯ is clearly much larger in
size than Br¯.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.2. RDFs of the Cation-Anion (left) and Anion-Anion (right) at: (a) 400 K; (b) 460 K;
and (c) 550 K. ‘Tf2N¯_1’ denotes the force field parameters from references 181,182; and
‘Tf2N¯_2’ denotes the force field developed in this work. The charge model does not appear to
impact the RDFs for Tf2N¯. The peaks of the cation-anion RDF shift to the right with the
increase in the number of atoms in the anion.
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Figure 4.3. Dihedral angle of C-S-S-C in Tf2N¯_2. Although the force field parameters for
Tf2N¯ were obtained from the trans- conformation, it shows considerable cis- conformations
(i.e., ϕ < 90⁰) in the MD simulations.
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cis conformations are observed in the MD runs, though the atomic charges were derived from
the trans conformation which had the lowest energy. The continuous distribution in the
dihedral angle is because classical MD simulations are not able to model the quantized energy
levels.
The ion association and hopping events of the anions were explored to understand the
transport mechanism(s). To define the association of a cation-anion pair, the first local
minimum of the cation-anion RDF is selected to correspond to the first coordination shell,
which also increases with the size of anion. Figure 4.4 quantifies the probabilities of an anion
associated with n cationic groups from N polymer chains, which are denoted by P(n) and P(N),
respectively. Most of the anions are associated with 4-6 cationic groups and 1-3 polymer chains
for all the four anions. The maximum of P(n) is always at n = 5 except for PF6¯ at 400K, and
the maximum of P(N) is at N = 2. Interestingly, neither the distribution of P(n) nor P(N) change
consistently with the size of anion. The distribution of P(n) shifts to fewer number of cationic
groups according to the sequence: PF6¯ > BF4¯ > Br¯ > Tf2N¯. The same order is observed for
P(N), though the differences for PF6¯, BF4¯, and Br¯ are very small. For different charge
distribution models, Tf2N¯_2 with larger atomic charge values, associates with more cationic
groups and chains at lower temperature but less cationic groups at higher temperature.
However, this difference is not as significant as the differences between Tf2N¯ and the other
three anions. Hence, the charge distribution appears to affect the association statistics but does
not qualitatively change the result.
Four types of ion hopping events are defined in Figure 1.11. In brief, the definitions are:
Type 1 intra-chain: the anion associates with different cationic groups but the same polymer
chain before and after a certain time Δt; Type 2 inter-chain: the anion is associated with
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.4. Numbers of associating cations (left) and coordinating chains (right) per anion. (a)
400 K; (b) 460 K; and (c) 550 K. Most of the anions associate with five cationic groups and
two polymer chains. P(n) and P(N) are affected by different anions. Tf2N¯ has fewer
coordinating chains.
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different cationic groups and polymer chains; Type 3 free: hopping involves non-associated
anions before or after Δt; Type 4 intact: the anion associates with the same cationic groups
before and after Δt. The statistics of the hopping types is dependent on the sampling frequency
unless the sampling time interval, Δt, is shorter than the association and dissociation time scale.
Mogurampelly et. al. found that the fastest hopping events in polyILs were in the sub
picosecond range and that the ideal choice of sampling time was 2 ps or shorter.128 They tested
different sampling times and concluded that there were no significant deviations if the
sampling time was in the range of 100 – 102 ps, though their hopping types did not distinguish
type 4 from type 1 and type 2. Liu et al. tested a complete set of sampling frequencies from
0.01 to 10 ps.133 The finer sampling resulted in higher type 4, but it did not qualitatively impact
the comparison of the four types. To control the data size and ensure a correct ensemble
average simultaneously, a relatively larger sampling time is necessary. Hence, this work chose
to sample every 10 ps and the statistics of the hopping types is shown in Figure 4.5. About half
of the anions are just rattling (type 4: intact within a ‘cage’) that there is no formation or
breaking of the cation-anion association. The decrease of type 4 with increasing temperature
implies that more hopping occurs. Tf2N¯ and Br¯ exhibit more type 4 than BF4¯ and PF6¯
regardless of the temperature. The inconsistence of the statistics with anion size may be due to
the integrated effects of the size and the cation-anion interaction, similar to the flattening of
the cation-anion RDFs for the larger anions. Tf2N¯ is a large molecule and its flexibility may
keep the anion from breaking the association. Br¯ has a strong interaction with the cationic
groups and this may also hinder dissociation. All the anions preferentially exhibit type 1 about
1.5-2 times that of type 2, suggesting the dominance of intra-chain hopping. At high
temperature, type 2 increases more than type 1 for the polyatomic anions: BF4¯, PF6¯, and
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(a)

(b)
(c)
Figure 4.5. Distinction of the four hopping types at different temperatures. (a) 400 K; (b) 460
K; and (c) 550 K. The resolution was set to 10 ps. About half of the anions are just rattling and
there appears to be more intra chain hopping (type 1) than inter chain (type 2).
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Tf2N¯. This implies that increasing the temperature promotes inter-chain hopping with the
exception of Br¯. The smaller size and stronger binding of Br¯ to the imidazolium group may
be the reason for this observation. Tf2N¯_1 and Tf2N¯_2 show some differences, but these are
somewhat negligible when compared with the differences among the various anions.
4.2.2 Diffusivity and dynamical heterogeneity
Ion association and hopping types have provided useful information at short time scales.
To further study the ion transport at longer time scale, the diffusivity was calculated for all the
systems by the Einstein relation as shown in Eqs. (1.20) and (1.21). The polymerized cations
are bound to the backbone and thereby approximately immobile,132 so that only the diffusivities
of the anions were investigated. Mean square displacements (MSDs) were first plotted and are
shown in Figure 4.6. Unsurprisingly, the MSD increases with temperature for all the anions
and the diffusive behavior is observed for higher temperatures that an MSD slope equal to one
in the log-log plot. However, sluggish behavior is observed at the lowest temperatures (T <
460 K), and the MSD slopes may not be reliable to derive diffusivities. Hence, the diffusivities
are only plotted for T ≥ 460 K for consistency. Figure 4.7 shows the diffusivities for all the
anions at various temperatures. For all anions, the diffusivity increases with temperature. The
simulated diffusivity is found to be lower than the available experimental data. Using the
Tf2N¯_2 charge model, the simulated diffusivity of Tf2N¯ at 460K is a magnitude lower than
the experimental measurements.116,221 This is a typical problem for the nonpolarizable force
field even for monomer ILs.210 The testing of GAFF for a wide range of ionic liquids by
Sprenger et al. reveals that the simulated diffusivity was systematically lower for their tested
ILs, with a maximal absolute error of > 70% for the anions.119 The underestimation was also
recognized for the simulated polyILs as well, which was attributed to the lack of explicit
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
Figure 4.6. Mean square displacements (MSD) at different temperatures. (a) Br¯; (b) BF4¯; (c)
PF6¯; (d) Tf2N¯_1.; and (e) Tf2N¯_2. Diffusive behavior is observed at higher temperature. At
T < 460K, the MSDs show the sluggish behavior, and the trajectories may not be sufficiently
long enough for the dynamic properties, especially for Br¯.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.7. Diffusivities for the various anions computed with the Einstein relation from the
MSDs. (a): Diffusivity as a function of temperature; (b): Diffusivity as a function of Tg
normalized temperature. The diffusivity increases with increasing temperature. Br¯ exhibits a
significantly lower diffusivity at the same temperature.
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Table 4.3. Glass transition temperatures for poly(C2VIm) with different anions
Anion
Br¯
BF4¯
PF6¯
Tf2N¯
Green et al. 224
495
458
328
225
Nakamura et al.
329
226
Salas-De La Cruz et al.
329
a
379
414
Smith et al.227
b
370
386
115
Bocharova et. al.
451
432
344
Tg from Green et al. are estimated from figure.
a: measured from heating cycle; b: measured from cooling cycle.
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polarization in the force field, and/or the use of general force field parameters without the
optimization for the specific polyIL.180 A refined force field for polyILs is in demand in the
future. This work is aimed at the effects of the chemistry of a polyIL on the ion transport
mechanism, and therefore, the underestimation of diffusivity is tolerated. Comparing the
anions, Br¯ has much lower diffusivity than the other anions, while the diffusivities do not vary
significantly for the other three anions at any of the temperatures. Generally, it is observed that
Tf2N¯_2 > BF4¯ >PF6¯. Tf2N¯_1 shows some deviations from Tf2N¯_2, especially at 460 and
600 K; the diffusivity of Tf2N¯_1 is obviously lower than that of Tf2N¯_2. Although it is of the
same magnitude as the other polyatomic anions, it indicates the importance of careful
calculation of the partial charges for the anions with multiple conformations.
The much lower diffusivity of Br¯ could be due to the concentrated negative charge on the
monatomic ion, which strengthens the binding with the polymerized cations as indicated in the
RDFs. The stronger binding is expected to hinder the anions from separating from the cationic
groups. The glass transition temperature (Tg) is also affected by the binding energy, though
polyILs have shown decoupled ion transport from the segmental dynamics as discussed in
Chapter 1. However, MD simulations are unable to predict a reliable glass transition
temperature for polyILs by the typical method of monitoring the density.131 Although it is
rough and arbitrary, glass transition temperatures derived from experiments from differential
scanning calorimetry measurements. Available sources of experimental data are tabulated in
Table 4.3, showing different values for the same material. These differences might be due to
the testing configuration and material samples. Nevertheless, comparisons from the various
publication yielded for Tg: Br¯ > BF4¯ >Tf2N¯, PF6¯ > BF4¯, and Br¯ > PF6¯ > Tf2N¯.
Interestingly, PF6¯ was found to have higher a Tg than observed for BF4¯, which did not simply
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follow the trend based on volume.115,222 This discrepancy was also observed for the poly(1butyl-3-vinylimidazolium) [poly(C4VIm)] based polyILs (PF6¯: 363K; BF4¯: 357K) and
poly(1-((2-methacryloyloxy)ethyl)-3-butylimidazolium) [poly(MEBIm)]

based polyILs

(PF6¯: 367K; BF4¯: 358K).111,223 Hence, the lower Tg for BF4¯ may be an intrinsic property.
The inconsistent glass transition temperatures introduce the difficulty in discovering the
decoupling behavior because of the uncertainty in the Tg normalized temperature (Tg/T). It
may also be problematic to use the mixed data from simulation and experiment. Recognizing
these inaccuracies, Figure 4.7(b) plots the diffusivity as a function of Tg/T based on these
approximate glass transition temperatures of 451K, 379K, 414K, and 329K for Br¯, BF4¯, PF6¯,
and Tf2N¯, respectively. It shows the difference in the decoupling, though the order of the
anions is not reliable. A seemingly certain conclusion is the lowest decoupling of Tf2N¯, which
would have the lowest diffusivity at Tg/T even using Tg = 344K. Hence, the highest diffusivity
of Tf2N¯ (with the Tf2N¯_2 model) is probably due to a lower glass transition temperature
because it exhibits the least decoupling behavior.
The dynamical heterogeneity can be determined by the self-part of the van Hove function
Gs(r,t):123,124
𝐺𝑠 (𝑟, 𝑡) =

1
𝑁

∑𝑁
𝑖=1〈𝛿(𝑟 − |𝒓𝑖 (𝑡) − 𝒓𝑖 (0)|)〉

(4.1)

where N is the total number of particles, ri is the coordinates of the ith particle, and δ is the
Kronecker delta. Gs(r,t) gives the distribution of the ion displacement. Ideally, the gaussian

behavior of the self-part of the van Hove function is obvious when written in the form:
3

𝐺𝑠,0 (𝑟, 𝑡) = (2 〈𝑟 2 (𝑡)〉)3/2 exp (−
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3𝑟 2
2

〈𝑟 2 (𝑡)〉)

(4.2)

where 〈𝑟 2 (𝑡)〉 is the mean square displacement also written as 〈(𝒓𝑖 (𝑡) − 𝒓𝑖 (0))2 〉. The
deviation of Gs(r,t) from the ideal Gs,0(r,t) represents the dynamical heterogeneity that is
quantified by the non-gaussian parameter (α2):125
3〈(𝒓(𝑡)−𝒓(0))4 〉

𝛼2 = 5〈(𝒓(𝑡)−𝒓(0))2〉2 − 1

(4.3)

where r is the coordinate of the counterion. All the α2 curves are plotted in Figure 4.8. For all
the materials, the α2 curve flattens with increasing temperature, except at the lowest
temperatures (T < 460 K) for PF6¯. The fluctuating curves at the lowest temperatures suggest
the systems are in the sub-diffusive regime, which may not be sufficient to extract meaningful
ensemble statistics. This is consistent with the mean square displacement, and thus, only the
non-gaussian parameters at T ≥ 460 K are included. Figure 4.9 clearly shows the maxima of
NGPs and the corresponding time scale t*. Both the maximum of α2 and the time scale t*
decrease with temperature for all the materials. This reveals that the maximum of α2 satisfies
the sequence: Br¯ > BF4¯ > PF6¯ > Tf2N¯ so that the dynamical heterogeneity follows with the
decreasing size of the counterions. However, the time scale t* does not obey the same order,
but generally follows: Br¯ > Tf2N¯ > PF6¯ > BF4¯. This order partially matches with the type 4
hopping in Figure 4.5(b)(c) where Br¯ and Tf2N¯ have the most similar percentage of type 4
rattling at 460K, which are greater than the other two anions. At 550K, Br¯ has more type 4
than Tf2N¯, BF4¯, and PF6¯ in sequence. The more inter and intra chain hopping could lead to
a smaller t*, and the difference in t* may be attributed to both the size and the cation-anion
interactions. The two charge models of Tf2N¯ show some differences where Tf2N¯_2 has a
slightly smaller maximal of α2 and t*, but this does not change the quantitative result in
comparison to the other anions. The charge model of Tf2N¯ does not seem to significantly
influence the dynamic heterogeneity, provided the total charge on Tf2N¯ is kept as ‒0.8 e.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 4.8. The non-gaussian parameter (α2) at different temperatures. (a) Br¯; (b) BF4¯; (c)
PF6¯; (d) Tf2N¯_1; and (e) Tf2N¯_2. α2 for T < 460K are also included for comparison, though
the two lowest temperatures do not show sufficient MSD.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.9. Properties of the non-Gaussian parameter (α2). (a) Maximum of α2 and (b) the
corresponding time scale t*. α2 quantifies the dynamical heterogeneity. The maximum of α2
and t* both generally decrease with increasing temperature.
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In Figure 4.10, the self-part of the van Hove function is shown at the defined time scale t*,
where the non-Gaussian effects are the strongest. The results at the lowest temperature of 400K
are also included in the plot for clearly determining the local minimal. It is found that Tf2N¯
has a significantly different shape of Gs(r,t*) when compared with the other anions. Br¯, BF4¯,
and PF6¯show the obvious valley between the two peaks in Gs(r,t*), but the Tf2N¯ isomers have
overlapping peaks especially at the higher temperatures. The valley between the two peaks for
Br¯, BF4¯, and PF6¯ is consistent with the greater degree of heterogeneity as indicated by α2max.
Despite the convoluted peaks of Tf2N¯, the two distinguishable peaks for all the anions in
Gs(r,t*) are clear evidence that the anion hops from its original coordination cage to a
neighboring cage. The convoluted peaks of Tf2N¯ may be the result of its flexibility. The trans
and cis conformations have been confirmed in Figure 4.3. Since Gs(r,t*) was calculated from
the centers of mass of Tf2N¯, the multiple conformation and non-spherical shape enable the
local fluctuation. The lower glass transition temperature is another factor that the more
dynamic polymer segments could resulted in the fluctuating coordination cages and lead to the
overlapping peaks.
4.2.3 String-like cooperative motion
To study the cooperative motion, the anions need to be categorized into fast ‘mobile’ anions
and slow immobile anions by a complementary distance criterion. This criterion, r*, is defined
as the local minimum following the first peak in Gs(r,t*). If an ion travels farther than the length
scale of r* in time t*, it is recognized as a mobile ion. Otherwise, it is categorized as a slow
immobile ion. From Figure 4.10, Br¯, BF4¯, PF6¯, and Tf2N¯ have r* values of 3.5, 3.9, 4.0, and
5.9 Å, respectively. These r* values are approximately the distances where the anion-anion
RDF starts to increase from zero, and thus, the first peak of the anion-anion RDF represents
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 4.10. Self-part of the van Hove function at the time scales of t*. (a) Br¯; (b) BF4¯; (c)
PF6¯; (d) Tf2N¯_1; (e) Tf2N¯_2. The first local minimum defines the criterion of a fast anion r*
as indicated by the vertical dash lines. Tf2N¯ has two convoluted peaks, while the other anions
show significant valleys.
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the anions in the neighboring cages. The string-like cooperative motion is investigated by
checking the connections of the anions before and after t*. The ith and jth mobile ions are
defined as belonging to the same string if:228
min[|𝒓𝑖 (𝑡) − 𝒓𝑗 (0)|, |𝒓𝑗 (𝑡) − 𝒓𝑖 (0)|] < 𝑟𝑆

(4.4)

where ri (t) is the coordinates of the ith mobile ion at time t, and rS is the cutoff distance for the
string connection. rS was set to 2.1 Å for Br¯ and 2.2 Å for the other anions corresponding to
the hard-core radii. The string-like motion has been observed in supercool liquid and glass
forming materials,228–230 and this work confirms the existence of this concerted cooperative
motion in polyILs. Figure 4.11(a)-(e) show the string length distributions, which only include
the strings with a probability greater than 10-4. A string with zero length (nS = 0) was artificially
defined as the immobile ions, i.e., those immobile anions traveling less than r* in time t*. For
all the simulated systems, most anions (> 85% for the highest T = 600 K) are immobile, which
is much greater than the percentage of type 4 (intact) as shown in Figure 4.5. It is recognized
that a shorter sampling time will increase the percentage of type 4 (intact) , however, the time
scale of t* (Figure 4.9(b)) is orders of magnitude larger than this sampling time. Hence, it can
be concluded that most intra- and inter-chain hopping events at a time scale smaller than 10
picoseconds are only ion dissociation and association, but they do not contribute to the
effective ion transport where the ions travel farther than r*. Among the mobile ions, the
percentage of string decreases with its length, and most strings are short ones with only 1 – 3
anions involved. For Br¯, BF4¯, and PF6¯, there are some very long strings with ns > 10. If the
total string length is estimated by r*×nS, the longest strings are comparable with the size of the
simulation box. For instance, Br¯ has r* = 3.5 Å and the longest string has about 15 anions
depending on the temperature. This is approximately 52 Å in total string length, and the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.11. Length of string like motion. Length distribution: (a) Br¯; (b) BF4¯; (c) PF6¯; (d)
Tf2N¯_1; and (e) Tf2N¯_2. (f): Average length of string like motion. Only the strings with the
probability greater than 10-4 are considered. The string length generally decreases with the
temperature for T ≥ 440K, except Br¯ at 500K. Tf2N¯ has a shorter string length than the other
anions.
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simulation box is about 46 × 46 ×46 Å3 at 600K. Although the string can be tortuous, it is
possible that the longest strings penetrate through the entire simulation domain. Figure 4.12
shows an example of a long string of Br¯ that crosses the length of the box. However, the
longest strings of Tf2N¯ are much shorter when compared with the other three anions as no
string exceeds 8 anions. The shorter strings are found for Tf2N¯ no matter which charge model
was used. Since the immobile ions in the Tf2N¯ system are not significantly more than the other
anions, the reason for less activated Tf2N¯ is excluded. It is noticeable that the appearance of
shorter strings is consistent with the unique shape of its Gs(r,t*). Hence, it is attributed to the
more flexible poly(C2VIm) Tf2N¯ system. The larger size and multiple conformations of Tf2N¯
enable more segmental motion and enhance the fluctuation in the local environment. More
mobile coordination cages are possible, and consequently, the effectively hopping Tf2N¯ at t =
t* may not enter the exact position of the replaced ion at t = 0. Since the definition of the string
is based solely on the positions of the anions, this dislocation is probably the dominant reason
for the shorter strings. The average string length of the mobile ions <nS> are plotted in Figure
4.12(f). Data points for T < 460 K are also included for comparison, though the ions do not
diffuse sufficiently as discussed previously. The average string length <nS> generally
decreases with temperature when T ≥ 440 K except for Br¯ at T = 500 K. The smaller <nS> at
T = 400 K is due to insufficient diffusion and should be neglected. At higher temperatures of
T ≥ 550K, <nS> follows the order for the anions: Br¯ > BF4¯ > PF6¯ > Tf2N¯, which is consistent
with the size of the anion. For T < 550 (except Br¯ at 500K), BF4¯ has slightly longer strings
surpassing the monatomic Br¯, and the comparison of <nS> yields BF4¯ >Br¯ > PF6¯ > Tf2N¯.
The difference between Tf2N¯_1 and Tf2N¯_2 is negligible, suggesting the insensitivity of <nS>
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Figure 4.12. String-like motion of the anions from the simulation of Br¯. The yellow beads are
the anions at t = 0. The red beads are the anions at t = t*. The white arrows show the hopping
path. The blue lines are the edges of the simulation box.
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on atomic charge distribution. This order may suggest a change in the apparent activation
energy for ion transport amongst the different anions.228
4.2.4 Time correlation functions
Time correlation functions were derived to further elucidate the ion transport mechanism.
The intermittent time correlation function, C(t), and a continuous time correlation function,
S(t), are defined as follows:
𝐶(𝑡) =
𝑆(𝑡) =

⟨ℎ(𝑡)ℎ(0)⟩

(4.5)

⟨ℎ⟩
⟨𝐻(𝑡)ℎ(0)⟩

(4.6)

⟨ℎ⟩

where h(t) is assigned to unity if an ion association is present at t = 0 and remains intact at time
t, and H(t) has a value of unity if the ion association exists at t = 0 remains intact continuously
up to time t. The two correlation functions denote the ion hopping events. The decay of C(t)
can be regarded as the dissociation of the anion and cation without the recovering, while S(t)
decays once the dissociation takes place no matter the reassociation. The structural relaxation
time, τc, and the average lifetime of ion-association, τs, are calculated by fitting C(t) and S(t)
to a stretched exponential function and analytically integrated.127,130,131 The definition of the
relaxation time is:
𝑡

𝑎2

𝐶(𝑡) 𝑜𝑟 𝑆(𝑡) = 𝑎0 exp [− (𝑎 ) ]
1

(4.7)

where a0, a1, a2 are the fitting parameters, and the relaxation time τc and τs are calculated by
1

τ𝑐 or τ𝑠 = 𝑎0 𝑎1 𝛤(1 + 𝑎 )
2

(4.8)

where Γ is the gamma function. Figure 4.13 shows C(t) and S(t) at low and high temperatures.
C(t) decays much slower than S(t) as expected, and both the time correlation functions decay
faster at higher temperature. Figure 4.14 provides the relaxation times τc and τs. Both relaxation
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times decrease with temperature. Like the categorization of hopping types, it is recognized that
S(t) and τs depend on the sampling frequency. In this work, a relatively large sampling time of
10 ps was consistently used in distinguishing the hopping type. The larger sampling time has
been proven to lead to longer ion association lifetime, but the increase is systematic that it did
not qualitatively affect the dependency of τS on temperature.128,133 Br¯ demonstrates much
slower decay in both C(t) and S(t), and consequently much longer τc and τs than the other
anions. It indicates that Br¯ is strongly bound with the imidazolium groups and the dissociation
happens at a longer time scale than the other anions. In Figure 4.14, τs shows that Br¯ >> PF6¯
> BF4¯ > Tf2N¯_2 at lower temperatures where T ≤ 500K, and Br¯ >> BF4¯ > PF6¯ > Tf2N¯_2
at the higher temperatures, i.e., T > 500K. The comparison of τc shows that Br¯ >> BF4¯ >
PF6¯ > Tf2N¯_2 at T ≤ 500K. This becomes Br¯ >> BF4¯ ≈ PF6¯ > Tf2N¯_2 for τc as the
temperature increases, and finally: Br¯ >> PF6¯ > BF4¯ > Tf2N¯_2 when T ≥ 570K. Tf2N¯_1
shows some deviation from Tf2N¯_2, indicating the importance of refining the charge model
to the prediction of relaxation time. It is noticeable that the sequences of τs and τc do not match
the comparison of type 4 hopping (intact) for the anions in section 4.2.1. The inconsistence
between τs and the percentage of type 4 hopping draws is interesting because both quantities
are based on the instant anion-cation dissociation with the same sampling frequency. For
example, at 460K, Br¯ and Tf2N¯ have very close percentages of intact anions, but the
difference in lifetime of ion association is ineligible. At 550K, the sorting of type 4 (intact) is:
Br¯ > Tf2N¯ > PF6¯ > BF4¯, which does not match τs. This inconsistence may be due to the
dynamical heterogeneity, which could not only happen at the time scale t*, but exist in the ion
dissociation.
Figure 4.15 presents DA~ τc and τs, respectively. Only the systems with MSD > 100 Å2 in
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.13. Intermittent time correlation function, C(t), (left) and continuous time correlation
function, S(t), (right). (a) 460K (b) 550K. C(t) and S(t) measure the structural relaxation and
ion association relaxation, respectively. S(t) was calculated from the trajectory sampled every
10 ps. S(t) decays much faster than C(t).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.14. (a) Average time of ion association, τs. and (b) structural relaxation time, τc for
the various anions. Both τs and τc decrease with increasing temperature. Br¯ has much longer
τc and τs than the other anions.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.15. Relation between diffusivity of the anion (DA) and relaxation time. (a) DA vs. τs
and (b) DA vs. τc. Only the data points with T ≥460K and MSD > 100Å2 in 300 ns are included
to ensure good statistics. The power law shows that DA ~ τs-0.9945 and DA ~ τc-0.9867.
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300 ns are included to obtain a better ensemble average. Both the DA ~ τc and τs show the
universal correlation for different polyILs. The larger τc and τs correspond to lower diffusivity.
Power law fitting were performed for the diffusivity as a function of τs or τc. Including all the
systems of different anions, it shows that DA ~ τs-0.9945 and DA ~ τc-0.9867. The linear correlation
of DA ~ 1/τc is contradictive to the pioneer work by Ganesan et. al.,128 where they only obtained
the DA ~ τs-1 but D ~ τc-1 did not exist. However, DA ~ τ-λ relation is rather complicated in
recently published papers that D ~ τs-1, or the seemingly D ~ τc-1, or both the D ~ τs-1 and D ~
τc-1 were found to exist.129–131,180 To date, there is no certain conclusion on this issue. In Figure
4.15, it can be observed that the data points of DA ~ τs are more scattered away from the fitted
line than those in DA ~ τc. For each anion, the exponents for DA ~ τs-λ and DA ~ τc-λ are tabulated
in Table 4.4. The exponent in DA ~ τs-λ is very dependent on the type of anion that λ varies
from 0.836 to 1.297. In DA ~ τc-λ, λ is approximately equal to 1 for PF6¯ and Tf2N¯, and the
exponent is closer to 1 in DA ~ τc-λ than DA ~ τs-λ for Br¯ and BF4¯. Hence, the DA ~ τc-1 is more
likely to be a universal linear correlation. It supports the hypothesis that the ‘effective’ hopping
is the primary mechanism of ion transport, in which the anion needs to eventually break its
association with the cationic group without the immediate recovery of the original association.

Ammonium based polyILs
4.3.1 Structural properties
To better understand the influence of an alkyl tail, additional tail lengths were simulated
beyond those proposed in Chapter 1, including the tails from C1 to C6 at the open end. Figure
4.16 shows the radial distribution functions (RDFs) of cation-anion and anion-anion. Centers
of mass were used to calculate all the RDFs. In the cation-anion RFDs, the first peaks of
different tails are intense and locate at the same distance, indicating the strong correlation of
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Table 4.4. Fitted value of the power laws of DA ~ τs-λ and DA ~ τc-1
λ
Anion
-λ
DA ~ τs
DA ~ τc-λ
Br¯
0.836
1.124
¯
BF4
1.229
0.899
¯
PF6
0.971
1.013
Tf2N¯_1
1.200
1.038
¯
Tf2N _2
1.297
1.039
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cation and anion. The first local minimal after the first peak are around 9.0 Å, which is the
criterion to justify the association of cationic group and anion. The second peak in cation-anion
RDF is much weaker and shifts slightly to the right with the increased tail length. The anionanion RFDs shows the flattened and right-shifted peaks for longer tails. The first peak in anionanion RDF can be recognized as the anion in the neighboring coordination cage. Thus, the
longer tail tends to separate the neighboring ionic moieties apart by its larger size. Figure 4.17
provides the ion association information. The numbers of associated cations and coordinated
chains both decreases with the longer tail. C1 and C2 tails have the same number of associated
cations that most anions are associated with 6 cationic groups. For C3 – C5, this number is
reduced to 5 and the distribution of associating number gradually shifts to fewer cations with
the increased length in tail. For C6, the anion is most probably associated with only 4 cationic
groups. The number of coordinated polymer chains also displays the tendency to decrease with
the increased tail length. The number of coordinated chains for most of the anions decreases
from 3 to 2 along with the increased tail length from C1 to C6. It shows some dependency on
the temperature for C1 and C2 that they have the same number of coordinated cations at low
temperature of 460K, but the C2 has fewer coordinated chains at high temperature of 550K.
The probabilities of hopping types at low and high temperatures are demonstrated in Figure
4.18. There is no free anion with no associated cationic group (type 3) in the systems due to
the strong electrostatic interaction. The side chain length affects the hopping events, which is
denoted by the arrows in Figure 4.18. Intrachain hopping (type 1) increases from C1 to C2,
and then it decreases with the side chain length. When the side chain has reached C4, it shows
less type 1 hopping compared with the shortest side chain of C1. In other words, C2 has the
highest probability of intrachain hopping. The interchain hopping (type 2) also shows the peak
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.16. RDFs of Cation-Anion (left) and Anion-Anion (right) at (a) 460 K and (b) 550 K.
C1 – C6 are the alkyl tail lengths at the open end of the ammonium cationic group. The AnionAnion RDF shows an obvious shift to the right as the tail length increases.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.17. Numbers of associating cations (left) and coordinating chains (right) per anion.
(a) 460 K; and (b) 550 K. Longer alkyl tail tends to have fewer associating cations and
coordinating chains.
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C5
C4
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C1
C3
C2
C1
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C5
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(a)

C6
C5
C4
C3

C3
C2
C1

C4
C5
C6

C1
C2

C2
C1

C3
C4
C5
C6

(b)
Figure 4.18. Four hopping types at different temperatures: (a) 460K; and (b) 550K. The
resolution was set to 10 ps. The probability of each hopping type is affected by the side chain
length.
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probability with the side chain length. It increases from C1 to C3 and then decreases from C3
to C6. Type 4 (intact) decreases as the side chain increases from C1 to C2. Therefore, highest
probability of type 2 is observed for C3, and the very close probability of type 2 exists for C2
and C4, C1 and C5, respectively. Short side chains of C1 and C2 display the relatively more
intrachain hopping (type 1) than interchain hopping (type 2), compared with the longer side
chains of C3 – C6. Type 4 (intact) represents the percentage of the anions which are not
involved in ion pair dissociation. It is found that C2 side chain has the lowest portion of rattling
anions. Decreasing and increasing the side chain length from C2 lead to more type 4, which
means the less sum of type 1 and type 2. The longer side chains of C5 and C6 show the more
type 4 than the shorter side chain lengths. Comparing Figure 4.18(a) and (b), it is found that a
higher temperature has more intrachain and interchain hopping events than a lower
temperature, which is expected due to the more dynamical ion association and dissociation.
However, the temperature does not impact the sequences of the different side chains in the four
hopping types.
Figure 4.19 compares the two polyILs with different polymerized cations. The two
materials have the same pendant tail consisting of two carbon atoms at the open end of the
cationic group. The TMA based poly(C2MTMA) has the approximately same percentage of
ratting events to the poly(C2VIm) in section 4.2.1 at 460K, but the former shows fewer rattling
(more hopping) anions at higher temperature of 550K. It was determined that Tf2N¯ in
poly(C2MTMA) prefers more intrachain hopping than interchain hopping, i.e., the ratio of type
1 over type 2 is higher for poly(C2MTMA) than for poly(C2VIm).
In addition to the ion association and hopping categorization, there is an important
difference in the chemical structure of poly(CnMTMA) and poly(C2VIm). The former material
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.19. Comparison of the four hopping types for the different polymerized cations with
the same C2side chain. (a) 460K and (b) 550K. The resolution was set to 10 ps.
Poly(C2MTMA) has more type 1 but less type 2 than poly(C2VIm).
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possesses a longer linker connecting the cationic head group to the polymer backbone, while
the latter has the imidazolium group grafted directly to the backbone. The existence of the long
linker in poly(CnMTMA) creates flexibility in the ammonium head groups and hence less
constraint by the polymer backbone. Figure 4.20 shows the distributions of the cationbackbone distance and the backbone-side chain angle for poly(C2MTMA) and poly(C2VIm) at
500K. The distance is measured from the center of mass of the cation to the carbon atom to
which it is bonded, and the angle is calculated between the side chain and the C-C bond in the
backbone of the same monomer. It is clear that the longer linker significantly flattens both
curves as expected, which indicates the less constrained head group in poly(CnMTMA).
4.3.2 Diffusivity and dynamical heterogeneity
Mean square displacements (MSDs) at different temperatures are plotted in Figure 4.21 for
the systems of poly(CnMTMA) Tf2N systems. Four representative side chain lengths of C1,
C2, C4 and C5 were investigated. MSDs for T ≥ 440K show the diffusive behavior by visual
inspection that the slope finally reaches one in the total simulation time in the log-log plot. On
the other hand, the sluggish behavior is observed for T = 400K that the lowest temperature
may not be sufficient to extract the dynamic properties. Figure 4.22 provides the diffusivities
calculated by the Einstein relation. In Figure 4.22(a), the general conclusion can be drawn that
the diffusivity increases with the alkyl tail length at the same temperature. Specifically, the
shortest side chain C1 shows the much lower diffusivities compared with the other three
materials, and the longer side chains of C4 and C5 have very close diffusivities for most
simulated temperatures. The influence of side chain length reproduced the experimental
results, thought the simulated temperatures are higher than experiment. 114 The simulated
diffusivities are lower by magnitude from the experimental measurements, which can be due
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(a)

(b)
(c)
Figure 4.20. Measurements of backbone – cation distance and backbone – side chain angle at
500K. (a) The definitions of the distance and angle for the different polymerized cations. (b)
Distribution of distance. (c) Distribution of angle. Poly(C2MTMA) has uniform distributions
of the backbone – cation distance and the backbone – side chain angle.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
¯
Figure 4.21. Mean square displacement of Tf2N . (a) , (b) C2, (c) C4, and (d) C5.

Table 4.5. Glass transition temperatures of poly(CnMTMA) Tf2N.
Anion
C1
C2
C4
C6
114
Heres et al.
356
333
314
313
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.22. Diffusivity (DA) of Tf2N in poly(CnMTMA). (a) DA as a function of temperature;
and (b) DA as a function of Tg normalized temperature (Tg/T). DA is lower for the short side
chains at the same temperature, but is higher at the same Tg/T.
¯
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.23. Comparison of diffusivity (DA) of Tf2N¯ in poly(C2MTMA) and poly(C2VIm). (a)
DA as a function of temperature and (b) DA as a function of Tg normalized temperature (Tg/T).
Poly(C2MTMA) has higher counterion diffusivity at the same temperature and the same Tg/T.
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to the nonpolarizable force field mentioned in section 4.2.2. To investigate the decoupling
behavior, each simulated temperature was rescaled by the glass transition temperature (Tg) of
the specific material. The glass transition temperatures were borrowed from the experiments
of differential scanning calorimetry conducted by Heres et al.,114 which are tabulated in Table
4.5. The Tg for C5 was not available so it was assumed to be the same as C6. Figure 4.22(b) is
the rescaled plot of diffusivity independent on Tg, which shows the order: C1 > C2 > C4 ≈ C5
at the same Tg/T. Therefore, the shorter side chain enhances the decoupling, and long side
chains exhibit the same degree of decoupling. Figure 4.23 compares the diffusivity of Tf2N¯ in
poly(C2MTMA) with poly(C2VIm). The two polycations have different chemistries that
poly(C2MTMA) has a longer linker between the backbone and the ammonium head group,
while poly(C2VIm) has an imidazolium head group grafted closely to the backbone.
Poly(C2MTMA) has higher diffusivities, regardless of the temperature or Tg/T, which
compares favorably with the experimental results.114
Non-gaussian parameters (α2) were calculated for Tf2N¯ and the results are shown in Figure
4.24. Strong fluctuations are found for all the materials at the lowest simulated temperature,
which indicate the insufficient dynamics consistent with the MSDs. Figure 4.25 summarizes
the maximal of α2 and the corresponding time scales t*. The shortest pendant tail C1 has the
more developed heterogeneity that the maximal of α2 is much higher. The time scale t* for the
strongest heterogeneity is also longer than the materials containing longer tails. If t* is
considered as the time scale of the effective hopping events which contribute to the diffusivity,
it indicates the longer time for the effective hopping of the counterions, which is consistent
with the lower diffusivity of poly(C1MTMA) Tf2N. Figure 4.26 compares the two polyILs with
different polymerized cations. Poly(C2MTMA) has the lower maximal of α2 and shorter time
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
¯
Figure 4.24. Non-gaussian parameter of Tf2N in poly(CnMTMA): (a) C1, (b) C2, (c) C4, and
(d) C5. Good quality of the ensemble average is observed for T ≥ 440 K.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.25. (a) Properties of the non-Gaussian parameter (α2) for poly(CnMTMA) Tf2N; and
(b) the corresponding time scale t*. The shortest alkyl tail C1 has the largest maximal of α2 and
t* over the entire temperature range.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.26. Comparison of poly(C2MTMA) and poly(C2VIm) in: (a) the maximum of the nongaussian parameter (α2max); and (b) the corresponding time scale t*. Poly(C2MTMA) has lower
α2max and shorter t*.
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scale of t* compared with poly(C2VIm), which reflects the less heterogeneity in
Poly(C2MTMA) and faster effective hopping. In poly(C2MTMA), the longer linker can play
an important role. The flexible linker enables some freedom of the head group, and thus the
ion association cages are not strictly confined to the polymer chain. This local movement is
thermodynamic and offsets the dynamical heterogeneity.
The self-part of van Hove function (Gs(r,t*)) was investigated at the time scale t*. Figure
4.27(a) shows the calculated Gs(r,t*) for poly(C2MTMA) at 500K as an example. It is found
that the Gs(r,t*) for poly(C2MTMA) does not show the evidence of two separated peaks, which
is very apart from the Gs(r,t*) for the poly(C2VIM) in section 4.2.2. This is consistent with the
much lower maximal of α2. The lack of distinguishable peaks implies the unconventional
hopping, which could be the integration of anion hopping and the relatively free-moving
polymerized cations. Thus, the distance of ion hopping, r*, is not determinable by the valley
between the two peaks, but there are other methods for r*, such as comparing the Gs(r,t*) with
the gaussian behavior Gs,0(r,t*),231 or fitting Gs(r,t*) to a superposition of two distinct mobility
groups.232 This work used the former method, and Figure 4.27 is the comparison of Gs(r,t*) and
Gs,0(r,t*) for both the poly(C2MTMA) and poly(C2VIm). It is found that Gs(r,t*) is apart from
Gs,0(r,t*), and r* is determined at the distance where Gs(r*,t*) = Gs,0(r*,t*). Figure 4.27(b) shows
the new determination of r* for poly(C2VIm) Tf2N, and the obtained r* varies from 4.9 to 5.5
with the temperature from 460 to 570K, which is smaller than the criterion of 5.9 Å utilized in
section 4.2.3.
4.3.3 String-like cooperative motion
The string-like motion of Tf2N¯ was studied by the same method as discussed in section
4.2.4. The string length distributions are shown in Figure 4.28, which only include the the
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r*

(a)

r*

(b)
Figure 4.27. Self-part of the van Hove function [Gs(r,t*)] of Tf2N¯ in: (a) Poly(C2MTMA); and
(b) poly(C2MTMA) at 500K. Gs(r,t*) does not show distinguishable peaks. Gs,0(r,t*) exhibits
gaussian behavior. The length scale, r*, is defined as Gs(r,t*) = Gs,0(r,t*).
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strings with the probability larger than 10-4. The zero length represents the slow immobile ions.
All the materials have most counterions as immobile ones, which make up about 80% of the
total counterions. The probability of short string is much higher than long string. The longest
string for each material decreases with temperature. For example, the string of 8 anions is
found for C1 tail at 440K, but only the strings of 5 anions is found at 550K and 570K. For
longer tails of C4 and C5, it is shortened by the increasing temperature that 5 anions and 4
anions are found in the longest strings at lower and higher temperatures, respectively. Longer
pendant tail generally leads to less counterions in each string of the cooperative motion. The
C1 material has the longest strings containing 5 – 8 anions at various temperatures, while C5
only has 4 – 5 anions. The average string length was calculated only for the string length equal
to or greater than 1. It generally decreases with the temperature, but there are the exceptions
especially for the lowest simulated temperatures for C1 tail. This smaller <nS> can be due to
the fewer fast mobile anions. The average string length shows the sequence of C1 > C2 > C4
≈ C5, which is consistent with the diffusivity.
Figure 4.29 compares the poly(C2MTMA) with the poly(C2VIm) from section 4.2. For
poly(C2VIm), string length analysis was performed using the newly updated criterion r* for
fast mobile ions, as mentioned in Figure 4.27(b). The smaller r* resulted in slightly more
mobile anions than section 4.2.4, i.e., fewer immobile anions. For example, the immobile ions
have decreased from 87.2% to 85.3% at 550K, and 92.4% to 88.6% at 460K, respectively, as
the criterion r* is defined to smaller values. The result shows that poly(C2MTMA) has more
shorter strings but fewer longer strings than poly(C2VIm) at each simulated temperature. The
statistics of the average string length <nS> also shows the obviously shorter strings for
poly(C2MTMA) than poly(C2VIm), where <nS> varies from about 1.1 to 1.3 for the former in
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 4.28. String length distribution of the cooperative motion for poly(CnMTMA) Tf2N as
a function of temperature. (a) C1; (b) C2; (c) C4; (d) C5; and (e) average string length.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 4.29. Comparison of the string length distribution of Tf2N for poly(C2MTMA) and
poly(C2MTMA) as a function of temperature. (a) 460K; (b) 500K; (c) 550K; (d) 570K; and (e)
average string length.
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the temperature range of 460 to 570K, and 1.4 to 1.7 for the latter, respectively. The longer
linker in the topology (Figure 4.20) is speculated as an important factor for this phenomena, as
same as the discussion in section 4.3.2 for the different shapes of Gs(r,t*).
4.3.4 Time correlation functions
Two relaxation times, the average lifetime of ion association, τs, and the structural
relaxation time, τc, were extracted using Eqs. (4.5) – (4.8). The sampling time of τs was set to
10 ps. Figure 4.30 displays the resulting τs and τc, both of which decrease with the temperature.
For different tail lengths, the trend: C1 > C2 > C4 ≈ C5 is seen for both τs and τc. At lower
temperatures (T < 500K), C2 has τc closer for C4 and C5, but it becomes relatively larger than
C4 and C5 at higher temperatures (T ≥ 500K). Note that the comparison of τs for C1, C2, C4
and C5 is not consistent with the four hopping types in Figure 4.18, where C2 has the most
hopping ions. The hopping types and τs both characterize the instant cation – anion dissociation
occurs, and this discrepancy might be due to the uneven distribution of cation – anion
association. In other words, the four hopping types quantify the occurrence of each hopping
type, while τs averages over the distribution of ion association lifetimes. Figure 4.31 shows the
diffusivity (DA) as a function of the relaxation time. Fitting the data to the power law yielded:
DA ~ τs-1.268 and DA ~ τc-1.060. For all the materials, the exponent λ varies from 1.243 to 1.287
in DA ~ τs-λ for different alkyl tails, and 1.017 to 1.088 in DA ~ τc-λ. The nearly unchanged
exponents for each material demonstrate that the diffusivity is correlated to the structural
relaxation, τc-1, but not the ion association, τs-1. Recalling the regression in section 4.2.4, it
varied from 0.836 to 1.297 in DA ~ τs-λ and 0.899 to 1.124 in DA ~ τc-λ for different anions.
Thus, it can be concluded that the exponent λ is affected by the chemistry of the anion
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(counterion), especially in DA ~ τs-λ, while it is relatively independent on the polymerized
cation.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.30. (a) Average lifetime of ion association, τs: and (b) structural relaxation time τc.
Both τs and τc decrease with increasing temperature. The C1 pendant tail has the longest τs and
τc.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.31. Relation between diffusivity of anion (DA) and relaxation time for
poly(CnMTMA) Tf2N. (a): DA vs. τs and (b): DA vs. τc. Only the data points with T ≥ 440K and
MSD>100Å2 in 300 ns are included for better statistics. The power law shows that DA ~ τs-1.268
and DA ~ τc-1.060.
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Chapter 5. Conclusions
Electrochemical devices for energy conversion and storage are in continuous demand, and
the improvement of these devices rely on the development of electrolyte materials. Polymeric
electrolytes have attracted intensive interest for advantages such as: low operation temperature,
leakage avoidance, and the feasibility to caste into essentially infinite shape and size.
Understanding the structural and dynamical properties are essential for the improvement of ion
conductivity, which in turn will guide the development of novel high-performance materials.
This dissertation reports on research conducted with computational studies for two groups of
materials: anion exchange membranes (AEMs) and the polymerized ionic liquids (PolyILs).
Dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) simulations were conducted for hydrated AEMs to study
the morphology and water distribution. Classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were
performed for the polyILs, followed up with a complete set of analysis for the mechanism of
ion transport.
In Chapter 3, a series of AEMs, polystyrene-b-poly(ethylene-co-butylene)-b-polystyrene
(SEBS) triblock copolymer functionalized with quaternary ammonium, were investigated with
various chemistries in an effort to undertake systematic screening. The parameters examined
include: the presence of an alkyl spacer, the effects of the degree of functionalization (DF), the
percentage of styrene content in the SEBS polymer, and different anions. All systems exhibited
micro/nanophase separation. The functionalized end blocks formed a hydrophilic phase with
most of the water present, and the midblock formed a hydrophobic phase. The simulated
morphologies qualitatively matched experimental observations. A styrene content of 29 wt%
(17 mol%) was chosen paired with a functionalization of 50% of the styrene monomers was
the basis for all comparisons. Perfect lamella, imperfect lamella, disordered bicontinuous, and
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gyroid-like morphologies were obtained for the systems with a styrene content of 29 wt%. The
hydration level was observed to play an important role in the morphology. An intermediate
hydration level (i.e., λ = 12) was most favorable in the formation of a lamella structure, and the
lowest hydration level (λ = 4) was the second most favorable. Higher hydration levels (λ ≥ 16)
were more likely to form disordered and gyroid-like structures. At low and intermediate water
contents, a spacer in the position as a tail reduced the chance of lamella forming, while the
addition of spacers as both linker and tail slightly promoted the formation of a lamella structure.
Reducing the DF negatively affected the formation of lamella as no perfect lamella was
observed. An alternative arrangement of the functional side chains appeared to influence the
morphological pattern, but a clear rule was not conclusively determined. Increasing the DF
resulted in a perfect lamella at the lowest hydration level, and a disordered bicontinuous
structure was formed at an intermediate hydration level of 12, which was lower than the other
DFs. This trend could be regarded as the early appearance of certain morphologies at lower
hydration levels, where the larger end blocks of a higher DF were speculated as a possible
reason for this observation. Changing the coarse-graining modeling of OH¯, the hydration
structure of OH¯, only affected the morphology from perfect lamella to imperfect or vice versa
at low and intermediate hydration levels. This may be due to the slightly different number of
water beads hydrating each hydroxide ion. With bromide counter ions a lamella structure was
more likely to be formed in comparison to the hydroxide ion. Adjusting the percentage of
styrene content (Sty%) significantly affected the morphological pattern. Reducing from 17
mol% to 10 mol% negatively affected the formation of lamellar structures, which led to nonregular morphologies at low and intermediate water contents, and high hydration levels
resulted in an imperfect lamella and the coexistence of layers and micelles. Increasing the
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styrene content in SEBS to 42 mol% resulted in only disordered bicontinuous and gyroid-like
morphologies.
From the above, a more general conclusion is warranted. There was not a simple rule of
how the chemical structure tuned or determined the morphology. The DF and Sty% were
seemingly more influential in affecting significant changes. It was anticipated that a change in
the size of the functionalized end block would affect the relative size of the hydrophilic phase
in relation to hydrophobic phase. Water content could be counted into the hydrophilic phase
for a rough estimation. This approximation leads to the possible conclusion that proper phase
to phase ratio facilitates the lamellar structure, either perfect or imperfect. Lowering the ratio
may result in non-regular and isolated hydrophilic phases; in contrast to increasing the ratio
which results in disordered bicontinuous and gyroid-like structures. However, the
morphologies do not appear to strictly follow this rule, which may be due to the complicated
topology of the macromolecules and aggregation caused by the water with hydration.
Water-only domains were observed at high hydration levels by visual inspection and RDFs,
and the water percolation was investigated by a rigorous cluster analysis. Relatively small and
scattered water clusters were always observed at all the hydration levels. There was no
percolating water network at low hydration levels where λ ≤ 8 for all systems. Intermediate or
large water clusters started to appear as the hydration level was increased to 12. The appearance
of large domains of water corresponded to the formation of a fully percolating water network.
If the intermediate clusters were regarded as the transition to the percolation, it was concluded
that the more spacers in the side chain, a lower DF, and a reduced Sty% postponed the
percolation at a similar hydration level. The converse is also true in that less spacer, higher DF
and Sty% promoted percolation. Since hydration level was expressed as the number of water
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molecules per cationic group, the more ionic moieties per box volume led to more water, and
thus facilitated the percolation as anticipated. It was found that the impact weas not solely the
result of increased water in the system, but fine-tuning or tweaking of the chemistry also played
an important role.
In short, the phase to phase ratio is speculated to significantly influence the morphology of
the SEBS-based AEMs. The DF and Sty% are tunable variables along with obviously the
hydration level. However, the exact resulting morphology is case-by-case. More ionic moieties
promote water percolation at a fixed hydration level, which should be beneficial for anion
exchange. These findings provide useful information for developing novel AEMs. It is
recognized that other factors are also important for the design of practical AEMs, including:
the preparation route, chemical stability, and mechanical strength, which are beyond the
research scope reported in this dissertation.
Chapter 4 reports the results from an investigation into polyILs consisting of polymerized
imidazolium cationic groups paired with different counterions [poly(C2VIm) X, X = Br, BF4,
PF6 and Tf2N], and the polymerized ammonium materials with various pendant alkyl tails
[poly(CnMTMA) Tf2N]. These two groups of polyILs cover a wide range of counterion
structures and two different polymerized ions. Classical molecular dynamics simulations were
performed for all the materials and systems over a range in temperature. This work first
examined the anion – cation association. Ion hopping involving both association and
dissociation were subsequently categorized with a sampling time of 10 picoseconds. For
poly(C2VIm), the numbers of associated cations and coordinated chains did not follow the
volumes of the counterions, which showed PF6¯ > BF4¯ > Br¯ > Tf2N¯. About 1/3 to 1/2 of the
counterions were just rattling, and there were more intrachain hopping than interchain in all
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the systems investigated. Br¯ and Tf2N¯ had more rattling ions than PF6¯ and BF4¯, which was
partially consistent with the above order. The longer tail on the polymerized cation in
poly(CnMTMA) Tf2N tended to reduce the associated entities, but the ethyl tail (C2) had more
hopping events than the other shorter or longer tails. Poly(C2MTMA) had more hopping with
Tf2N¯ than poly(C2VIm) at higher temperatures. Interchain hopping was found more favorable for
poly(CnMTMA).
Diffusivities of the anions (DA) were calculated with the Einstein relation. In poly(C2VIm), it

generally followed that: Tf2N¯ > BF4¯ >PF6¯ >> Br¯. The much lower diffusivity of Br¯ is
probably due to the stronger binding of the monatomic anion to the polymerized cations. The
diffusivity of Tf2N¯ was larger in poly(C2MTMA) than in poly(C2VIm). Increasing the tail
length in poly(CnMTMA) led to a higher diffusivity of Tf2N¯ until the tail was sufficiently
long. The degree of decoupling is roughly estimated that Tf2N¯ had the least decoupling among
the four anions. The decoupling was weaker for long tails in poly(CnMTMA) Tf2N in that it
followed: C1 > C2 > C4 ≈ C5.
Dynamical heterogeneity was investigated with the non-gaussian parameter (α2) and the
self-part of the van Hove function (Gs(r,t)). It was found that a larger counterion and a long
flexible linker between the backbone and the polymerized ion reduced the dynamical
heterogeneity. However, the time scale (t*) for the maximum of α2 ws observed in the order:
Br¯ > Tf2N¯ > PF6¯ > BF4¯, which did not correlate with the volumes of the anions. The selfpart of the van Hove function at t* exhibited separated peaks for the three smaller anions,
which is suggests abrupt ion hopping. On the other hand, poly(C2VIm) Tf2N had convoluted
peaks with a shallow local minimum, and poly(C2MTMA) further reinforced this trend
displaying more convoluted peaks. This convolution indicates the ‘smooth’ transport of the
center of mass of an anion which could be due to the more flexible chemical structure, i.e.,
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larger Tf2N¯ with multiple conformations and the long linker between the polymerized cation
and backbone. A distance criterion (r*) was defined from the self-part of the van Hove function
which distinguishes fast anions as those that move more than the distance r* in time t*. It was
found that most anions (about 80 to 90%) were ‘slow’ and therefore not contributing to long
range transport, which was significantly more than the rattling ions sampled every 10 ps.
Hence, the intrachain and interchain hopping at the time scale of 10 ps were mostly the
dissociation and association, but not the effective hopping. String-like cooperative motion of
the fast anions were observed in all the systems, and most strings were the short ones involving
1 – 3 anions. The average string length (<nS>) decreased with temperature and showed that
BF4¯ and Br¯ > PF6¯ >> Tf2N¯. Poly(C2MTMA) reduced <nS> compared with poly(C2VIm),
and the longer tail enhanced this effect. This influence on <nS> could also be attributed to the
flexibility of the structure.
The ion hopping involving dissociation and association was found to happen at a much
shorter time scale than the effective hopping satisfying a complementary criterion of distance.
To further investigate their relations to the diffusivity, the average lifetime of ion association,
(τs) and structural relaxation time (τc) were calculated. τs represented the instant dissociation,
while τc quantified the permanent dissociation which could be the effective hopping. Br¯ had
significantly longer τs and τc than the other anions. Tf2N¯ generally had the shortest τs and τc,
and the longer tails in poly(CnMTMA) reduced the two relaxation times. The diffusivity was
more likely to correlate with τc-1 but not τs-1, though the fitted exponential changed with the
anion type in DA ~ τc-λ.
In summary, dynamical heterogeneity was observed in the polyILs. The diffusivity of the
counterion is probably the result of effective hopping, where the ion moved farther than the
implemented distance criterion. These ions only accounted for a small portion of the total ion
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dissociation and exhibited a string-like cooperative motion. A large polyatomic counterion and an
appropriately long linker and tail on the polymerized ion promoted ion transport, which could be
the result of a flexible chemical structure, i.e., a plasticization effect. These systems had the shorter
average strings. More ion hopping events at several picoseconds was not necessary for higher
diffusivity, and this type of hopping was not consistent with the counterion volume or the tail length
on the polymerized ion. These findings in combination with those of the AEMs should be useful
as guidelines for designing polymer electrolytes for electrochemical applications.
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Appendices
Appendix A. Computer Programs
(1) Calculation of aij
The short scripts were used to calculate the aij parameters from Gaussian 09 output files.
The code may require python 3.6.4 with NumPy 1.14.2, Scipy 1.00, pandas 0.22.0 and
matplotlib 2.0.2 or above
#findparameters2.py
from tune_table import tune_table
import pandas as pd
### Input_Filelist.xlsx ###
InputTab = pd.read_excel('./Input_Filelist.xlsx','Sheet1')
###--- format of xlsx ---###
#
|Ebd1_Hartree |Ebd2_Hartree |threshold_kcal|4.75
|More dist |... |
# pair name |
|
|
|log file name |
# More pair |
# ...
|
###--- Sheet 1 ---###
print('#'*40+'\n')
ft = tune_table(InputTab, 7.11)
ft.gettable()
# If some existing aij_int and bij_int need to be added, use ft.FittingAll.append() here.
ft.tunevalues( 2.311, 7.11) # 2.311
ft.writefittingallxlsx('FittingaAll_test.xlsx')
print(ft.FittingAll)
#tune_table.py
from bdpair_reg import bdpair_reg
from Gau_one import Gau_one
import pandas as pd
import scipy as sp
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class tune_table(object):
def __init__(self, pandasfiledataframe, rc_dpd):
self.pfdf = pandasfiledataframe
self.rc = rc_dpd
self.FittingAll = pd.DataFrame(columns = ['aij_int', 'bij_int'])
#
def gettable(self, ifsaveunselected = False):
for idx, row in self.pfdf.iterrows():
C_series = row.dropna()
print("sssssssssssssssss")
print(C_series)
print("sssssssssssssssss")
bdp_reg = bdpair_reg(C_series.name, C_series.iloc[3:].values, C_series.iloc[3:].index,
C_series.iloc[0] ,C_series.iloc[1], self.rc)
#
# Make dataframes (all and below threshold) for the bead pair. The second argument
controls the output of the discarded conformations which are above the energy threshold.
bdp_reg.mk2df(C_series.iloc[2])
#
# Call plotavg() to perform the regression and plot the fitted curve.
bdp_reg.plotavg()
#
# After all, save the fitted parameters, as long as the file list, for a single bead pair.
bdp_reg.writexlsx(C_series.name+'_avg_reg.xlsx')
# Single run done in the loop of bead pairs.
#
# Save the parameters
self.FittingAll = self.FittingAll.append(
pd.DataFrame(
[[bdp_reg.slope,
bdp_reg.intercept]] , index = [bdp_reg.nm] ,columns = self.FittingAll.columns.values ) )
print(self.FittingAll)
def tunevalues(self, tunefactor, pseudorc):
#self.FittingAll['aij_int_astr'] = self.FittingAll['aij_int']/self.factor/self.rc/self.rc
#self.FittingAll['bij_int_astr'] = self.FittingAll['bij_int']/self.factor
self.FittingAll['aij_int_astr'] = self.FittingAll['aij_int']/tunefactor/pseudorc/pseudorc
self.FittingAll['bij_int_astr'] = self.FittingAll['bij_int']/tunefactor
self.FittingAll['aij_ex'] = self.FittingAll['aij_int_astr'] + self.FittingAll['bij_int_astr']
self.FittingAll['aij'] = self.FittingAll['aij_ex'] +25.0
def writefittingallxlsx(self, xlsxfilename):
self.Fitxlsxfn = xlsxfilename
writer = pd.ExcelWriter(self.Fitxlsxfn)
self.FittingAll.to_excel(writer)
writer.save()
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#bdpair_reg.py
import os
from Gau_one import Gau_one
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
###----------------------------------------------###
### set matplotlib to not use Xwindos
###----------------------------------------------###
import matplotlib
matplotlib.use('Agg')
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import statsmodels.api as sm
import scipy as sp
class bdpair_reg(object):
def __init__(self, nameof2beads, filename_list, distance_list, E_bead1, E_bead2, rc_dpd):
self.nm = nameof2beads
self.rc = rc_dpd
self.E_bd1 = E_bead1
self.E_bd2 = E_bead2
self.dfavg = pd.DataFrame(filename_list, columns = ['GauFile'])
self.dfavg['Distance/A'] = distance_list
# Dataframe for averaged energies (small table)
print('Name of the two beads: '+self.nm)
print('Energies of the two single beads: '+ str(self.E_bd1)+' , '+str(self.E_bd2) + ' in
Hartrees \n')
#
# Make the wholelist
#
def mk2df(self, v_threshold):
self.thsd = v_threshold
dE_list = []
# Deal with each Gaussian file
for idx, row in self.dfavg.iterrows():
SG = Gau_one(row['GauFile'], self.E_bd1, self.E_bd2)
SG.searchenergies('SCF Done' )
dE_list.append( SG.averageif(self.thsd))
self.dfavg['deltaE /(kcal/mol)'] = dE_list
#
self.dfavg['rij'] = self.dfavg['Distance/A'] / self.rc #rc = 7.11A
self.dfavg['Xrij'] = 0.5 * (1 - self.dfavg['rij'])**2
self.dfavg['Uij'] = self.dfavg['deltaE /(kcal/mol)'] / 0.5924 # 0.5924 kcal/mol = 1 dpd
energy
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def sp_regrss_all(self):
# Instead of statsmodels, use scipy.stats.
slope, intercept, r_value, p_value, std_error= sp.stats.linregress(self.dframe['Xrij'],
self.dframe['Uij'])
return slope, intercept, r_value**2
#
# Here includes the statsmodels linear regression for 'averaged frame'
def sp_regrss(self):
#tmp_X = self.dfavg['Xrij']
#tmp_Y = self.dfavg['Uij'].astype(float).values
#print(tmp_Y)
### convert pandas series into np.array.
slope, intercept, r_value, p_value, std_error= \
sp.stats.linregress(self.dfavg['Xrij'].astype(float).values, \
self.dfavg['Uij'].astype(float).values)
return (slope, intercept, r_value**2)
def plotavg(self):
self.slope, self.intercept, self.rsquare = self.sp_regrss()
xx = sp.linspace(
self.dfavg['Xrij'].min() - 0.25 * (self.dfavg['Xrij'].mean() self.dfavg['Xrij'].min()), \
self.dfavg['Xrij'].max()
+
0.25
*
(self.dfavg['Xrij'].max()
self.dfavg['Xrij'].mean()), \
50)
yy = xx*self.slope + self.intercept
fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize = (8, 6))
ax.plot(self.dfavg['Xrij'], self.dfavg['Uij'], 'o', label = 'Uij')
ax.plot(xx, yy, 'r--', label = 'fitted' )
ax.legend(loc = 'best')
fig.savefig(self.nm+'_reg_avg.png')
def writexlsx(self, filename):
self.xlsxfn = filename
writer = pd.ExcelWriter(self.xlsxfn)
self.dfavg.to_excel(writer)
self.df_fitted = pd.DataFrame([self.slope , self.intercept, self.rsquare], index = ['slope',
'intercept', 'rsquared_avg'])
self.df_fitted.to_excel(writer, startcol = 10, startrow = 1, header = False)
writer.save()
#
#Gau_one.py
import os
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import re
import pandas as pd
# This module defines an object to read a single Gaussian output file.
class Gau_one(object):
def __init__(self,filename, E1, E2):
self.fn=filename
self.Ebd1 = E1
self.Ebd2 = E2
def searchenergies(self, keyword):
self.f= open(self.fn, 'r+') # open source file
print('--'*20+'\n'+'open file: '+self.fn+'\n')
#read all lines into local var
data = self.f.readlines()
# compile search engine
# use regular expression to search the keyword pattern
# the keyword is usually 'SCF Done' for the self consistent field calculations
# in this case, the energy always follows the 'SCF Done' in the same line.
# initialize the search engine:
s = re.compile(keyword)
#
energies = []
# scan through all lines
for line in data:
if s.search(line):
# the 'if' pattern above chooses the lines containning energy infomation
#
engvalue = -float(re.search('(?<=-)(\d)+.(\d)+',line).group())
# the line above is a new regular expression
# to match the pattern: [minus sign] + [some digits] + [.] + [some digits]
# then, the pattern is converted into type float
#
energies.append(engvalue) # make a list of wanted lines
#
self.f.close()
self.df = pd.DataFrame(energies, columns = ['E'])
self.df['deltaE'] = self.df['E'] - self.Ebd1 - self.Ebd2
self.df['deltaE /(kcal/mol)'] = self.df['deltaE']*627.509
print( "energies captured: " + str(len(energies)) + '\n')

def averageif(self,threshold):
self.thsd = threshold
#
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self.selecteddf = self.df[self.df['deltaE /(kcal/mol)'] <= threshold]
dE_avg = self.selecteddf['deltaE /(kcal/mol)'].mean()
#
print("energies selected:"+str(len(self.selecteddf))+'\n')
# Return the selected data(pointer), for convenience.
return dE_avg

(2) Cluster analysis of DPD trajectory:
The short scripts were used to conduct the cluster analysis for DPD trajectory of AEM. The
LAMMPS script was used to find the clusters by the ‘rerun’ command of pseudo simulation.
The python code was executed consequently to obtain the statistics. The code may require
python 3.6.4 with NumPy 1.14.2, pandas 0.22.0 and matplotlib 2.0.2 or above.
#rerun_cluster.input
clear
###--- include init.mod to get the topology and parameters--###--- Define your forcefield parameters in init.mod--include init.mod
###--timestep 0.01
fix

1 all nve

run 0
unfix 1
### modify this value based on your trajactory
variable nfreq

equal 1000000

variable first

equal 65000000

variable last

equal 70000000

variable duration equal ${last}-${first}
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variable nrepeat equal ${duration}/${nfreq}
#--- set thermo output style ------thermo_style custom

step temp press etotal epair etotal

thermo ${nfreq}
#--- group the W atoms --------------------group W type 7
group OH type
#group

all_W

6
union W OH

#--- compute cluster id -------------------compute W_cluster W cluster/atom 1.0
#--- save traj for all atoms ----# dump 2 all custom ${nfreq} updated_cluster_all.lammpstrj &
# id mol type element q x y z ix iy iz vx vy vz c_W_cluster[0]
# dump_modify

2

element

B S E C N O W sort id

#--- save traj for selected atoms only --dump 3 W
custom ${nfreq} W_cluster.lammpstrj &
id c_W_cluster type element q x y z ix iy iz vx vy vz
# here c_W_cluster and c_W_cluster[0] are the same. only one element in c_W_cluster for
each atom.
dump_modify

3

element

B S E C N O W sort id

#NOTE: replace 'c_W_cluster[0]' by 'mol' in the traj file afterwards, then vmd can read.
#--- save histogram of cluster size ----variable number_total equal count(all)
variable up_bound equal v_number_total+0.5
fix clst_id_histo W ave/histo ${nfreq} 1 ${nfreq} 0.5 ${up_bound} ${number_total}
c_W_cluster[*] mode vector file histo_W.dat
# Here, c_W_cluster[*] means all the element of this per-atom vector.
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# One can also use c_W_cluster instead, as the whole vector.
#--- rerun !!!--------------------------rerun Last5_every1M.lammpstrj
box yes

first ${first} every ${nfreq} last ${last}

dump x y z

unfix clst_id_histo
#--- post prosessing -------------------# use the python script.
# getcluster.py
import io
import pandas as pd
import numpy as np
import matplotlib
matplotlib.use('Agg')
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
#-----------------------filename = 'histo_W.dat'
#-----------------------f = open(filename , 'r')
raw = f.readlines()
num_headline = 3
num_bins = int(raw[3].split()[1])
num_atoms_per_snapshot = int(raw[3].split()[2])
num_timestep = int( (len(raw)-3) / (num_bins+1) )
print(num_timestep)
print("number_of_bins:"+str(num_bins))
print("number_of_atoms_per_snapshot:"+str(num_atoms_per_snapshot))
snapshot_counter = 0
dist_frame
=pd.DataFrame(np.zeros(num_bins),index=np.arange(1,num_bins+1),
columns=['n_cluster'],dtype=int)
while snapshot_counter < num_timestep:
start_row = num_headline + snapshot_counter * ( num_bins+1) + 1 # first +1 is the headline
stop_row = num_headline + (snapshot_counter +1) * ( num_bins+1)
tmp_raw = raw[start_row: stop_row]
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for i in range(0,num_bins):
tmp_raw[i] = tmp_raw[i].split()[1:3]
tmp_nparray = np.array(tmp_raw).astype(float) # use float here to convert sci format, int
does not work.
cluster_id_frame = pd.DataFrame( tmp_nparray, columns = ['cluster_id',
'count']).astype(int)
#print(cluster_id_frame)
sizes, bins = np.histogram(cluster_id_frame['count'], bins = np.arange(1, num_bins+2) )
# ids of largest 5 clusters
largest5 = cluster_id_frame.sort_values(by=['count', 'cluster_id']).iloc[-5:]
#print(largest5)
dist_frame['n_cluster'] += sizes
snapshot_counter +=1
print(snapshot_counter)
del raw
f.close()
dist_frame['total_atoms'] = dist_frame.index * dist_frame['n_cluster']
dist_frame['prob'] = dist_frame['total_atoms']/dist_frame['total_atoms'].sum()
#print(dist_frame['total_atoms'].sum())
#--- save to xlsx --output_filename = filename+'.xlsx'
writer = pd.ExcelWriter(output_filename)
dist_frame.to_excel(writer, 'Sheet1')
writer.save()
print( 'saved to xlsx')
#--- save the largest 5 --largest5_filename = 'largest.xlsx'
writer_largest_id = pd.ExcelWriter(largest5_filename)
largest5.to_excel(writer_largest_id, 'LastSnapshot')
writer_largest_id.save()
#--- save graph --fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=(6,4.5))
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ax.plot(dist_frame.index, dist_frame['prob'], 'ro', mfc=None)
ax.set_ylabel('prob')
ax.set_xlabel('size')
ax.set_yscale('log')
ax.set_xscale('log')
#ax.set_xlim([1,10000])
#fig.tight_layout()
fig.savefig(filename+'.png')
print('graph generated')

(3) Analysis of MD trajectory:
The program was used to analyze the MD trajectories of polyILs, which has been executed
on python 3.6.4 equipped with NumPy 1.14.2, SciPy 1.0.0, pandas 0.22.0 and matplotlib 2.0.2.
The files with the name ‘class_*.py’ are the definitions of the classes and attributes, where ‘*’
is the wild card. The files with all-capitalized file name are the mathematical functions. The
files named ‘pdb.main_*.py’ are the executable scripts as a set of examples for pdb file
processing. Other files are the miscellaneous codes.
# class_data.py:
import sys
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
import copy
from class_oneframe import *
class data(object):
def __init__(self, savemem = 1):
self.allframes = []
self.save_mem = savemem
#print('data object intialized')
def read_all_pdb(self, filename, pbc='nojump', *args, **kwargs):
f = open(filename, 'r')
read_pos = 0
##--- keywords interpretation --##--- this is to save memory --if 'CT_gen' in kwargs and kwargs['CT_gen']:
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self.CT_gen = kwargs['CT_gen']
else: self.CT_gen = 0
if 'AN_gen' in kwargs and kwargs['AN_gen']:
self.AN_gen = kwargs['AN_gen']
else: self.AN_gen = 0
##--- read all time frames --while 1:
try:
##--- read each time frame into variables
time, Natom, box, cols, atoms, pos = read_1_pdb(f)
onef = oneframe()
onef.load_snap(time, box, atoms, cols)
if self.CT_gen:
onef.L_CT = onef.ion_gen(*self.CT_gen)
if self.AN_gen:
onef.L_AN = onef.ion_gen(*self.AN_gen)
if self.save_mem and (len(onef.L_CT) or len(onef.L_AN) ):
del onef.L_atom
onef.L_atom = []
if len(onef.L_AN) and len(onef.L_CT):
onef.L_CT['id'] += max(onef.L_AN['id'])
##--- construct data structure.
self.allframes += [ onef] # pass 'pandas' var into.
except Exception as error:
print('reading finished.', 'error:', error)
break
return 0
def read_all_lmp(self, filename, *args, **kwargs):
f = open(filename, 'r')
read_pos = 0
##--- keywords interpretation --##--- this is to save memory --if 'CT_gen' in kwargs and kwargs['CT_gen']:
self.CT_gen = kwargs['CT_gen']
else: self.CT_gen = 0
if 'AN_gen' in kwargs and kwargs['AN_gen']:
self.AN_gen = kwargs['AN_gen']
else: self.AN_gen = 0
##--- loop! --while 1:
try:
##--- read each time frame into variables
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time, Natom, box, cols, atoms, pos = read_1_lmp(f)
onef = oneframe()
onef.load_snap(time, box, atoms, cols)
#print(onef.time)
if self.CT_gen:
onef.L_CT = onef.ion_gen(*self.CT_gen)
if self.AN_gen:
onef.L_AN = onef.ion_gen(*self.AN_gen)
if self.save_mem and (len(onef.L_CT) or len(onef.L_AN) ):
del onef.L_atom
onef.L_atom = []
if len(onef.L_AN) and len(onef.L_CT):
onef.L_CT['id'] += len(onef.L_AN)
#print('ion generated')
##--- construct data structure.
self.allframes += [ onef ]
except Exception as error:
print('reading finished.', 'error:', error)
break
def AN_CT_gen(self, L_anion_kw, L_cation_kw):
self.CT_gen = L_cation_kw
self.AN_gen = L_anion_kw
for frame in self.allframes:
if self.CT_gen:
frame.L_CT = frame.ion_gen(*self.CT_gen)
if self.AN_gen:
frame.L_AN = frame.ion_gen(*self.AN_gen)
if self.save_mem:
del frame.L_atom
frame.L_atom = []
if len(frame.L_AN) and len(frame.L_CT):
frame.L_CT['id'] += len(frame.L_AN)
def AN_CT_readfix(self, AN_fixf, AN_ionspermol, CT_fixf, CT_ionspermol, box,
dropuxyz=False):
fAN = open(AN_fixf, 'r')
fCT = open(CT_fixf, 'r')
# clean all frames
self.allframes = []
# read ion
Nframe = 0
try:
while 1:
# initialize one frame
onef = oneframe()
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onef.update_pbc( box )
#print(onef.deltaZ)
# read AN
anions, Nanion, aniontime, anionpos = read_1_fix(fAN)
onef.time = aniontime
onef.L_AN = onef.read_ion(anions, 1, AN_ionspermol, dropuxyz)
cations, Ncation, cationtime, cationpos = read_1_fix(fCT)
onef.L_CT = onef.read_ion(cations, 2, CT_ionspermol, dropuxyz)
onef.L_CT.loc[:, 'mol'] += max(onef.L_AN['mol'])
Nframe +=1
self.allframes += [onef]
#print(Nframe)
except Exception as err:
print(err)
print('ion reading completed')
#print(Nframe)
def export_ions_lmptrj(self, fn, skip=0, col = \
['id', 'mol', 'type', 'x', 'y', 'z', 'ix', 'iy', 'iz'] ) :
# vmd can only read unwrapped lmptrj
counter = 0
f = open(fn, 'w')
for frame in self.allframes:
if counter%(skip+1):
counter +=1
continue
if len(frame.L_AN) and not len(frame.L_CT):
frame.export_lmptrj( f, frame.L_AN , col )
if not len(frame.L_AN) and len(frame.L_CT):
frame.export_lmptrj( f, frame.L_CT , col )
if len(frame.L_AN) and len(frame.L_CT):
frame.export_lmptrj( f, pd.concat( \
[frame.L_AN.loc[:, col], frame.L_CT.loc[:, col] ], \
ignore_index=True ) , col )
counter += 1
f.close()
def export_all_lmptrj(self, fn, skip=0, col = \
['id', 'mol', 'type', 'x', 'y', 'z', 'ix', 'iy', 'iz'] ) :
# vmd can only read unwrapped lmptrj
counter = 0
f = open(fn, 'w')
for frame in self.allframes:
if counter%(skip+1):
counter +=1
continue
if len(frame.L_AN) and not len(frame.L_CT):
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frame.export_lmptrj( f, \
pd.concat( [frame.L_AN.loc[:, col], frame.L_atom.loc[:,col]], \
ignore_index=True ) )
if not len(frame.L_AN) and len(frame.L_CT):
frame.export_lmptrj( f, \
pd.concat( [frame.L_CT.loc[:, col], frame.L_atom.loc[:, col]], \
ignore_index=True ) )
if len(frame.L_AN) and len(frame.L_CT):
frame.export_lmptrj( f, \
pd.concat( [frame.L_AN.loc[:, col], frame.L_CT.loc[:, col], \
frame.L_atom.loc[:, col]], ignore_index=True ) )
counter += 1
f.close()
def export_ions_pdb(self, fn, skip=0):
# pdb records unwrapped data
col = ['id', 'mol', 'type', 'ux', 'uy', 'uz']
counter = 0
f = open(fn, 'w')
for frame in self.allframes:
if counter%(skip+1):
counter +=1
continue
if len(frame.L_AN) and not len(frame.L_CT):
frame.export_pdb( f, frame.L_AN , counter+1 )
if not len(frame.L_AN) and len(frame.L_CT):
frame.export_pdb( f, frame.L_CT , counter+1 )
if len(frame.L_AN) and len(frame.L_CT):
frame.export_pdb( f, \
pd.concat( [frame.L_AN.loc[:,col], \
frame.L_CT.loc[:,col] ], ignore_index=True ), counter +1 )
counter += 1
def export_all_pdb(self, fn, skip=0):
# pdb records unwrapped data
col = ['id', 'mol', 'type', 'ux', 'uy', 'uz']
counter = 0
f = open(fn, 'w')
for frame in self.allframes:
if counter%(skip+1):
counter +=1
continue
if len(frame.L_AN) and not len(frame.L_CT):
frame.export_pdb( f, \
pd.concat( [ frame.L_AN.loc[:,col], \
frame.L_atom.loc[:,col] ], ignore_index=True ) , counter+1 )
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if not len(frame.L_AN) and len(frame.L_CT):
frame.export_pdb( f, \
pd.concat( [ frame.L_CT.loc[:,col], \
frame.L_atom.loc[:,vol] ], ignore_index=True ) , counter+1 )
if len(frame.L_AN) and len(frame.L_CT):
frame.export_pdb( f, \
pd.concat( [ frame.L_AN.loc[:,col], \
frame.L_CT.loc[:,col],\
frame.L_atom.loc[:,col] ],\
ignore_index=True ) , counter+1 )
counter += 1
def wrapall_L(self, skip=0 ):
Nframe = len( self.allframes )
for i in range(0, Nframe, skip+1):
try:
self.allframes[i].wrap(self.allframes[i].L_AN)
except:
pass
try:
self.allframes[i].wrap(self.allframes[i].L_CT)
except:
pass
try:
self.allframes[i].wrap(self.allframes[i].L_atom)
except:
pass
def unwrapall_L(self, skip=0 ):
Nframe = len( self.allframes )
for i in range(0, Nframe, skip+1):
try:
self.allframes[i].unwrap(self.allframes[i].L_AN)
except:
pass
try:
self.allframes[i].unwrap(self.allframes[i].L_CT)
except:
pass
try:
self.allframes[i].unwrap(self.allframes[i].L_atom)
except:
pass
def unwrapall_AN(self, skip=0):
Nframe = len( self.allframes )
for i in range(0, Nframe, skip+1):
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self.allframes[i].unwrap(self.allframes[i].L_AN)
def unwrapall_CT(self, skip=0):
Nframe = len( self.allframes )
for i in range(0, Nframe, skip+1):
self.allframes[i].unwrap(self.allframes[i].L_CT)

def find_asso_AN_CT(self, r_cut, skip=0, clean = 0 ):
counter = 0
# save all frames stats together
Total_N_asso_atom = np.array([]).astype(int)
Total_N_asso_mol = np.array([]).astype(int)
###--- collect number of associated atoms/mols from each frame --for frame in self.allframes:
if counter%(skip+1):
counter +=1
continue
if len(frame.L_AN) and len(frame.L_CT):
N_asso_atom_1f, N_asso_mol_1f = frame.find_asso(frame.L_CT, frame.L_AN,
r_cut, clean )
##--- mount to the total list --Total_N_asso_atom = np.append(Total_N_asso_atom, N_asso_atom_1f)
Total_N_asso_mol = np.append(Total_N_asso_mol , N_asso_mol_1f )
counter += 1
# stat
self.hist_asso_atom = np.histogram(Total_N_asso_atom, bins = np.arange(0,
np.amax(Total_N_asso_atom) + 2 ) )
self.hist_asso_mol = np.histogram(Total_N_asso_mol , bins = np.arange(0,
np.amax(Total_N_asso_mol ) + 2 ) )

norm_hist_ttl_atom = ( self.hist_asso_atom[0] / self.hist_asso_atom[0].sum() ,
self.hist_asso_atom[1] )
norm_hist_ttl_mol = ( self.hist_asso_mol[0] / self.hist_asso_mol[0].sum() ,
self.hist_asso_mol[1] )
return norm_hist_ttl_atom, norm_hist_ttl_mol
def hoppingtype_AN(self, dt=1, skip=0):
Nframe = len( self.allframes )
counter = 0
histosum = np.array([0,0,0,0])
# loop over frames
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for i in range(dt, Nframe, skip+1):
# i from dt to last
# p from 0 to last - dt
# dt is the sampling time in number of frame unit.
# dt can be t_star for long time scale analysis.
p = i - dt
histo_hop_type = self.allframes[i].hoppingtype_AN( self.allframes[p])
histosum += histo_hop_type[0]
norm_hist_hop_type = ( histosum/histosum.sum() , np.array([1,2,3,4,5]) )
return norm_hist_hop_type
def hopfast_AN(self, dt=1, skip=0):
Nframe = len( self.allframes )
counter = 0
histosum = np.array([0,0,0,0])
# loop over frames
for i in range(dt, Nframe, skip+1):
p = i - dt
histo_hop_type = self.allframes[i].hoppingtype_AN( self.allframes[p], 'fast')
histosum += histo_hop_type[0]
norm_hist_hop_type = ( histosum/histosum.sum() , np.array([1,2,3,4,5]) )
return norm_hist_hop_type

##--- real time non gaussian (may have fluctuations) --def nongauss_AN(self, skip=0):
Nframe = len( self.allframes )
# prepare output columns:
time_column = []
nongauss_data = []
for i in range(1, Nframe, skip+1):
time_column += [self.allframes[i].time- self.allframes[0].time]
nongauss_data += [ self.allframes[i].nongauss( self.allframes[i].L_AN ,
self.allframes[0].L_AN ) ]
return time_column, nongauss_data
##--- averaged non gaussian --def nongauss_AN_avg(self, resol, maxattemp = 1000):
Nframe = len( self.allframes )
time_column = []
nongauss_data = []
for i in range(1, Nframe):
#print('\n\n t = ',i)
time_column.append( i*resol )
nongauss_point = []
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N_inter_avail = Nframe - i
for j in range(i, min(i+maxattemp, Nframe), 1):
#for j in range(Nframe-1, max(Nframe-maxattemp-1, i-1), -1):
# Loop in the reverse way.
# I assume that the tail of a trajectory is more equilibrated
# than the first few snapshots at the beginning.
# Reverse loop will give better quality of result.
# Include Nth frame (last).
# The frames are numbered as 0, 1, 2...Nframe -1
# So the for loop start from Nframe-1.
# i-1 th is the open end (not included).
nongauss_point.append( self.allframes[j].nongauss( self.allframes[j].L_AN ,
self.allframes[j-i].L_AN ) )
#
nongauss_data.append( np.average(nongauss_point))
return time_column, nongauss_data
##--- averaged msd --def msd_AN_avg(self, resol, maxattemp = 1000):
Nframe = len( self.allframes )
#
# initialize two columns
time_column = []
msd_data = []
# initialize the loop control var:
#
for i in range(1, Nframe): # loop over time intervals
#print('\n\n t = ',i)
time_column.append( i*resol )
msd_point = []
N_inter_avail = Nframe - i
#
for j in range(i, min(i+maxattemp, Nframe), 1):
#for j in range(Nframe-1, max(Nframe-maxattemp-1, i-1), -1):
#print(j, ' ', j-i)
msd_point.append( self.allframes[j].msd( self.allframes[j].L_AN , self.allframes[ji].L_AN ) )
msd_data.append( np.average(msd_point))
return time_column, msd_data
##--- averaged van hove self --def vanhove_s_AN_avg(self,interval_star=100, maxdist=25.0, accuracy =0.1, skip = 0):
Nframe = len( self.allframes )
vanhove_s_raw =[]
for i in range(0, Nframe - interval_star, skip+1):
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vanhove_s_point =
self.allframes[i+interval_star].vanhove_s(self.allframes[i+interval_star].L_AN,
self.allframes[i].L_AN, maxdist, accuracy)
vanhove_s_raw.append(vanhove_s_point[0])
return np.arange(0, maxdist, accuracy)[:-1]+accuracy/2 , np.mean(vanhove_s_raw, axis
=0)
def fpi_r2_vanhove_s_AN_avg(self,interval_star=100, maxdist=25.0, accuracy =0.1, skip
= 0):
dist_col, vanhove_s = self.vanhove_s_AN_avg(interval_star, maxdist, accuracy, skip)
return dist_col, vanhove_s, vanhove_s*dist_col*dist_col*4*3.14159 # vhs is
normalized, 4pir2vhs is not
##--- averaged van hove distinct --def vanhove_d_AN_avg(self,interval_star=100, maxdist=25.0, accuracy =0.1, skip = 0):
Nframe = len( self.allframes )
vanhove_d_raw =[]
for i in range(0, Nframe - interval_star, skip+1):
# not normalized
vanhove_d_point =
self.allframes[i+interval_star].vanhove_d(self.allframes[i+interval_star].L_AN,
self.allframes[i].L_AN, maxdist, accuracy)
vanhove_d_raw.append([vanhove_d_point[0]])
return np.arange(0, maxdist, accuracy)[:-1]+accuracy/2 , np.mean(vanhove_d_raw, axis
=0)
def vanhove_d_AN_o_4pir2_avg(self,interval_star=100, maxdist=25.0, accuracy =0.1,
skip = 0):
Nframe = len( self.allframes )
dist_col = np.arange(0, maxdist, accuracy)[:-1]+accuracy/2
vanhove_d_raw =[]
vhd_rho_raw =[]
# MD simulation: Number of ions is constant
Nanion = self.allframes[0].L_AN.shape[0]
for i in range(0, Nframe - interval_star, skip+1):
# not normalized
vanhove_d_point, dist_col_i =
\
self.allframes[i+interval_star].vanhove_d(
\
self.allframes[i+interval_star].L_AN,
\
self.allframes[i].L_AN, maxdist, accuracy)
# norm by avg density: (Nanion/LxLyLz)
vanhove_d_raw.append( vanhove_d_point )
vhd_rho_raw.append( vanhove_d_point
\
* self.allframes[i+interval_star].deltaX
\
* self.allframes[i+interval_star].deltaY
\
* self.allframes[i+interval_star].deltaZ
\
/ self.allframes[i+interval_star].L_AN.shape[0]
\
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)
# Norm factor: sampled N anions,
# and N-1 other anions to pair with (distinct).
# np.mean() ensemble average
vanhove_d = np.mean(vanhove_d_raw, axis = 0) / Nanion / (Nanion -1)
# np.mean() ensemble average
# Norm factor: sampled N anions.
# Density of the distinct (N-1) anions in shell of
# vhs_o_4pir2dr, dr=accuracy
vhd_o_4pir2 = np.mean(vhd_rho_raw, axis = 0)
\
/ dist_col/dist_col/4/3.14159/accuracy
\
/ Nanion
return dist_col, vanhove_d, vhd_o_4pir2
def fsqt_AN_avg(self, q, resol, maxattemp=1000):
Nframe = len( self.allframes )
time_column = []
fsqt_column = []
for i in range(1, Nframe): # loop over time intervals
time_column.append( i*resol )
fsqt_point = []
#
for j in range(i, min(i+maxattemp, Nframe), 1):
fsqt_point.append(
\
self.allframes[j].fsqt(
\
self.allframes[j].L_AN , \
self.allframes[j-i].L_AN , \
q
)
\
)
fsqt_column.append( np.average(fsqt_point))
return time_column, fsqt_column
##--- find fast --def find_AN_fast(self, interval_star, rstar, skip=0):
Nframe = len( self.allframes)
mobile_percent = []
for i in range(0, Nframe-interval_star, skip+1):
mobile_percent_single_p =
self.allframes[i+interval_star].findfast(self.allframes[i+interval_star].L_AN,
self.allframes[i].L_AN, rstar)
mobile_percent +=[mobile_percent_single_p]
return np.mean(mobile_percent)
##--- find string --def find_AN_string(self, interval_star, cutoff, maxlength=20, skip=0, include_rattle_ions
= False):
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Nframe = len(self.allframes)
pns_list = []
for i in range(0, Nframe-interval_star, skip+1):
pns_single =
self.allframes[i+interval_star].findstring(self.allframes[i+interval_star].L_AN,
self.allframes[i].L_AN, cutoff, maxlength)
weighted_pns_single = pns_single[0] * pns_single[1][:-1] #weigthed histo
#
if include_rattle_ions: # ns =1 includes rattling and fast, so correct
weighted_pns_single[0]
weighted_pns_single[0] = self.allframes[i+interval_star].L_AN.shape[0] np.sum(weighted_pns_single[1:])
total_counted_ion = self.allframes[i+interval_star].L_AN.shape[0]
else:
total_counted_ion = np.sum(weighted_pns_single)
if total_counted_ion>0: # to avoid 0 string when not include rattleing ions.
pns_list += [ weighted_pns_single/total_counted_ion]
print(pns_list)
return np.mean(pns_list, axis=0), np.arange(1, maxlength+1)
def ht_gen(self, r_cut, skip=0):
# generate ht for each frame
# skip = skip this number of frames
# to speed up: separate ht and Ct and St
Nframe = len( self.allframes )
L_all_ht = []
for i in range(0, Nframe, skip+1):
L_all_ht += [ self.allframes[i].ht(r_cut) ]
self.L_all_ht = np.array(L_all_ht) # save as a class attribute as np.array
def Ct_old(self, resol, maxattemp = 500): # deprecated
# this old func vs the new Ct below:
# 301 ht frames:
# old vs new: 29.3s vs 39.0s
# 1001 ht frames (no skip)
# old vs new: 477.8s vs 333.6s
# 3001 ht frames (no skip)
# old vs new: 4045s vs 2610s
# 4001 ht frames (no skip)
# old vs new: 12759s vs 4944s
time_column = []
Ct_column = []
for j in range(1, self.L_all_ht.shape[0]): # loop over time intervals
time_column.append( j*resol )
Ct_raw = []
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N_inter_avail = self.L_all_ht.shape[0] - j
try:
loopstep = max(1, int( ( N_inter_avail-1 ) / (maxattemp-1) ) )
except:
loopstep = 1
loopstop = self.L_all_ht.shape[0]
if loopstep == 1 :
loopstop = min( self.L_all_ht.shape[0], j + maxattemp )
for k in range( j, loopstop, loopstep ):
# loop over different start frames
Ct_raw += [ np.sum( np.all(self.L_all_ht[[k-j,k],:] > 0 , axis = 0).astype(int) ) \
/np.sum( self.L_all_ht[k-j,:] ) ]
Ct_column.append( np.mean( Ct_raw) )
return time_column, Ct_column
def Ct(self, resol):
time_column = []
Ct_column = []
for j in range(1, self.L_all_ht.shape[0]): # loop over time intervals
time_column.append( j * resol )
ht_t0 = np.count_nonzero( self.L_all_ht[:-j] )
ht_t = np.count_nonzero( np.logical_and ( \
self.L_all_ht[:-j] , \
self.L_all_ht[j:] ) \
)
#element wise and
Ct_column.append( ht_t / ht_t0 )
return time_column, Ct_column
def St_old(self, resol, maxattemp = 500): # deprecated
# This old St function is quite slow.
# Tested by 301 ht frames.
# Old St : 879.7s
# the new St below: 15.1s.
# Tested by 1001 ht frames.
# Old St: 33931 to 55700s including loading ht.
# New St: 261.8s including loading ht.
# More than 150x faster.
time_column = []
St_column = []
for j in range(1, self.L_all_ht.shape[0]):
time_column.append( j*resol )
St_raw = []
N_inter_avail = self.L_all_ht.shape[0] - j
try:
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loopstep = max(1, int( ( N_inter_avail-1 ) / (maxattemp-1) ) )
except:
loopstep = 1
loopstop = self.L_all_ht.shape[0]
if loopstep == 1 :
loopstop = min( self.L_all_ht.shape[0], j + maxattemp )
for k in range( j, loopstop, loopstep ):
# loop over different start frames
St_raw += [ np.sum( np.all(self.L_all_ht[k-j:k+1,:] > 0 , axis = 0).astype(int)
)/np.sum( self.L_all_ht[k-j,:] ) ]
St_column.append( np.mean( St_raw) )
return time_column, St_column
def St(self, resol):
# I learned this function from stackoverflow. Question # 24342047
#
# find out the length of consecutive 1s in ht matrix:
L_htchange = np.vstack( (self.L_all_ht[0], \
self.L_all_ht[:-1] != self.L_all_ht[1:], \
np.ones(self.L_all_ht.shape[1]).astype(int) \
)\
).T
# For each ion,
# append the lengths of consecutive 1s to the list of total:
L_ht_last = []
for ht_single in L_htchange:
L_ht_last += list(np.diff( np.where(ht_single)[0] )[::2] )
#
# find the histogram of ht_last lengths
# Bins start from 1, which is t=0 actually.
hist_ht_last, hist_last_bins = np.histogram(np.array(L_ht_last), \
bins = np.arange(1, self.L_all_ht.shape[0]+2) \
)
#
# bin size is 1 longer than t.
# So sub by 1:
hist_last_bins = hist_last_bins[:-1] -1
# Loop over time intervals to get St(t)
time_column = []
St_column = []
for j in range(1, self.L_all_ht.shape[0]):
time_column.append( j * resol)
#
ht_t0 = np.count_nonzero(self.L_all_ht[:-j])
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#
# convert hist_ht_last to Ht:
Ht_t = np.dot(hist_ht_last[j:], hist_last_bins[j:]-j+1)
St_column.append(Ht_t/ht_t0)
return time_column, St_column

def bond_stat(self, sel1_kw, sel2_kw, bond_bins= np.arange(0, 5, 0.1), skip = 0):
Nframe = len( self.allframes)
try:
binsize = bond_bins[1] -bond_bins[0]
except:
binsize = 0.1
bond_hist = np.array([])
for i in range(0, Nframe, skip+1):
# select sel1 and sel2: bond_atom_1 list ans bond_atom_2 list
sel1 = self.allframes[i].selectatom(self.allframes[i].L_atom,\
*sel1_kw )
sel2 = self.allframes[i].selectatom(self.allframes[i].L_atom,\
*sel2_kw )
L_b_2 = self.allframes[i].bond_uw(sel1, sel2)
c_hist, c_bins = np.histogram(L_b_2, bins=bond_bins)
c_hist = c_hist/np.sum(c_hist)
if bond_hist.shape[0]:
bond_hist = np.vstack( (bond_hist, c_hist ) )
else:
bond_hist = c_hist
return np.mean(bond_hist, axis=0), bond_bins[:-1] + binsize/2
def angle_stat( self, sel1_kw, sel2_kw, sel3_kw, \
angle_bins=np.arange(0,180,1), skip=0):
Nframe = len( self.allframes)
try:
binsize = angle_bins[1] - angle_bins[0]
except:
binsize = 1.0
angle_hist = np.array([])
for i in range(0, Nframe, skip+1):
sel1 = self.allframes[i].selectatom(self.allframes[i].L_atom,\
*sel1_kw )
sel2 = self.allframes[i].selectatom(self.allframes[i].L_atom,\
*sel2_kw )
sel3 = self.allframes[i].selectatom(self.allframes[i].L_atom,\
*sel3_kw )
L_angle = np.arccos( self.allframes[i].angle_uw(sel1, sel2, sel3) )
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# type(L_angle) = np.array( list )
L_angle = L_angle/np.pi*180
c_hist, c_bins = np.histogram( L_angle, bins=angle_bins)
c_hist = c_hist/np.sum(c_hist)
if angle_hist.shape[0]:
angle_hist = np.vstack( (angle_hist, c_hist ) )
else:
angle_hist = c_hist
return np.mean(angle_hist, axis=0), angle_bins[:-1] + binsize/2
def dihed_stat( self, sel1_kw, sel2_kw, sel3_kw, sel4_kw, \
dihed_bins=np.arange(0,180,1), skip=0):
Nframe = len( self.allframes)
try:
binsize = dihed_bins[1] - dihed_bins[0]
except:
binsize = 1.0
dihed_hist = np.array([])
for i in range(0, Nframe, skip+1):
sel1 = self.allframes[i].selectatom(self.allframes[i].L_atom,\
*sel1_kw )
sel2 = self.allframes[i].selectatom(self.allframes[i].L_atom,\
*sel2_kw )
sel3 = self.allframes[i].selectatom(self.allframes[i].L_atom,\
*sel3_kw )
sel4 = self.allframes[i].selectatom(self.allframes[i].L_atom,\
*sel4_kw )
L_dihed = np.arccos( self.allframes[i].dihed_uw(sel1, sel2, sel3, sel4) )
# type(L_dihed) = np.array( list )
L_dihed = L_dihed/np.pi*180
c_hist, c_bins = np.histogram( L_dihed, bins=dihed_bins)
c_hist = c_hist/np.sum(c_hist)
if dihed_hist.shape[0]:
dihed_hist = np.vstack( (dihed_hist, c_hist ) )
else:
dihed_hist = c_hist
return np.mean(dihed_hist, axis=0), dihed_bins[:-1] + binsize/2
def RCF( self, resol = 1 ): # 1st and 2nd rotational correlation funtions
Nvec = self.allframes[0].L_AN.shape[0]
x1 = np.array([])
y1 = np.array([])
z1 = np.array([])
x2 = np.array([])
y2 = np.array([])
z2 = np.array([])
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for frame in self.allframes:
x1 = np.hstack( (x1, frame.L_AN['ux']) )
y1 = np.hstack( (y1, frame.L_AN['uy']) )
z1 = np.hstack( (z1, frame.L_AN['uz']) )
x2 = np.hstack( (x2, frame.L_CT['ux']) )
y2 = np.hstack( (y2, frame.L_CT['uy']) )
z2 = np.hstack( (z2, frame.L_CT['uz']) )
#
vec_x = x2 - x1
vec_y = y2 - y1
vec_z = z2 - z1
del x1, x2, y1, y2, z1, z2
time_column = []
P1_column = []
P2_column = []
for i in range(1, len(self.allframes) ):
vec_x0 = vec_x[: -Nvec*i]
vec_y0 = vec_y[: -Nvec*i]
vec_z0 = vec_z[: -Nvec*i]
vec_xt = vec_x[Nvec*i : ]
vec_yt = vec_y[Nvec*i : ]
vec_zt = vec_z[Nvec*i : ]
cos_ti = (vec_x0 * vec_xt + vec_y0 * vec_yt + vec_z0 * vec_zt )\
/ np.sqrt( (vec_x0 * vec_x0 + vec_y0 * vec_y0 + vec_z0 * vec_z0) \
* (vec_xt * vec_xt + vec_yt * vec_yt + vec_zt * vec_zt) )
P1_column.append( np.mean(cos_ti) )
P2_column.append( np.mean( 1.5 * cos_ti * cos_ti -0.5 ) )
time_column.append( i*resol )
return time_column, P1_column, P2_column

# class_oneframe.py
import sys
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
from read_1_frame import *
from COM import COM
from NGP import NGP
from MSD import MSD
from VANHOVE import *
from pbc_dist import *
from unwrap import unwrap
from wrap import wrap
##--- define a single frame class
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class oneframe():
def __init__(self):
# box info
# update by hand
self.dim = 3
self.time = 0.0
self.Natom = 0
self.xhi = 0.1
self.xlo = 0.0
self.yhi = 0.1
self.ylo = 0.0
self.zhi = 0.1
self.zlo = 0.0
self.deltaX = 0.1
self.deltaY = 0.1
self.deltaZ = 0.1
self.alpha = 90.
self.beta = 90.
self.gama = 90.
self.pbc = {'x': 1, 'y':1,'z':1}
# atom info
self.L_atom = []
self.L_CT = []
self.L_AN = []
def update_pbc(self,box):
self.xlo = box[0][0]
self.xhi = box[0][1]
self.ylo = box[1][0]
self.yhi = box[1][1]
self.deltaX = abs(self.xhi-self.xlo)
self.deltaY = abs(self.yhi-self.ylo)
try:
self.zlo = box[2][0]
self.zhi = box[2][1]
self.deltaZ = abs(self.zhi-self.zlo)
except:
print('No Z direction data')
self.dim = 2
#
def load_atoms(self, atoms, cols):
self.L_atom = pd.DataFrame(atoms, columns = cols)
self.Natom = self.L_atom.shape[0]
def load_snap(self, time, box, atoms, cols = ['id','mol','type', 'x', 'y','z','ix', 'iy', 'iz','element'
]):
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self.time = time
self.update_pbc(box)
self.load_atoms(atoms, cols)
#
def unwrap(self, L_ion): # L_ion is a pointer to an object
unwrap(L_ion, [[self.xlo, self.xhi], [self.ylo, self.yhi], [self.zlo, self.zhi]])
def wrap(self, L_ion):
wrap(L_ion, [[self.xlo, self.xhi], [self.ylo, self.yhi], [self.zlo, self.zhi]])
#
def ion_gen(self, L_molid = range(401, 401+10), iontype='101', Deg_poly=40,
ions_per_mono = 1, ilocL_Ter = [18,781], Natom_ION = 8,\
pick_cr_per_mon= "sel[ ( (sel.index%20 <=5) & (sel.index%20>=1) ) | (
(sel.index%20>=9 ) & (sel.index%20<=11)) ]" , COM_map_col='type'):
##--- create an empty list for ion candidates
L_ion = []
##--- Loop over all molecules
for i in L_molid:
##--- select one chain
sel = self.L_atom[ self.L_atom['mol'] == i ].reset_index(drop=True)
##--- drop the terminal atoms
sel = sel.drop(ilocL_Ter).reset_index(drop = True)
##--- select each ion based on the input criterion(-ria)
##--- the eval() module runs the string and returns the results
sel1 = eval(pick_cr_per_mon)
##--- delete the verlet (temporary) atom dataframe
del sel
##--- now, only the atoms in ions are selected in sel1
##--- split them into independent ions
for j in range(0,Deg_poly*ions_per_mono):
##--- compute center of mass for each ion
ion_ux, ion_uy, ion_uz= COM( sel1.iloc[ j*Natom_ION : (j+1)*Natom_ION ],
COM_map_col )
##--- append this ion to the final list
L_ion += [ [ ( (i-L_molid[0] )*Deg_poly + j ) * ions_per_mono + 1, i, iontype,
ion_ux, ion_uy, ion_uz] ]
del sel1
##--- convert the result into pandas dataframe
L_ion = pd.DataFrame(L_ion, columns = ['id', 'mol', 'type', 'ux', 'uy', 'uz'])
return L_ion
def read_ion(self, atoms, iontype, ionspermol=1):
# read in lammps 'fix' file or any unwrapped COM data directly.
L_ion = pd.DataFrame(atoms, columns = ['id','ux','uy','uz'])
L_ion['type'] = iontype
# write mol id
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col_mol = []
for imol in range(1, int(L_ion.shape[0]/ionspermol)+1):
for j in range(0, ionspermol):
col_mol += [imol]
L_ion['mol'] = col_mol
# L_ion.reset_index(drop=True)
# L_ion.loc['id'] = L_ion.index+1
return L_ion
def delete_full(self): # release mem
del self.L_atom
def export_pdb(self, f, L_sel, Nth_frame):
f.write('REMARK\n'*3)
f.write('CRYST1'+ '%9.3f'%self.deltaX +'%9.3f'%self.deltaY +'%9.3f'%self.deltaZ +
'%7.2f'%self.alpha +'%7.2f'%self.beta+'%7.2f'%self.gama+' P 1
1\n')
f.write('MODEL ' + ' '*4 + '%4d' %Nth_frame +'\n')
for (idx, row) in L_sel.iterrows():
Tatom = str(row['type'])
if len( Tatom ) == 1:
Tatom = Tatom +' '*3
elif len( Tatom ) == 2:
Tatom = Tatom +' '*2
elif len( Tatom ) == 3:
Tatom = Tatom +' '
f.write('ATOM '+ '%5d' %row['id'] + ' ' \
+ '%4s' %Tatom + ' ' + 'ION' + ' ' \
+ '%4d' %row['mol']+ ' ' \
+ '%8.3f' %row['ux'] + '%8.3f' %row['uy'] + '%8.3f' %row['uz'] \
+ ' '*24 +'\n')
# pdb records unwrapped data
f.write('TER\n')
f.write('ENDMDL\n')
def export_lmptrj(self, f, L_sel, col = \
['id', 'mol', 'type', 'x', 'y', 'z', 'ix', 'iy', 'iz'] ):
# f is the file object, i.e., pointer
# the default columns are the wrapped data, vmd cannot rerad unwrapped-only lmp
# write head:
f.write('ITEM: TIMESTEP\n')
f.write('%d' %self.time +'\n')
f.write('ITEM: NUMBER OF ATOMS\n')
N_sel = L_sel.shape[0]
f.write('%d' %N_sel +'\n')
f.write('ITEM: BOX BOUNDS'+' pp'*3 +'\n') # only support pbc now
f.write('{:.5f} {:.5f}\n'.format(self.xlo,self.xhi) )
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f.write('{:.5f} {:.5f}\n'.format(self.ylo,self.yhi) )
f.write('{:.5f} {:.5f}\n'.format(self.zlo,self.zhi) )
f.write('ITEM: ATOMS '+ ' '.join(col) +'\n' )
#f.write('ITEM: ATOMS '+ ' '.join(L_sel.columns.values.astype(str)) +'\n' )
# write atom body
L_sel.loc[:,col].to_csv(f, sep=' ', float_format='%.5f', header=False, index=False)
def find_asso(self, L_im, L_mo, r_cut, clean = 0):
# input must have wrapped data x y z
# prepare two lists for the mobile ions: associate atoms and associated molecules.
L_mo_asso_atom = []
L_mo_asso_mol = []
# iter over rows (all the mobile ions)
for (idx,row_mo) in L_mo.iterrows():
coor1 = row_mo[['x','y','z']].values
# prepare a list(column) of flags for immobile ions
# if each of them associate with the current mobile ion
L_im_if_asso_2_mo = []
#
# Loop over all immobile ions,
# check if each of them associate with the current mobile ion
# if yes, mark 1
# if no, mark 0
for coor2 in L_im[['x', 'y','z']].values:
if ifconn(coor1, coor2, [self.deltaX, self.deltaY, self.deltaZ], r_cut):
L_im_if_asso_2_mo.append(1)
else:
L_im_if_asso_2_mo.append(0)
#
# attach this temporary column to the original dataframe,
# this column is updated every time when looping over all mobile ions
L_im['if_asso'] = L_im_if_asso_2_mo
c_mo_asso_atom = L_im[L_im['if_asso'] !=0 ]['id'].values#.tolist()
c_mo_asso_mol = np.unique(L_im[L_im['if_asso'] !=0 ]['mol'].values)
L_mo_asso_atom.append( c_mo_asso_atom )
L_mo_asso_mol.append( c_mo_asso_mol )
#print(c_mo_asso_atom)
#print(c_mo_asso_mol)
L_mo['asso_atom'] = L_mo_asso_atom
L_mo['asso_mol'] = L_mo_asso_mol
# stat
# create two arrays for number of asso. atoms and number of asso. chains for all the mobile
ions
N_asso_atom = np.array([]).astype(int)
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N_asso_mol = np.array([]).astype(int)
for (index,row) in L_mo.iterrows():
N_asso_atom = np.append(N_asso_atom, len(row['asso_atom']) ) # append the
number of asso. atom for each mobile ion
N_asso_mol = np.append(N_asso_mol , len(row['asso_mol' ]) ) # append the number
of asso. chain for each mobile ion
hist_asso_im_atom = np.histogram( N_asso_atom , bins=np.arange(0, max(
N_asso_atom) +2 ) ) # histo
hist_asso_im_mol = np.histogram( N_asso_mol , bins=np.arange(0, max( N_asso_mol
) +2 ) ) # histo
self.hist_asso_im_atom = hist_asso_im_atom # save stats as attributes
self.hist_asso_im_mol = hist_asso_im_mol
if clean:
L_mo = L_mo.drop(['asso_atom', 'asso_mol'], axis = 1)
L_im = L_im.drop(['if_asso'], axis = 1)
return N_asso_atom, N_asso_mol # return numbers
def hoppingtype_AN(self, prev, selkey = ''): #current and prev snap
asso_type = []
try:
looptable = self.L_AN[ self.L_AN[selkey] > 0 ]
except:
looptable = self.L_AN
for ind, row in looptable.iterrows():
if len(row['asso_atom']) == 0 or len(prev.L_AN.loc[ind,:]['asso_atom'] ) == 0:
asso_type += [3]
elif np.array_equal( row['asso_atom'] , prev.L_AN.loc[ind,:]['asso_atom'] ):
asso_type += [4]
elif np.array_equal( row['asso_mol'] , prev.L_AN.loc[ind,:]['asso_mol'] ):
asso_type += [1]
else:
asso_type += [2]
hist_hop_type = np.histogram(asso_type, bins=[1,2,3,4,5])
return hist_hop_type # not normalized
def msd(self, L_mobile_ions, ref):
return MSD(L_mobile_ions['ux'], L_mobile_ions['uy'], L_mobile_ions['uz'], ref['ux'],
ref['uy'], ref['uz'])
def nongauss(self,L_mobile_ions,ref): # non gaussian parameter data point
return NGP(L_mobile_ions['ux'], L_mobile_ions['uy'], L_mobile_ions['uz'], ref['ux'],
ref['uy'], ref['uz'])
def vanhove_s(self, L_mobile_ions, ref, maxdist = 25.0, accuracy = 0.1): # VH_s data point
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return VANHOVE_S( L_mobile_ions['ux'], L_mobile_ions['uy'], L_mobile_ions['uz'],
ref['ux'], ref['uy'], ref['uz'], maxdist, accuracy )
def vanhove_d(self, L_mobile_ions, ref, maxdist = 25.0, accuracy = 0.1): #VH_d data piont
return VANHOVE_D( L_mobile_ions['x'], L_mobile_ions['y'], L_mobile_ions['z'],
ref['x'], ref['y'], ref['z'], [self.deltaX, self.deltaY, self.deltaZ] ,maxdist, accuracy )
def fsqt(self, L_mobile_ions, ref, q):
distances = np.sqrt( \
( L_mobile_ions['ux']-ref['ux'])**2 \
+ ( L_mobile_ions['uy']-ref['uy'])**2 \
+ ( L_mobile_ions['uz']-ref['uz'])**2 \
)
kr = distances*q
return np.mean(np.sin(kr)/kr)
def findfast(self, L_mobile_ions, ref, r_star=6.0):
L_mobile_ions['fast'] = 0
r_star_squared = r_star*r_star
L_ds_squared = (L_mobile_ions['ux']-ref['ux'])**2 +(L_mobile_ions['uy']-ref['uy'])**2 +
(L_mobile_ions['uz']-ref['uz'])**2
for (idx, val) in L_ds_squared.iteritems():
if val > r_star_squared:
L_mobile_ions.loc[idx, 'fast'] = 1
return L_mobile_ions[L_mobile_ions['fast']>0].shape[0]/L_mobile_ions.shape[0]
def findstring(self, L_mobile_ions, ref, cutoff=2.5, maxlength=20):
if 'fast' in L_mobile_ions.columns:
L_mobile_ions['string'] = -1
L_mobile_ions.loc[L_mobile_ions['fast']>0, 'string'] = 0
#print(L_mobile_ions)
#print('ready to loop')
current_string = 1
for (idx, row) in L_mobile_ions[L_mobile_ions['fast']>0].iterrows():
# get the coor of mobile ion:
#print('current mob ion: \n', int(row['id']) )
coor_mob = np.array([row['x'], row['y'], row['z']])
for (idx2, row2) in ref.iterrows():
if idx2 == idx : # skip same ion
continue
if L_mobile_ions.loc[idx2, 'fast'] <=0:
continue # skip the slow ion
if L_mobile_ions.loc[idx2,'string'] != 0 and ( L_mobile_ions.loc[idx2,'string'] ==
L_mobile_ions.loc[idx,'string'] ):
continue # skip previously combined
else:
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# get the coor of ref ion:
coor_ref = np.array([ row2['x'], row2['y'], row2['z']] )
#print(coor_mob, coor_ref)
if ifconn(coor_mob, coor_ref, np.array([self.deltaX, self.deltaY,self.deltaZ]),
cutoff):
ref_string_id = L_mobile_ions.loc[idx2,'string'] # read in string id of ref ion
#print('ions ids: ', idx+1, idx2+1, 'are in the same string!' )
if L_mobile_ions.loc[idx,'string'] <=0: # mob does not in string
if ref_string_id >0: # ref in string
L_mobile_ions.loc[idx,'string'] = ref_string_id
#print('ref ion ', 'brings the string id:', ref_string_id)
else: # it's a new string
L_mobile_ions.loc[idx, 'string'] = current_string
L_mobile_ions.loc[idx2,'string'] = current_string
#print('new string created: ', current_string)
current_string +=1
elif ref_string_id <=0: # mob is in string but ref not in string
L_mobile_ions.loc[idx2,'string'] = L_mobile_ions.loc[idx,'string']
#print('mobile
ion
brings
the
string
id:
',
int(L_mobile_ions.loc[idx,'string']) )
else: # both two are in strings, need to combine two strings
larger_string_id
=
max(L_mobile_ions.loc[idx2,
'string'],
L_mobile_ions.loc[idx,'string'])
smaller_string_id
=
min(L_mobile_ions.loc[idx2,
'string'],
L_mobile_ions.loc[idx,'string'])
L_mobile_ions.loc[ L_mobile_ions['string']==larger_string_id, 'string'] =
smaller_string_id
#print('combine the two strings: ', larger_string_id, smaller_string_id)
#print( L_mobile_ions.loc[L_mobile_ions['fast']>0, ['id','x', 'y', 'z',
'fast','string']] )
stringid_histo = np.histogram(L_mobile_ions[L_mobile_ions['fast']>0]['string'] ,
bins=np.arange(0, L_mobile_ions.shape[0] +2) )
### command above: -1(slow) is excluded, stringid==0 is ns=1, stringid>0 is ns>1
### command below: exclude stringid==0 first, then add it back by hand.
stringlength_histo
=
np.histogram(stringid_histo[0][1:],
bins=np.arange(1,maxlength+2))
stringlength_histo[0][0] = stringid_histo[0][0]
return stringlength_histo # not normalized
else:
print('need to find fast atoms!')
return -1
def ht(self, r_cut):
L_ht = []
for (idx_an, anion)in self.L_AN.iterrows():
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for (idx_ct, cation) in self.L_CT.iterrows():
L_ht.append( int( ifconn( [ anion['x'], anion['y'], anion['z'] ], [cation['x'], cation['y'],
cation['z'] ], np.array([self.deltaX, self.deltaY,self.deltaZ]), r_cut )) )
return L_ht
def selectatom(self, sourcelist, L_molid, ilocL_Ter, selrule):
L_select = []
for i in L_molid:
sel = sourcelist[ sourcelist['mol'] == i ].reset_index( drop=True )
sel = sel.drop(ilocL_Ter).reset_index( drop = True )
sel1 = eval(selrule)
if len(L_select):
L_select = L_select.append(sel1, ignore_index=True)
else:
L_select = sel1
return L_select
def bond_uw(self, sel1, sel2):
L_b_2 = []
for (idx1, row1) in sel1.iterrows():
coor1 = row1[ ['ux', 'uy', 'uz'] ].values
coor2 = sel2.iloc[idx1,:].loc[ ['ux', 'uy', 'uz'] ].values
blength = np.linalg.norm(coor1-coor2)
L_b_2.append(blength)
return L_b_2
def angle_uw(self, sel1, sel2, sel3):
L_cos_a = []
for (idx1, row1) in sel1.iterrows():
coor1 = row1[ ['ux', 'uy', 'uz'] ].values
coor2 = sel2.iloc[idx1,:].loc[ ['ux', 'uy', 'uz'] ].values
coor3 = sel3.iloc[idx1,:].loc[ ['ux', 'uy', 'uz'] ].values
cos_angle = np.dot( (coor1-coor2 ), ( coor3-coor2 ) ) \
/ np.linalg.norm(coor1-coor2) / np.linalg.norm( coor3-coor2)
L_cos_a.append(cos_angle)
return L_cos_a
def dihed_uw(self, sel1, sel2, sel3, sel4):
L_cos_d = []
for (idx1, row1) in sel1.iterrows():
coor1 = row1[ ['ux', 'uy', 'uz'] ].values
coor2 = sel2.iloc[idx1,:].loc[ ['ux', 'uy', 'uz'] ].values
coor3 = sel3.iloc[idx1,:].loc[ ['ux', 'uy', 'uz'] ].values
coor4 = sel4.iloc[idx1,:].loc[ ['ux', 'uy', 'uz'] ].values
b0 = coor1 - coor2
baxis = coor3 -coor2
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b1 = coor4 - coor3
vaxis = baxis / np.linalg.norm( baxis ) # unit vector
#
# For b0 and b1, get the component parallel to the axis.
v0 = b0 - np.dot(b0, vaxis) * vaxis
# = b0 - component align with the axis
# = component perpendicular to the axis
#
# Do the same thing on b1
v1 = b1 - np.dot(b1, vaxis) * vaxis
#
# v0 and v1 both perpendicular to the axis.
# Thus, they are in the plane which is perpendicular to the axis.
# Use dot product and arccos to determine the angle.
#
cos_dihedral = np.dot( v0, v1 )/ np.linalg.norm( v0 ) / np.linalg.norm( v1 )
#
L_cos_d.append( cos_dihedral)
#
return L_cos_d
# Per my test, np.dot is 40 X faster than np.cross,
# and 6 X faster than np.linalg.norm
# Faster function is always preferred.
# In numpy 1.14.2 or above, arccos is pretty good.
# No problem with pi/2 or pi angles.
# read_1_frame.py
def read_1_lmp(f, start=0, dim = 3):
if start>0:
f.seek(start)
###--- read controlling flags
readtime = 0
readnumber = 0
readbox = 0
readatom = 0
item_atoms = []
item_time = 0.0
item_box = []
Natom = 0
atom_count = 0
col_dict = []
# read head info
rawline = '\n'
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while rawline !='':
rawline = f.readline()
cline = rawline.split()
if cline[0] == 'ITEM:': # control flags, find which to read
if cline[1] == 'TIMESTEP':
readtime = 1
readnumber = 0
readbox = 0
readatom = 0
continue
if cline[1] == 'NUMBER':
readnumber = 1
readtime = 0
readbox = 0
readatom = 0
continue
if cline[1] == 'BOX':
readbox = dim # as counter
readtime = 0
readnubmer = 0
readatom = 0
continue
if cline[1] == 'ATOMS':
readtime = 0
readnumber = 0
readbox = 0
readatom = 1
col_dict = cline[2:]
if Natom>0:
atom_count = Natom
continue
else:
raise Exception(f.tell(), 'Natom not given before reading atoms')
# read info
if readtime == 1 :
item_time = float(cline[0])
readtime = 0
if readnumber == 1 :
Natom = int(cline[0])
atom_count = Natom
readnumber = 0
if readbox>0:
# convert data type
for k in range(0, len(cline)):
cline[k] = float(cline[k])
item_box += [cline]
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readbox -= 1
if readatom and atom_count >0:
# convert data types
for k in range(0, len(col_dict)):
if col_dict[k] in ['id', 'mol', 'ix', 'iy', 'iz']:
cline[k] = int(cline[k])
elif col_dict[k] in ['q', 'x', 'y', 'z', 'ux', 'uy', 'uz']:
cline[k] = float(cline[k])
elif col_dict[k] in ['element', 'type']:
try:
cline[k] = int(cline[k])
except:
pass
else:
cline[k] = float(cline[k])
item_atoms += [cline]
atom_count -= 1
if readatom and atom_count<=0:
return item_time, Natom, item_box, col_dict, item_atoms, f.tell()
def read_1_pdb(f, start=0, dim=3):
if start>0:
f.seek(start)
Natom = 0
item_time = 0.0
item_atoms= []
item_box = []
# pdb only records 'unwrapped' data
col_dict = ['id','mol', 'type', 'ux', 'uy', 'uz']
rawline = 'start'
while rawline[0:6] != 'ENDMDL' and rawline !='': # EOF is ''
rawline = f.readline()
if rawline[0:6] == 'TITLE ':
cline = rawline.split()
# gromacs: time is recorded after 't='
item_time = float( cline[cline.index('t=')+1] )
elif rawline[0:6] == 'CRYST1':
cline = rawline.split()
item_box = [ [0., float(cline[1])], [0., float(cline[2])], [0, float(cline[3]) ] ]
elif rawline[0:6] == 'ATOM ' or rawline[0:6]=='HETATM':
Natom += 1
item_atoms.append(
[
int(rawline[6:11]),
int(rawline[22:26]),
rawline[12:16].replace('
',''),
float(rawline[30:38]),
float(rawline[38:46]),
float(rawline[46:54]) ] )
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return item_time, Natom, item_box, col_dict, item_atoms, f.tell()
def read_1_gro(f, start=0, dim=3):
pass
#wrap.py
import pandas as pd
import numpy as np
def wrap(atom_group, box ):
atom_group['ix'] = 0
atom_group['iy'] = 0
atom_group['iz'] = 0
xlo = box[0][0]
xhi = box[0][1]
ylo = box[1][0]
yhi = box[1][1]
zlo = box[2][0]
zhi = box[2][1]
deltaX = abs(xhi -xlo)
deltaY = abs(yhi -ylo)
deltaZ = abs(zhi -zlo)
for (idx, row) in atom_group.iterrows():
if row['ux'] > xhi:
atom_group.loc[idx, 'ix'] = int( (row['ux']-xlo) / deltaX)
if row['ux'] < xlo:
atom_group.loc[idx, 'ix'] = int( (row['ux']-xhi) / deltaX)
if row['uy'] > yhi:
atom_group.loc[idx, 'iy'] = int( (row['uy']-ylo) / deltaY)
if row['uy'] < ylo:
atom_group.loc[idx, 'iy'] = int( (row['uy']-yhi) / deltaY)
if row['uz'] > zhi:
atom_group.loc[idx, 'iz'] = int( (row['uz']-zlo) / deltaZ)
if row['uz'] < zlo:
atom_group.loc[idx, 'iz'] = int( (row['uz']-zhi) / deltaZ)
atom_group['x'] = atom_group['ux'] - atom_group['ix']*deltaX
atom_group['y'] = atom_group['uy'] - atom_group['iy']*deltaY
atom_group['z'] = atom_group['uz'] - atom_group['iz']*deltaZ
# all the above are pointer operations.
# no need to return any value, actually.
return atom_group['x'].values, atom_group['y'].values, atom_group['z'].values

#unwrap.py
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import pandas as pd
import numpy as np
def unwrap(atom_group, box ):
atom_group['ux'] = atom_group['x'] + atom_group['ix'] * (box[0][1]-box[0][0] )
atom_group['uy'] = atom_group['y'] + atom_group['iy'] * (box[1][1]-box[1][0] )
atom_group['uz'] = atom_group['z'] + atom_group['iz'] * (box[2][1]-box[2][0] )
# no need to return any value, actually.
return atom_group['ux'].values, atom_group['uy'].values, atom_group['uz'].values

#pbc_dist.py
import numpy as np
from numpy.linalg import norm
def pbc_dist(coor_1, coor_2, boxedges,dimension=3):
# boxedges is a 3-d vector of box size, always positive. type: numpy.ndarray
##--- calculate pbc distance --dv = abs(coor_1 - coor_2)
for i in range(0, dimension):
##--- wrap --while dv[i] >= boxedges[i]:
dv[i] -= boxedges[i]
##--dvifpbc = abs(boxedges - dv)
dv[i] = min(dv[i], dvifpbc[i])
return norm(dv)
def ifconn(coor_1, coor_2, boxedges, r_cut, dimension=3):
dv = np.absolute( np.subtract(coor_1, coor_2) )
for i in range(0, dimension):
##--- wrap distance by pbc --while dv[i] >= boxedges[i]:
dv[i] -= boxedges[i]
##----------------dv[i] = min( dv[i], np.absolute( dv[i] - boxedges[i] ) )
if dv[i] > r_cut:
return False
if np.dot(dv,dv) > r_cut**2:
return False
else:
return True
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# COM.py
import numpy as np
import re
import pandas as pd
##--- center of mass --##--- for unwrapped data only --##--- this function returns unwrapped data --##--- input is a pd.DataFrame with ux uy uz inside --def COM(atom_group, mapping_col = 'type'):
mass_table = {'H':1.008, 'Li':6.94,'LI':6.94, 'B':10.81, 'C':12.011, 'N':14.007, 'O':15.999,
'F':18.998,
'Na':22.990,
'NA':22.990,
'Mg':4.305,
'MG':4.305,'Al':26.982,
'AL':26.982,'Si':28.085, 'SI':28.085, 'P':30.974, 'S':32.06, 'Cl':35.45, 'CL':35.45, 'K':39.098,
'Br':79.904, 'BR':79.904}
# map the masses
masses = atom_group[mapping_col].str.replace('\d+', '').map(mass_table)
total_mass = masses.sum()
# COM
we_ux = np.dot(atom_group['ux'] ,masses)/total_mass
we_uy = np.dot(atom_group['uy'] ,masses)/total_mass
we_uz = np.dot(atom_group['uz'] ,masses)/total_mass
comux = we_ux.sum()
comuy = we_uy.sum()
comuz = we_uz.sum()
return comux, comuy, comu

# MSD.py
import numpy as np
def MSD(ux, uy, uz, init_ux, init_uy, init_uz):
# n dim vector:
drsquare = (ux - init_ux )**2 +(uy - init_uy)**2 + (uz - init_uz)**2
return np.average(drsquare)

# NGP.py
import numpy as np
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# input must be numpy compatible
def NGP(ux, uy, uz, init_ux, init_uy, init_uz):
# n dim vector:
drsquare = (ux - init_ux )**2 +(uy - init_uy)**2 + (uz - init_uz)**2
return 3/5* np.average(drsquare**2 ) / (np.average(drsquare))**2 -1

# VANHOVE.py
import numpy as np
from pbc_dist import pbc_dist
def VANHOVE_S(ux, uy, uz, init_ux, init_uy, init_uz, maxdist =25.0, accuracy = 0.1):
# input should be numpy.array or pandas.Series
# N dim vector (N atoms)
distances = np.sqrt( (ux-init_ux)**2 + (uy-init_uy)**2 + (uz-init_uz)**2 ) # element wise
square: **2 or np.square(), element wise sqrt: np.sqrt()
mybins = np.arange(0, maxdist, accuracy)
return np.histogram(distances, bins=mybins, density=True)[0]*accuracy, (mybins[:1]+accuracy/2) # normalized hist, center of each bin
def VANHOVE_D(x, y, z, init_x, init_y, init_z, boxedges, maxdist =25.0, accuracy = 0.1):
#vectorize
Natom = len(x)
L_dx = np.array([])
L_dy = np.array([])
L_dz = np.array([])
distances = np.array([])
for i in range(1, Natom):
shift_x = np.append(x[i:], x[:i])
shift_y = np.append(y[i:], y[:i])
shift_z = np.append(z[i:], z[:i])
dx = np.abs(shift_x - init_x)
dy = np.abs(shift_y - init_y)
dz = np.abs(shift_z - init_z)
L_dx = np.append(L_dx, dx)
L_dy = np.append(L_dy, dy)
L_dz = np.append(L_dz, dz)
dx_pbc = np.min( [L_dx, boxedges[0] - L_dx ], axis=0 )
dy_pbc = np.min( [L_dy, boxedges[1] - L_dy ], axis=0 )
dz_pbc = np.min( [L_dz, boxedges[2] - L_dz ], axis=0 )
distances = np.sqrt(dx_pbc**2 + dy_pbc**2 + dz_pbc**2)
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mybins = np.arange(0, maxdist, accuracy)
return np.histogram(distances, bins=mybins, density=True)[0]*accuracy, (mybins[:1]+accuracy/2)

# fitexp.py
from scipy.optimize import curve_fit
from scipy.special import gamma
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
# stretched exponential
def func(x, a0, a1, a2):
return a0*np.exp(-(x/a1)**a2 )
# tau_c
try:
df = pd.read_csv('../Tf2C2_Ctlong.dat', sep= ' ' ,escapechar='#')
df.columns = ['t', 'Ct']
df=df.dropna()
popt, pcov= curve_fit(func, df['t'], df['Ct'], [1,1e4,0.1])
perr = np.sqrt(np.diag(pcov))
print('a0, a1, a2' , popt, '\n',pcov)
tau_c = popt[0]* popt[1] *gamma(1+1/popt[2])
tau_c_low = (popt[0] - perr[0]) * (popt[1] - perr[1]) * gamma( 1 + 1/( popt[2] - perr[2]) )
tau_c_high= (popt[0] + perr[0]) * (popt[1] + perr[1]) * gamma( 1 + 1/( popt[2] + perr[2]) )
print('tau_c = ', tau_c)
print( 'tau_c low and high:', (tau_c_low, tau_c_high) )
except:
pass
# tau_s
try:
df = pd.read_csv('../Tf2C2_St_new.dat', sep= ' ' ,escapechar='#')
df.columns = ['t', 'St']
df=df.dropna()
popt, pcov= curve_fit(func, df['t'], df['St'], [1,1e4,0.1])
perr = np.sqrt(np.diag(pcov))
print('a0, a1, a2' , popt, '\n',pcov)
tau_s = popt[0]* popt[1] *gamma(1+1/popt[2])
tau_s_low = (popt[0] - perr[0]) * (popt[1] - perr[1]) * gamma( 1 + 1/( popt[2] - perr[2]) )
tau_s_high= (popt[0] + perr[0]) * (popt[1] + perr[1]) * gamma( 1 + 1/( popt[2] + perr[2]) )
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print('tau_s = ', tau_s)
print( 'tau_s low and high:', (tau_s_low, tau_s_high) )
except:
pass
# tau_q
try:
df = pd.read_csv('../Tf2C2_fsqt_forward_3000.dat', sep= ' ' ,escapechar='#')
df.columns = ['t', 'St']
df=df.dropna()
popt, pcov= curve_fit(func, df['t'], df['St'], [1,1e4,0.1])
perr = np.sqrt(np.diag(pcov))
print('a0, a1, a2' , popt, '\n',pcov)
tau_s = popt[0]* popt[1] *gamma(1+1/popt[2])
tau_s_low = (popt[0] - perr[0]) * (popt[1] - perr[1]) * gamma( 1 + 1/( popt[2] - perr[2]) )
tau_s_high= (popt[0] + perr[0]) * (popt[1] + perr[1]) * gamma( 1 + 1/( popt[2] + perr[2]) )
print('tau_q = ', tau_s)
print( 'tau_q low and high:', (tau_s_low, tau_s_high) )
except:
pass

#vhs_GG0.py
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
from scipy.optimize import curve_fit
# Compare the Gs and Gs0. Require X client.
def Gs_0(x, msd_t_star):
y = (1.5/np.pi/msd_t_star)**1.5 * np.exp( -1.5 * x**2 /msd_t_star) \
* 4*np.pi * x**2
return y
# settings
fn_prefix = '../AmC2_'
msd_t_star = 15.651323
rstep = 0.1
# read
df = pd.read_csv('../AmC2_4pi_r2_vanhove_s.dat', sep=' ', escapechar='#')
df.columns = ['r', '4pir2vhs']
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#normalize
xdata = df['r']
ydata = df['4pir2vhs']/np.sum(df['4pir2vhs'])/rstep
#gauss
yGs0 = Gs_0( xdata, msd_t_star)
# normalize
yGs0 = yGs0/np.sum(yGs0)/rstep
np.savetxt( fn_prefix+'4pi_r2_vhs_norm.dat', np.transpose( [df['r'], ydata, yGs0] ), fmt=['%f',
'%f', '%f'] , header='r Gs Gs0' )
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
plt.plot(xdata, ydata, 'r-', label='Gs')
plt.plot(xdata, yGs0, 'b-', label='Gs_0')
plt.legend()
plt.xlabel('r/A')
plt.ylabel('4PIr^2*G_s(r,t*)')
plt.show()

#pdb.main_rdf.py
# save traj containing centers of mass of ions for VMD to calc RDFs.
from class_data import data
if __name__ == '__main__':
import time as timer
##--- read-in the whole file --pdbfilename = '../nvtprod_every100ps_10-50ns.pdb'
#pdbfilename = '../nongauss_every100ps.pdb'
##--- timer start --start = timer.perf_counter()
##--- initialize a data object --d1 = data()
d1.save_mem=0 # save atoms and ions
##--- read in pdb traj output --AN_gen_kw = [ range(11,11+400), 1, 1, 1, [], 15, "sel[:]", 'type']
CT_gen_kw = [ range(1,1+10), 2, 40, 1, [30,1171], 15, "sel[ ((sel.index%30<=9 ) &
(sel.index%30>=5)) | ( (sel.index%30>=15 ) & (sel.index%30<=24)) ]", 'type' ]
d1.read_all_pdb(pdbfilename, AN_gen = AN_gen_kw, CT_gen =CT_gen_kw )
#print(d1.allframes[0].L_AN)
print('last timestep read: ', d1.allframes[-1].time)
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for frame in d1.allframes: #adjust id and mol
frame.L_AN['id'] += max(frame.L_atom['id'])
frame.L_AN['mol'] += max(frame.L_atom['mol'])
frame.L_CT['id'] += max(frame.L_atom['id'])
frame.L_CT['mol'] += max(frame.L_atom['mol'])
d1.wrapall_L()
##--- save lammpstrj of ions to calculate rdf--d1.export_all_lmptrj('../ions_every100ps_10-50ns.lammpstrj')
#d1.export_all_lmptrj('../ions_every100ps.lammpstrj')
#d1.export_all_pdb('ions_every1ns_0-30ns.pdb')
print('ions written in lammpstrj')
##--- timer stop --stop = timer.perf_counter()
print('time used in sec: ', stop-start)

#pdb.main_hop.py
# Calc ion association and hopping types for 10ns of trajectory.
# Change pdbfilename for more trajectories.
from class_data import data
if __name__ == '__main__':
import time as timer
##--- read-in the whole file --pdbfilename = '../nvtprod_every10ps_10-20ns.pdb' # hopping calculation
##--- output general settings --import numpy as np
fn_prefix = '../AmC2_10-20ns_'
##--- timer start --start = timer.perf_counter()
##--- initialize a data object --d1 = data()
d1.save_mem=1
##--- read in pdb traj output --AN_gen_kw = [ range(11,11+400), 1, 1, 1, [], 15, "sel[:]", 'type']
CT_gen_kw = [ range(1,1+10), 2, 40, 1, [30,1171], 15, "sel[ ((sel.index%30<=9 ) &
(sel.index%30>=5)) | ( (sel.index%30>=15 ) & (sel.index%30<=24)) ]", 'type' ]
d1.read_all_pdb(pdbfilename, AN_gen = AN_gen_kw, CT_gen =CT_gen_kw )
#print(d1.allframes[0].L_AN)
print('last timestep read: ', d1.allframes[-1].time)
d1.wrapall_L()
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##--- calcuate histograms --norm_hist_atom, norm_hist_mol = d1.find_asso_AN_CT(9.1)
norm_hist_hop_type = d1.hoppingtype_AN()
##--- save hopping types
np.savetxt(
fn_prefix+'hist_asso_atom.dat', np.transpose( [norm_hist_atom[1][:-1],
norm_hist_atom[0][:]] ), fmt=['%d', '%f'], header='n P(n)'
)
np.savetxt(
fn_prefix+'hist_asso_mol.dat' , np.transpose( [norm_hist_mol[1][:-1] ,
norm_hist_mol[0][:] ] ), fmt=['%d', '%f'], header='N P(N)' )
np.savetxt(
fn_prefix+'hist_hopping.dat' , np.transpose( [norm_hist_hop_type[1][:-1],
norm_hist_hop_type[0][:] ] ), fmt=['%d', '%f'] , header='N P(N)' )
##--- timer stop --stop = timer.perf_counter()
print('time used in sec: ', stop-start)

#pdb.main_nongauss.py
# calc MSD and NGP
from class_data import data
if __name__ == '__main__':
import time as timer
#pdbfilename = '../nongauss_every10ps.pdb' # short interval
pdbfilename = '../nongauss_every100ps.pdb'
##--- output general settings --import numpy as np
fn_prefix = '../AmC2_'
##--- timer start --start = timer.perf_counter()
##--- initialize a data object --d1 = data()
d1.save_mem=1
##--- read in pdb traj output --AN_gen_kw = [ range(11,11+400), 1, 1, 1, [], 15, "sel[:]", 'type']
# CT_gen_kw = [ range(1,1+10), 2, 40, 1, [30,1171], 15, "sel[ ((sel.index%30<=9 ) &
(sel.index%30>=5)) | ( (sel.index%30>=15 ) & (sel.index%30<=24)) ]", 'type' ]
d1.read_all_pdb(pdbfilename, AN_gen = AN_gen_kw )#, CT_gen =CT_gen_kw )
#print(d1.allframes[0].L_AN)
print('last timestep read: ', d1.allframes[-1].time)
##--- non gaussian parameter ---
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##--- unwrap anion coordinates --- # may not necessary for some cases
#d1.unwrapall_AN() # do not unwrap if read from pdb. pdb has unwrapped data already.
#print('unwrapped data')
timestep_col, nongauss_col = d1.nongauss_AN_avg(100, 3000) # start_interval = 1 frame,
100ps/frame, maxattemp =500 by default
print('non gauss calculated')
##--- MSD
timecol, msd_col = d1.msd_AN_avg(100, 3000)
print('MSD calculated')
##--- timer stop --stop = timer.perf_counter()
##--- save non gaussian parameter
np.savetxt(
fn_prefix+'nongauss.dat', np.transpose( [timestep_col, nongauss_col] ),
fmt=['%d', '%f'], header='time/ps, nongauss'
)
np.savetxt( fn_prefix+'MSD.dat', np.transpose( [timestep_col, msd_col] ), fmt=['%d',
'%f'], header='time/ps, msd'
)
print('time used in sec: ', stop-start)

#pdb.main_vanhove_s.py
# calc self-part of van hove func
from class_data import data
if __name__ == '__main__':
import time as timer
pdbfilename = '../nongauss_every100ps.pdb' # vanhove_s calculation
##--- output general settings ---=
import numpy as np
fn_prefix = '../AmC2_'
##--- timer start --start = timer.perf_counter()
##--- initialize a data object --d1 = data()
d1.save_mem=1
##--- read in pdb traj output --AN_gen_kw = [ range(11,11+400), 1, 1, 1, [], 15, "sel[:]", 'type']
d1.read_all_pdb(pdbfilename, AN_gen = AN_gen_kw )
#print(d1.allframes[0].L_AN)
print('last timestep read: ', d1.allframes[-1].time)
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##--- van hove self --#d1.unwrapall_AN() # no need to unwrap if read from fix file and uxyz not deleted
#print('unwrapped data')
dist_col, vanhove_s_col, fpi_r2_vanhove_s_col = d1.fpi_r2_vanhove_s_AN_avg(37, 25.0,
0.1) # t*=1200 ps, so interval*=12
print('van hove self calculated')
##--- timer stop --stop = timer.perf_counter()
##--- save vanhove func
np.savetxt( fn_prefix+'vanhove_s.dat', np.transpose( np.vstack( (dist_col, vanhove_s_col)
)), fmt=['%f', '%f'], header='dist, vanhove_s'
)
np.savetxt(
fn_prefix+'4pi_r2_vanhove_s.dat', np.transpose( np.vstack( (dist_col,
fpi_r2_vanhove_s_col) )), fmt=['%f', '%f'], header='dist, 4pi*r^2vanhove_s'
)
print('time used in sec: ', stop-start)

#pdb.main_string.py
from class_data import data
if __name__ == '__main__':
import time as timer
workdir = '../'
pdbfilename = 'nongauss_every100ps.pdb' # vanhove_s calculation
pdbfilename = workdir+pdbfilename
##--- output general settings ---=
import numpy as np
fn_prefix = 'AmC2_'
fn_prefix = workdir+fn_prefix
##--- timer start --start = timer.perf_counter()
##--- initialize a data object --d1 = data()
d1.save_mem=1
##--- read in pdb traj output --AN_gen_kw = [ range(11,11+400), 1, 1, 1, [], 15, "sel[:]", 'type']
CT_gen_kw = [ range(1,1+10), 2, 40, 1, [30,1171], 15, "sel[ ((sel.index%30<=9 ) &
(sel.index%30>=5)) | ( (sel.index%30>=15 ) & (sel.index%30<=24)) ]", 'type' ]
d1.read_all_pdb(pdbfilename, AN_gen = AN_gen_kw, CT_gen =CT_gen_kw )
#print(d1.allframes[0].L_AN)
print('last timestep read: ', d1.allframes[-1].time)
##--- unwrap AN --d1.wrapall_L() # no need to unwrap if read from fix file and uxyz not deleted
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##--- find fast AN --fast_percentage = d1.find_AN_fast(13, 5.0, skip=0) # interval_star= 2= 200ps, r*=4.6A
print('fast anion % = ' , fast_percentage)
##--- find string --pns_histo = d1.find_AN_string(13, 2.2, maxlength=30, skip=0, include_rattle_ions = True)
##--- timer stop --stop = timer.perf_counter()
##--- save
np.savetxt(
fn_prefix+'pns_string.dat', np.transpose( np.vstack( (pns_histo[1],
pns_histo[0]) )), fmt=['%d', '%f'], header='dist, P(ns)'
)
print('time used in sec: ', stop-start)
# pdb.main_htlong.py
# calc h(t) and save in text file for further use
# Change pdbfilename for more trajectories.
from class_data import data
if __name__ == '__main__':
import time as timer
##--- read-in the whole file --pdbfilename = '../nongauss_every100ps.pdb'
##--- output general settings ---=
import numpy as np
fn_prefix = './'
##--- timer start --start = timer.perf_counter()
##--- initialize a data object --d1 = data()
d1.save_mem=1 # save atoms and ions
##--- read in pdb traj output --AN_gen_kw = [ range(11,11+400), 1, 1, 1, [], 15, "sel[:]", 'type']
CT_gen_kw = [ range(1,1+10), 2, 40, 1, [30,1171], 15, "sel[ ((sel.index%30<=9 ) &
(sel.index%30>=5)) | ( (sel.index%30>=15 ) & (sel.index%30<=24)) ]", 'type' ]
d1.read_all_pdb(pdbfilename, AN_gen = AN_gen_kw, CT_gen =CT_gen_kw )
print('last timestep read: ', d1.allframes[-1].time)
d1.wrapall_L()
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##--- ht --d1.ht_gen(9.0)
##--- timer stop --stop = timer.perf_counter()
np.savetxt( fn_prefix+'htlong.dat', d1.L_all_ht, fmt='%d')
print('htlong calcualted.')
print('time used in sec: ', stop-start)

# pdb.main_Ctlong.py
# calculate C(t)
from class_data import data
if __name__ == '__main__':
import time as timer
##--- output general settings ---=
import numpy as np
fn_prefix = '../AmC2_'
##--- timer start --start = timer.perf_counter()
##--- initialize a data object --d1 = data()
d1.save_mem=1 # save atoms and ions
##--- read ht from file --d1.L_all_ht = np.loadtxt('./htlong.dat', dtype=int)
print(d1.L_all_ht.shape[0], ' * ', d1.L_all_ht.shape[1])
##--- Ct --time_col, Ct_col = d1.Ct( 100 )
np.savetxt( fn_prefix+'Ctlong.dat', np.transpose( [time_col, Ct_col] ), fmt=['%d', '%f'],
header='time/ps, Ct'
)
##--- timer stop --stop = timer.perf_counter()
print('Ct long calculated')
print('time used in sec: ', stop-start)

# pdb.main_St.py
# Calc S(t) from ht1.dat (or ht0.dat) to ht4.dat
from class_data import data
if __name__ == '__main__':
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import time as timer
##--- output general settings ---=
import numpy as np
fn_prefix = '../AmC2_'
##--- timer start --start = timer.perf_counter()
##--- initialize a data object --d1 = data()
d1.save_mem=1 # save atoms and ions
##--- read ht from file --d1.L_all_ht = np.loadtxt('./ht1.dat', dtype=int)
d1.L_all_ht = np.append(d1.L_all_ht, np.loadtxt('./ht2.dat', dtype=int)[1:], axis=0)
d1.L_all_ht = np.append(d1.L_all_ht, np.loadtxt('./ht3.dat', dtype=int)[1:], axis=0)
d1.L_all_ht = np.append(d1.L_all_ht, np.loadtxt('./ht4.dat', dtype=int)[1:], axis=0)
print(d1.L_all_ht.shape[0], ' * ', d1.L_all_ht.shape[1])
##--- St --time_col, St_col = d1.St( 10 )
np.savetxt( fn_prefix+'St_new.dat', np.transpose( [time_col, St_col] ), fmt=['%d', '%f'],
header='time/ps, St'
)
##--- timer stop --stop = timer.perf_counter()
print('St calculated.')
print('time used in sec: ', stop-start)

# pdb.main_bond.py
# bond and angle analysis
from class_data import data
if __name__ == '__main__':
import time as timer
##--- read-in the whole file --lmpfilename = '../ions_every100ps_10-50ns.lammpstrj'
##--- output general settings --import numpy as np
fn_prefix = '../Tf2C2_'
##--- timer start --start = timer.perf_counter()
##--- initialize a data object --d1 = data()
d1.save_mem=0
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##--- read in lmp traj output --#AN_gen_kw = [ range(11,11+400), 1, 1, 1, [], 15, "sel[:]", 'type']
#CT_gen_kw = [ range(1,1+10), 2, 40, 1, [30,1171], 15, "sel[ ((sel.index%30<=9 ) &
(sel.index%30>=5)) | ( (sel.index%30>=15 ) & (sel.index%30<=24)) ]", 'type' ]
d1.read_all_lmp(lmpfilename)
print('last timestep read: ', d1.allframes[-1].time)
d1.unwrapall_L()
##--- calcuate histograms --sel1_kw = [ range(401,401+10), [20, 781], "sel[ sel.index%20==8 ]" ]
sel2_kw = [ range(401,401+10), [20, 781], "sel[ sel.index%20==0 ]" ]
sel3_kw = [ range(811,811+10), [], "sel[:]" ]
col_hist_bond, col_dist = d1.bond_stat(sel2_kw, sel3_kw, np.arange(0,10, 0.1))
print(col_hist_bond, '\n', col_dist)
col_hist_angle, col_ang = d1.angle_stat(sel1_kw, sel2_kw, sel3_kw)
print(col_hist_angle, '\n', col_dist )
#col_hist_dihed, col_dist = d1.dihed_stat(sel1_kw, sel2_kw, sel3_kw, sel4_kw)
##--- timer stop --stop = timer.perf_counter()
print('time used in sec: ', stop-start)
np.savetxt( fn_prefix+'bond.dat', np.transpose([col_dist, col_hist_bond]), fmt=['%f', '%f'],
header='bond, P(r/A)' )
np.savetxt( fn_prefix+'angle.dat', np.transpose([col_ang, col_hist_angle]), fmt=['%f', '%f'],
header='angle, P(Theta/degree)' )

# pdb.main_dihed.py
# calc dihedral
from class_data import data
if __name__ == '__main__':
import time as timer
##--- read-in the whole file --pdbfilename = '../testCtSt.pdb' # hopping calculation
##--- output general settings --import numpy as np
fn_prefix = '../AmC2_'
##--- timer start --start = timer.perf_counter()
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##--- initialize a data object --d1 = data()
d1.save_mem=0
##--- read in pdb traj output --#AN_gen_kw = [ range(11,11+400), 1, 1, 1, [], 15, "sel[:]", 'type']
#CT_gen_kw = [ range(1,1+10), 2, 40, 1, [30,1171], 15, "sel[ ((sel.index%30<=9 ) &
(sel.index%30>=5)) | ( (sel.index%30>=15 ) & (sel.index%30<=24)) ]", 'type' ]
d1.read_all_pdb(pdbfilename )#, AN_gen = AN_gen_kw, CT_gen =CT_gen_kw )
#print(d1.allframes[0].L_AN)
print('last timestep read: ', d1.allframes[-1].time)
#d1.wrapall_L()
##--- calcuate histograms --sel1_kw = [ range(11,11+400), [], "sel[ sel.index%15==7 ]" ]
sel2_kw = [ range(11,11+400), [], "sel[ sel.index%15==2 ]" ]
sel3_kw = [ range(11,11+400), [], "sel[ sel.index%15==0 ]" ]
sel4_kw = [ range(11,11+400), [], "sel[ sel.index%15==8 ]" ]
#col_hist_bond, col_dist = d1.bond_stat(sel1_kw, sel2_kw, np.arange(1,2, 0.1))
#print(col_hist_bond, '\n*\n', col_dist)
#col_hist_angle, col_dist = d1.angle_stat(sel1_kw, sel2_kw, sel3_kw)
#print(len(col_hist_angle), '\n*\n', len(col_dist) )
col_hist_dihed, col_dist = d1.dihed_stat(sel1_kw, sel2_kw, sel3_kw, sel4_kw)
##--- timer stop --stop = timer.perf_counter()
print('time used in sec: ', stop-start)
np.savetxt( fn_prefix+'dihed.dat', np.transpose([col_dist, col_hist_dihed]), fmt=['%f', '%f'],
header='dihedral, P(phi)' )
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